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equipment room: 614-292-1679  




mailing Address: 1500 West Higgins Road
Park Ridge, IL 60068-6300
Assistant Commissioner, media relations: 
Scott Chipman
email: schipman@bigten.org
men’s tennis Contact: Adam Augustine 
email: aaugustine@bigten.org 
university FACts




Colors: Scarlet and Gray
mascot: Brutus Buckeye
Fight song: Across The Field
Conference: Big Ten (1913)
interim President: Joseph A. Alutto 
director of Athletics/Associate vice President: 
Gene Smith (Notre Dame,1977) 
year at Ohio state: Ninth
Associate Ad/men’s tennis: Shaun 
year at Ohio state: First 
Athletics dept. Phone: 614-292-7572
Faculty representative: John Bruno 
men’s tennis histOry
First year: 1912
All-time record: 1,128-674-10 (.623) 
big ten record: 266-111 (.706)
All-Americans/selections: 15/32 
individual nCAA Champion(s): 2 - 2012 
Chase Buchanan and Blaz Rola (Doubles), 
2013 Blaz Rola (Singles)
big ten regular-season Championships:  
1915(co), 1931, 1943, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 
2011, 2012, 2013
big ten tournament Championships: 1991, 2001, 
2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2013
All-big ten selections/honorees
77/36
Academic All-big ten selections/ honorees
101/50
Outdoor venue: Varsity Tennis Courts
number of Courts: 10
indoor venue: The Ohio State University Varsity 
indoor tennis Center




Ty Tucker/Ohio State (1998) 
year at Ohio state: 15th
Ohio state record: 395-61 (.866) 
Career record: 395-61 (.866)
big ten record: 131-11 (.923)
big ten tournament record: 34-6 (.850) 
nCAA tournament record: 
36-14 (.720)/14 appearances
Assistant Coach/Alma mater: 
Justin Kronauge/Ohio State (2010) 
year at Ohio state: Fourth 
volunteer Assistant Coach/Alma mater:
David Schilling/Denison (1989)
year at Ohio state: 15th
FOllOW the OhiO stAte 
men’s tennis teAm 
  @OhioState_MTEN
2013  letterwinners  returning/lost:
4/6
2013 All-Americans  returning/lost:
1/1
2013 big ten tournament Finish:
Champion
2013 nCAA tournament Finish:
Semifinals




Media wishing to conduct interviews with any 
member of the Ohio State men’s tennis team should 
contact Alex morando of the Athletics Communica-
tions office. Please call at least one day in advance 
to allow setup time.
PhOtO requests
All still photography requests of Ohio State student-
athletes and coaches must be emailed to Kyle mcK-
ee. He can be reached at 614-247-7202 or via email 
at mckee.470@osu.edu
videO serviCes
For information regarding video services and match 
footage, contact russ hoeflich, assistant director 
of video services at 614-688-0881.
WeeKly releAse
The weekly release, which includes notes and statistics, 
is available each week on the official Ohio State 
Athletics Department web site at 
Ohiostatebuckeyes.com.
OhiOstAtebuCKeyes.COm
This is the official website of the Ohio State Athletics 
Department. Ohio State men’s tennis releases, as 
well as a wide variety of related men’s tennis and 
athletics department information, such as audio and 
video highlights, can be found on the web. Links to 
all 36 varsity sports also are available.
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rOAd requests
Please direct all credential requests for Ohio State’s 
road matches to the host school’s sports information 
director.
vs. butler bulldogs
Wed. Jan. 22, Noon Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State leads, 14-0




Wed. Jan. 22, 6 p.m. Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State leads, 12-0




Sat. Jan. 25, 10 a.m., Columbus, Ohio
Series History: First Time Meeting





Series History: Ohio State Leads, 11-1





Series History: Ohio State trails, 0-1




Sun. Jan. 26, 6 p.m., Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State leads, 29-2




Fri. Feb. 7, 6 p.m., Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State leads, 14-12
Communications Contact: Chris Shoals
Email: cmsh223@uky.edu
Phone: 859-257-3838
vs. texas A&m Aggies
Sun. Feb. 9, Noon, Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Tied, 4-4
Communications Contact: Matt Callaway
Email: mcallaway@athletics.tamu.edu
Phone: 979-862-5443
at notre dame Fighting irish
Sat. Feb. 22, Noon, South Bend, Ind.
Series History: Ohio State leads, 30-26
Communications Contact: Lauren Chval
Email: chval.2@nd.edu
Phone: 574-631-3397
vs. north Carolina tarheels
Fri. Feb. 28, 6 p.m., Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State leads, 8-0
Communications Contact: Dave Lohse
Email: davelohse@unc.edu
Phone: 919-962-7257
vs. Penn state nittany lions
Sun. March 2, Noon, Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State leads, 21-5




Fri. March 7, 6 p.m., Norman, Okla.
Series History: Ohio State leads, 3-0




Wed. March 12, 2:30 p.m., Athens, Ga.
Series History: Ohio State trails, 12-3




Fri. March 21, 6 p.m., Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State trails, 30-73-1
Communications Contact: Zach Eisendrath
Email: zeisen@umich.edu
Phone: 734-647-3810
at michigan state spartans
Sun. March 23, TBA East Lansing, Mich.
Series History: Ohio State leads, 42-35




Sat. March 29, 6 p.m.  Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State leads, 45-43
Communications Contact: Nick Brilowski
Email: brilowski@northwestern.edu
Phone: 847-467-3831
vs. illinois Fighting illini
Sun. March 30, Noon Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State trails, 42-55-1
Communications Contact: Josh Bates
date Opponent / event location time
9/28/13 ITA All-American Tournament Tulsa, Okla. All Day
10/17/13 Midwest Regionals Columbus, Ohio All Day
11/07/13 National Indoors Singles & Doubles Tournament Flushing Meadows, N.Y. All Day
1/22/14 vs. Butler Columbus, Ohio Noon ET
  vs. Xavier Columbus, Ohio 6 p.m. ET
ITA Kickoff Weekend
1/25/14 vs. Denver Columbus, Ohio 10 a.m. ET
  MTSU vs. Louisville Columbus, Ohio 2 p.m. ET
1/26/14 Match 1 Columbus, Ohio 10 a.m. ET
1/26/14 Match 2 Columbus, Ohio 1 p.m. ET
1/26/14 vs. Toledo Columbus, Ohio 6 p.m. ET 
2/07/14 vs. Kentucky Columbus, Ohio 6 p.m. ET
2/9/14 vs. Texas A&M Columbus, Ohio Noon ET 
2/14/14 National Indoors Team Tournament Houston, Texas All Day
2/22/14 at Notre Dame South Bend, Ind. Noon ET
2/24/14 at Indiana Bloomington, Ind. 2 p.m. ET
2/28/14 vs. North Carolina Columbus, Ohio 6 p.m. ET
3/02/14 vs. Penn State * Columbus, Ohio Noon  ET
3/07/14 at Oklahoma Norman, Okla. 6 p.m. ET
3/12/14 at Georgia Athens, Ga. 2:30 p.m. ET
3/21/14 vs. Michigan * Columbus, Ohio 6 p.m. ET
3/23/14 at Michigan State * East Lansing, Mich. Noon ET
3/29/14 vs. Northwestern * Columbus, Ohio 6 p.m. ET
3/30/14 vs. Illinois * Columbus, Ohio Noon ET
4/04/14 at Minnesota * Minnesota, Minn. 3 p.m. ET
4/06/14 at Wisconsin * Madison, Wis. 3 p.m. ET
4/09/14 at Kentucky Lexington, Ky. 2 p.m. ET
4/11/14 at Indiana * Bloomington, Ind. 2 p.m. ET
4/13/14 at Purdue * Lafayette, Ind. Noon ET 
4/18/14 vs. Iowa * Columbus, Ohio 6 p.m. ET
4/20/14 vs. Nebraska * Columbus, Ohio Noon ET
4/24/14 Big Ten Championships East Lansing, Mich. All Day
5/15/14 NCAA Championships TBA All Day
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Email: jbbates2@illinois.edu
Phone: 217-244-4982
at minnesota Golden Gophers
Fri. April 4, 3 p.m. Minneapolis, Minn.
Series History: Ohio State trails, 28-38
Communications Contact: TBD
at Wisconsin badgers
Sun. April 6, 3 p.m. Madison, Wis.
Series History: Ohio State leads, 48-32




Wed. April 9, 6 p.m. Lexington, Ky.
Series History: Ohio State leads, 19-13




Fri. April 11, 2 p.m. Bloomington, Ind.
Series History: Ohio State leads, 53-39




Sun. April 13, Noon Lafayette, Ind.
Series History: Ohio State leads, 72-18




Fri. April 18, 6 p.m. Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State leads, 35-21




Sun. April 20, Noon Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State leads, 4-0
Communications Contact: Kevan Carr
Email: kcarr@huskers.com
Phone: 402-472-2263
*All Times are Eastern
2013-14 tournaments
itA division i Kick-Off Weekend
Sat.-Sun. Jan. 25-26, All Day Columbus, Ohio
Communications Contact: Alex Morando 
Email: morando.2@osu.edu
Phone: 614-292-1389
itA national team indoor Championship
Fri.-Mon. Feb. 14-17, All Day Houston, Texas 
Communications Contact: Matt Callaway 
Email: mcallaway@athletics.tamu.edu
Phone: 979-862-5443
big ten tournament 
Thur.-Sun. April 24-27, All Day East Lansing, Mich. 




Campus Sites and Dates To Be Determined 
nCAA Championships
Team Round of 16, Singles and Doubles
Championships, Athens, Ga.
Communications Contact: Kate Burkholder
Email: kateburk@sports.uga.edu 
Phone: 706-542-1621
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rOster
name ht. yr.                   hometown (Prev school)
Marko Goles Babic 6-5 Fr.                   Zagreb, Croatia (Gimnazija Zagreb)
Evan Bechtel 6-2 R-Fr.                   Toledo, Ohio (SMU)
Hunter Callahan 6-3 R-Jr.                   Lower Gwynedd, Pa. (Agora Online)
Chris Diaz 5-7 R-So.                   Columbus, Ohio (Bishop Watterson)
Peter Kobelt 6-7 R-Sr.                   New Albany, Ohio (New Albany)
Matt Mendez 5-9 Fr.                   Worthington, Ohio (Worthington Kilborne) 
Kevin Metka 6-3 R-Jr.                   Worthington, Ohio (Kilbourne)
Herkko Pollanen 6-2 Fr.                   Helsinki, Finland
Riley Reist 5-11 Fr.                   Hamilton, Ohio (Hamilton) 
Ralf Steinbach 6-1 R-Fr.                                Halle, Germany (Sportgymnasium Halle)
COAChinG And suPPOrt stAFF
head Coach/director of tennis - Ty Tucker (15th Season/2nd Season)  
Assistant Coach - Justin Kronauge (4th Season)
volunteer Assistant Coach - David Schilling (15th Season)   
racket stringer - Jeff Deibel  
Athletic trainer - Mike Sypniak




































• For the eighth-consecutive season, Ohio State was crowned the Big Ten regular-season champions and won the conference tournament title seven of the last eight 
seasons in 2013.
• Ohio State has won 172 consecutive matches in Columbus (22-0 in 2013). The streak is the longest active among Division I sports.  
• The Buckeyes have been ranked in the ITA Top 10 for 238 consecutive matches (beginning March 7, 2006)
• Since 1999, Ohio State is 384-48 (.889) when ranked in the ITA Top 25.  
• Ohio State is 36-14 all-time in the NCAA tournament. 
• Ohio State reached 30 wins for the eighth-consecutive season in 2013. 
• Head coach Ty Tucker amassed at least 20 wins for the 13th-consecutive season. 
• The Buckeyes won 36 of 38 doubles points in 2013. 
• The Scarlet and Gray finished the 2013 season 9-3 vs. teams ranked in the ITA Top 25.
• The Buckeyes shut out 23 of their opponents in 2013.  
• Peter Kobelt and Connor Smith tied for the team lead in wins with 36 singles victories, while Smith finished the season atop the doubles wins list with 33. 
• Four members of the 2012-13 team finished the season with 30 or more wins in singles play; Chris Diaz 32, Peter Kobelt 36, Blaz Rola 32 and Connor Smith 36. 
Additionally, Constantin Christ (21) and Devin McCarthy (28) had 20-plus  singles wins in 2012-13.
Matt Mendez, Fr. 
Mount Plesant, S.C. 
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Osu/Career record: 395-61 (.866)
big ten record: 131-11 (.923)
Big Ten Tournament Record 34-6 (.850)
NCAA Tournament Record 36-14 (.720)
Ty Tucker, who became the head coach of the Ohio State men’s tennis program in 
1999, has turned Buckeye tennis into an elite program that has maintained consis-
tent success, shattered program records and contended for Big Ten and national 
titles. Tucker’s reputation for delivering exceptional results has not gone unnoticed 
as he was promoted to Director of Tennis in the summer of 2012. While also main-
taining his role as head coach of the men’s program, Tucker has provided oversight 
and assistance to the women’s team.  
 Guiding the Scarlet and Gray to eight consecutive Big Ten regular-season 
titles (2006-2013) and seven of the last eight conference tournament crowns, 
Tucker also has coached the program to 13 consecutive 20-win seasons. During 
the past seven campaigns, Ohio State has won 30 or more matches as well. For his 
career, Tucker has amassed a 395-61 (.866) record, including a 131-11 (.923) mark 
in the Big Ten.  In addition to the Buckeyes’ astounding record of 170 consecutive 
wins in Columbus, which is the longest home win streak in Division I sports his-
tory, Tucker and Ohio State have been ranked in the Top 20 of the Intercollegiate 
Tennis Association (ITA) poll for 238 consecutive matches. 
 The 2009 ITA National Coach of the Year, Tucker has witnessed Ohio State 
make deep runs at the NCAA championships. As a team, the Buckeyes advanced 
to the final in 2009 before dropping a hard-fought 4-1 decision to USC in College 
Station, Texas. Ohio State has advanced to the semifinals two other times and 
the quarterfinals a total of nine times, while making 14 consecutive trips to the 
national tournament in all (2000-13).  
 Perhaps one of Tucker’s proudest moments as a head coach came when he 
mentored senior Chase Buchanan and sophomore Blaz Rola to the 2012 NCAA 
Doubles Championship title in Athens, Ga. The Buckeye duo not only owned the 
No. 1 doubles ranking throughout the 2012 campaign, but the pair made history 
when they became the only doubles team in NCAA annals to win all three major 
collegiate championships in one season – D’Novo/ITA All-America Champion-
ships, USTA/ITA National Indoor Championships and NCAA Championships. In all, 
Tucker has coached 12 individuals in the NCAA singles championship and 10 dou-
bles teams. A continuing trend at Ohio State is success in doubles play. In 2004, 
Scott Green and Ross Wilson, Buckeye letterwinners from 2003-06, concluded 
their collegiate career as one of only three doubles teams in the nation to win 
three ITA national titles. Green and Wilson also became the first tandem in the 
27 years of the ITA National Indoor Championships to win consecutive titles and 
the first doubles team in Ohio State history to win a national title. In 2013 Tucker 
again coached Rola to a national championship, this time in singles. Winning his 
second NCAA title in as many years and becoming the first Buckeye to capture the 
national singles title, Rola finished the 2013 season 32-1 overall.   
A nine-time Big Ten Coach of the Year and four-time ITA Region IV/Midwest 
Region Coach of the Year recipient, Tucker has led 11 All-Americans who have 
garnered a total of 28 All-America honors. In addition to Buchanan and Rola’s 
claim to No. 1 in the doubles ranking, Tucker led Jeremy Wurtzman, the 2004 ITA/
Farnsworth National Senior Co-Player of the Year, Steven Moneke (2007), Bryan 
Koniecko (2009) and Peter Kobelt (2012) to the No. 1 position in the ITA singles 
rankings. Moneke, who lettered for the Buckeyes from 2006-09, played his way 
into the 2009 NCAA Singles Championship final before losing 3-6, 6-2, 6-3 to 
Devin Britton of Mississippi.  
 In the Big Ten Conference, 20 Buckeyes, including recent honorees, Chris 
Diaz, Kobelt, Devin McCarthy, Rola and Connor Smith, have been named All-Big 
Ten recipients under Tucker’s tutelage. Additionally, three student-athletes have 
earned Big Ten Athlete of the Year accolades – Vince Ng (2003), Koniecko (2008, 
’09) and Buchanan (2010, ’11), while four were awarded with Big Ten Freshman of 
the Year honors – Joey Atas (2004), Koniecko (2006), Justin Kronauge (2007) and 
Rola (2011).  
 Arguably, the most successful campaign in program history, 2009 proved to 
be a season of immense achievement. Not only did the Scarlet and Gray play for 
the national title, but they also recorded a 36-2 record for a .947 win percentage, 
the best single-season win percentage in program history. Two years later, Ohio 
State advanced to the semifinals of the NCAA tournament to finish the season 
with just three losses compared to 34 victories (.919). In 2013, the Buckeyes ap-
peared in the NCAA semifinals for the third time in program history thanks to a 
dramatic 4-3 victory over four-time defending champion USC in the quarterfinals in 
Champaign, Ill. Although Ohio State fell short of its bid to claim the national title, 
the Buckeyes finished the season with another 30-win season (35-3).
 The 2006 season was the beginning of the Buckeyes’ dominance in the Big 
Ten Conference. Recording a 28-2 ledger, Ohio State relinquished its second-place 
league standing from the previous five seasons and won the regular-season and 
tournament titles. The squad also received its seventh-consecutive bid to the 
NCAA team championship and hosted the first two rounds for the first time in 
team history.
 Tucker is accustomed to success in tennis. A two-time All-American at Ohio 
State, Tucker earned three letters from 1989 to 1991 during his collegiate career. 
He captured the No. 1 singles position his freshman year and held it for three sea-
sons, while also securing his place in the Buckeye record book with his dominating 
play, finishing with 64 career singles wins. In 2004, Tucker was inducted into the 
Ohio State Athletics Hall of Fame. 
 In 1992, Tucker decided to pursue a professional tennis career. He achieved a 
world ranking of No. 273 and in 1994 was ranked as high as No. 35 in the U.S. He 
earned significant wins over Tim Henman, Hendrik Dreekman and Sargis Sargisian 
and defeated Jimmy Arias to win the Novi Auto Mall Professional Tennis Chal-
lenge in Michigan. Tucker also played in more than 40 foreign tournaments be-
tween 1992 and 1995. After returning to Ohio State as an assistant coach, Tucker 
earned his degree in anthropology in 1998. 
 Tucker’s success in tennis began at an early age. As a player on the junior 
circuit, he established himself by accumulating nine United States Tennis Associa-
tion (USTA) National Junior titles and was a tournament finalist 11 times. Tucker 
notched victories over Andre Agassi, Michael Chang and Jim Courier. As a student 
at Zanesville High School, Tucker became the only student-athlete to win the Ohio 
High School state title as a freshman in 1985. In the spring of 2012, Tucker was 
inducted into the Zanesville City Schools Hall of Fame.
 Overall Conference 
year W l Pct. W l Pct. Place tournament Finish nCAA Finish
2000 14 11 .560 6 4 .600 T4th Second Round Second Round
2001 25 4 .862 8 2 .800 2nd Champion Second Round
2002 21 5 .808 9 1 .900 2nd Second Round First Round
2003 22 7 .759 9 1 .900 2nd Second Round Round of 16
2004 26 5 .839 9 1 .900 2nd Runner-up Quarterfinals
2005 20 9 .690 8 2 .800 2nd Runner-up Second Round
2006 28 2 .933 10 0 1.00 1st Champion Quarterfinals
2007 30 2 .938 10 0 1.00 1st Champion Quarterfinals
2008 35 2 .946 10 0 1.00 1st Champion Quarterfinals
2009 36 2 .947 10 0 1.00 1st Champion Runner-up
2010 35 2 .946 10 0 1.00 1st Champion Quarterfinals
2011 34 3 .919 10 0 1.00 1st Champion  Semifinals
2012 34 4 .895 11 0 1.00 1st Runner-up Quarterfinals
2013 35 3 .921 11 0 1.00 1st Champion Semifinals
total 395 61 .866 131 11 .923
ty tucker Career records (All at Ohio state)
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 The 2012 ITA Midwest Region Assistant Coach of the Year, Justin Kronauge 
has transferred his expertise as a collegiate player to the coaching realms. Hired 
in 2010 by his mentor, Ty Tucker, Kronauge has been a tremendous asset to the 
Buckeyes the past three seasons and subsequently was named associate head 
coach during the summer.  
 In his three seasons as the assistant coach, Kronauge helped guide the Buck-
eyes to a combined 93-10 record. In 2011, the Scarlet and Gray posted a 34-3 
overall mark en route to their sixth consecutive Big Ten Conference regular-season 
and tournament titles. The next year, Kronauge and the Buckeyes amassed a 34-4 
ledger and concluded the conference regular season in first place. Last season, 
the Buckeyes posted a 35-3 record and won both the Big Ten regular-season and 
tournament crowns. Additionally, during the past three campaigns, Kronauge has 
guided some of his former teammates to impressive runs at the NCAA tourna-
ment, including a semifinal finish in 2013. 
 The Dayton, Ohio, native concluded his collegiate career at Ohio State during 
the spring of 2010 and earned his bachelor's degree in finance that August after 
posting one of the most successful careers in Ohio State men’s tennis history. 
A two-time All-American and the 2010 Midwest Region Farnsworth/ITA Senior 
Player of the Year, Kronauge concluded his historic Ohio State tennis career with 
multiple program records. (Most career singles wins (147), most career doubles 
wins (133) and most combined wins with 280 victories.) Furthermore, Kronauge, a 
three-time unanimous All-Big Ten recipient, was just the third Buckeye to have at 
least 100 singles and 100 doubles wins. He also became just the sixth Ohio State 






 David Schilling is part of head coach Ty Tucker’s recipe for success. Schilling 
was recruited by Tucker in the fall of 1999 and since that time has proven to be a 
valuable addition.
 Schilling came to Ohio State after a highly-successful tenure at Kenyon 
College in Gambier, Ohio, where he guided the Lords to an 87-36 record during 
six seasons, becoming the most successful coach in the program’s then 97-year 
history. Schilling’s Kenyon squads were ranked in the Top 25 for six consecutive 
years and finished among the Top 3 in the North Coast Athletic Conference five 
times, including a championship in 1995. The NCAC is widely regarded as one of 
the premier tennis conferences in Division III.
 Prior to Kenyon, Schilling served as the assistant coach for the nationally-
ranked men’s and women’s tennis squads at Denison in Granville, Ohio. He also 
was an assistant coach at the College of Wooster (Ohio) for two years.
 Schilling played at Denison from 1986-89, leading the Big Red to four con-
secutive NCAC championships. He was nationally-ranked in singles and doubles 
for three consecutive years and was named to the NCAC’s 10th Anniversary All-
Time men’s tennis team in 1993.
 Schilling graduated from Denison with a bachelor’s degree in economics. He 
then received his master’s degree in sports management from Ohio State.





Hometown: Zagreb, Croatia 






Previous School: SMU 
Major: Finance
Prior to Ohio state  –  Posted 34 singles wins and 40 doubles victories as a ju-
nior player ... began playing tennis at age 5 ... has played in more than 10 Croatia 
Futures events in the past two years ... ranked career high 221 in juniors in 2012 
... competed at the 2012 European Junior Championships ... advanced to the final 
round of the 5th Europe Tennis Centre Cup in Budapest, Hungary in 2012 ... won 
the Wilson ITF Junior Classic in Jan. 2012 in Austria.
2013 (Freshman season): Redshirted for the Buckeyes.
st. John’s Jesuit : 2011 Ohio Division I State Singles Champion ... National 
High School Tennis All-American and first team All-Ohio ... captain of high school 
tennis team ... Ohio Tennis Coaches’ Association Team Champion ... four-year 
letterwinner.
Personal: Son of Rick and Jane Bechtel ... has one sibling, Morgan ... would 
like to secure a career in business after graduation ... favorite pastimes, include 
small mouth bass fishing and ping pong ... lists greatest sports thrill as winning 
the DI OHSAA State Championship with his high school team and also hitting 
with Roger Federer before his match with Rafael Nadal at the ATP World Tour 
Tennis Tournament in Cincinnati.
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Hometown: Lower Gwynedd, Pa.
Previous School: Agora Online 
Major: Marketing
Career honors – 2012 and 2013 Academic All-Big Ten … 2012 and 2013 Ohio 
State Scholar-Athlete. 
2012-13 (redshirt sophomore season) – Played fifth and sixth singles; 6-0 re-
cord at No. 5 singles, 8-3 ledger at No. 6 … won first NCAA championship doubles 
match of his career against Texas A&M’s Jeremy Efferding and Jordan Szabo in 
Round of 16 (May 16) with Blaz Rola ... posted a 5-1 record in B1G singles play and 
8-1 dual record in doubles ... Academic All-Big Ten ... Ohio State Scholar-Athlete.
2011-12 (redshirt Freshman season) – Earned start at No. 6 singles in opening 
round of NCAA championships; match vs. Roger Ordeig of ETSU went unfinished 
(May 12); also received starting nod at No. 5 singles vs. UCLA’s Adrien Puget (May 
20) … saw action in quarterfinals of Big Ten Tournament (April 27-30), playing 
No. 6 singles and downing Tom Blackwell of Nebraska 6-3, 6-2 … completed 
season with 11-4 overall record in singles play, including 9-1 ledger in dual action 
… played in four Big Ten Conference matches – at Penn State (March 11) vs. 
Christopher Hasyn and won 6-3, 6-2, vs. Nebraska’s Stefan Gollner (March 30) and 
was victorious 6-2, 7-5, vs. Iowa’s Connor Gilmore (April 1) and won 6-0, 6-1 and 
at Purdue vs. Evan Hawkins (April 18) and won 6-4, 6-3; all four wins came at No. 
6 position … teamed with redshirt sophomore Nelson Vick during the fall and the 
pair posted a 2-2 record … Academic All-Big Ten and Ohio State Scholar-Athlete 
honoree.  
2010-11 (Freshman season) – Did not see action for the Buckeyes.
Prior to Ohio state – Won 2010 Evert ITF Tournament in Boca Raton, Fla. … 
boys’ 18 National Ope Singles Champion (Aston, Pa.) … finished sixth in boys’ 16 
bracket at USTA National Clay Courts tournament … advanced to semifinals of G4 
ITF event in Naples, Fla., and runner up in doubles … ranked No. 9 in boys’ 18 poll 
after placing as high as No. 14 in the boys’ 16 standings … owned No. 1 ranking 
in boys’ 18 and 16 middle states polls … came to Ohio State as 14th-ranked best 
recruit in the nation … coached by Marco Martizi during prep career.
hunter CAllAhAn CAreer reCOrds
singles
year tournament dual big ten  Overall
2012-13 2-3 14-3 5-1  16-6
2011-12 2-3 9-1 4-0  11-4
totals 4-6 23-4 9-1  27-10
doubles 
year tournament dual big ten  Overall
2012-13 3-2 8-1 2-0  11-3
2011-12 2-2 0-0 0-0  2-2
totals 5-4 8-1 2-0  13-5
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Hometown: Mount Pleas, S.C. 
Previous School: Heritage Academy
Major: Business 
Prior to Ohio state: US junior ranking: Mendez is No. 1 in South Carolina, No. 6 
in the south and had the highest national ranking of his career in 2013 at No. 21.
Personal: Son of Oscar and Lisa Mendez ... majoring in business ... would like 






Previous School: Bishop Watterson
Major: Neuroscience
Ohio state Career honors – 2013 Big Ten Distinguished Scholar ... 2013 Second 
Team All-Big Ten … 2013 Academic All-Big Ten ... two-time Ohio State Scholar-
Athlete in 2012 and 2013.
2012-13 (redshirt Freshman season) – Second Team All-Big Ten honoree … 
32 wins served as third best on the team … 13-match win streak in singles; 17-3 
at No. 5 singles … one of four Buckeyes with nine or more Big Ten wins (9-0) … 
Big Ten Distinguished Scholar ... Ohio State Scholar-Athlete.
2011-12 (Freshman season) – Did not see action for the Buckeyes … Ohio 
State Scholar-Athlete. 
Prior to Ohio state – Four-year starter on Bishop Watterson’s varsity tennis team 
… won two Ohio High School Athletic Association state championships (2008, 
2011) … as a freshman, captured Division II doubles championship with brother 
Philip … duo followed with runner-up finish in 2009 ... went undefeated during 
final two seasons … named All-CCL (Central Catholic League) and team MVP … 
No. 1 player from Ohio in his class according to TennisRecruiting.net … compiled 
32-6 record in USTA matches, including 15-0 mark vs. four and five-star opponents.
Personal – Son of Phil and Donna … has three siblings Philip, Elizabeth and 
Stephanie … father, Phil played tennis at Brown University … lists greatest 
sports thrill as winning state championship with his brother …enjoys playing all 
sports … plans to become a doctor after graduation.   
Chris diAz CAreer reCOrds
singles
year tournament dual big ten  Overall
2012-13 8-1 24-5 9-0  32-6
totals  8-1 24-5 9-0  32-6
doubles 
year tournament dual big ten  Overall
2012-13 2-1 2-0 0-0  2-1
totals 2-1 2-0 0-0  2-1
2 0 1 3 - 1 4  m e n ’ s  t e n n i s M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
1 0
2 0 1 3 - 1 4  O h i O  s t A t e  b u C K e y e s
Peter KObelt CAreer reCOrds
singles
year tournament dual big ten  Overall
2012-13 16-4 20-5 8-1  36-9
2011-12 3-3 22-8 9-1  25-11
2010-11 6-4 25-2 10-0  31-6
totals 25-11 67-15 27-2  92-26
doubles 
year tournament dual big ten  Overall
2012-13 4-3 28-3 10-1  32-6
2011-12 5-2 31-3 11-0  36-5
2010-11 4-4 26-7 9-1  30-11
totals 13-9 85-13 30-2  98-16
Lansing, Mich. (Nov. 1) before falling to then teammate Nelson Vick in tournament 
final ... with Allare, duo advanced to National Indoor Championships quarterfinals 
in Flushing, N.Y. (Nov. 7) … competed in four singles matches during spring sea-
son, going 3-0 with one match unfinished … ranked as high as 68th in ITA singles 
rankings … when teamed with Allare, went 25-11 including 18-9 dual mark … 
tandem went 8-1 in Big Ten play and 7-9 vs. ranked opponents … competed at 
No. 1 spot in doubles most of season finishing 16-7 at the position … key doubles 
wins came against No. 4 Chris Thiemann and Marcel Thiemann of Mississippi, 8-6 
(Feb. 4), No. 23 Ignacio Taboada and Sadio Doumbia of Georgia, 8-6 (Feb. 6), No. 
20 Brennan Boyajian and Jose Hernandez of North Carolina, 8-5 (Feb. 15) and No. 
19 Evan King and Jason Jung of Michigan (April 10) … with Allare, one of two 
Buckeye doubles teams competing in 2011 NCAA tournament. 
2009-10 (Freshman season) – Did not see action for the Buckeyes. 
Prior to Ohio state – 2009 Division I Ohio High School Athletics Association 
state champion in singles at New Albany … 2009 All-American … four consecu-
tive First Team All-State honors … ranked in Top 60 in U.S. Seniors standings … 
as a sophomore won 2007 Division II Ohio High School Athletics Association state 
championship in doubles at New Albany … as a junior, was 2008 state runner-up 
in singles … won national title in boys’ 18 advanced Junior Team Tennis champi-
onship … in basketball at New Albany, was team MVP and two-time captain … 
was named to Second Team all-Ohio Capital Conference.
Ohio state Career honors – Two-time ITA All American (2013 singles and 
doubles) … runner-up at 2012 ITA All-American Championships … 2012 USTA/
ITA Midwest Region Singles Champion … two-time USTA/ITA Midwest Region 
Doubles Champion in 2010 and 2011 … 2012 and 2013 First Team All-Big Ten … 
Big Ten Athlete of the Week (Feb. 27, 2013) … 2012 and 2013 Academic All-Big 
Ten ... four-time Ohio State Scholar Athlete (2010-13).
2012-13 (redshirt Junior season) – Two-time ITA All-American ... runner-up at 
2012 ITA All-American Championships (Sept. 29), losing to Virginia’s Alex Domijan 
after defeating then-No. 12 Anthony Rossi and then-No. 10 Ku Singh of Georgia 
… USTA/ITA Midwest Region Singles Champion (Oct. 18), defeating then-No. 53 
Vlad Stefan of Michigan in the final … began 2013 ranked No. 1 in ITA singles 
poll … remained in Top 10 all season … victories over nine ranked opponents en 
route to 34-7 overall singles record … paired with Connor Smith at No. 1 doubles 
for 22-2 record and 10-1 mark in Big Ten play … duo defeated eight ranked op-
ponents and went on a 10-match win streak … 92 career singles wins and 98 
career doubles wins … No. 11 on Ohio State career doubles wins list … 11th 
on combined career wins list with 190 victories … 7-6(3), 7-6(3) win over No. 16 
Ray Sarmiento at No. 2 singles clinched a victory over No. 4 USC in 2013 NCAA 
Team Championship Quarterfinal (May 18) … Big Ten Athlete of the Week (Feb. 
27, 2013) … First Team All-Big Ten … Ohio State Scholar-Athlete … Academic 
All-Big Ten recipient ... Big Ten Conference automatic singles and doubles qualifier 
for NCAA Individual Championships. 
2011-12 (redshirt sophomore season) – 2012 First Team All-Big Ten selection 
... finished season with 25-11 overall record in singles play (22-8 in dual action 
and 9-1 in Big Ten Conference play) … highlight win of the season was downing 
No. 1 Mitchell Frank of No. 2 Virginia 7-5, 7-6 in semifinals of 2012 National Team 
Indoor Championship in Charlottesville, Va.; the win helped lift Ohio State to a 
4-1 victory over the  Cavaliers (Feb. 19) and an appearance in the event’s final … 
recorded 5-1 ledger in NCAA championships (May 12-20), including 4-0 record in 
doubles with junior Connor Smith;  beat ETSU’s Jesus Bandres and Roger Ordeig 
8-4, Notre Dame’s Billy Pecor and Sam Keeton 8-4, Florida’s Michael Alford and 
Florent Diep, 8-3 and UCLA’s Marcos Giron and Warren Hardie, 8-4; also downed 
Juan Ramirez of ETSU 6-4, 6-2 in singles play ...  posted 2-0 record in singles play 
at Big Ten Tournament (April 27-30) ... paired with Smith majority of the season, 
the duo compiled a 29-5 overall record, including  10-0 ledger in the Big Ten … 
playing mostly at No. 3 doubles, the pair was 20-2 at that position … partnered 
with senior Chase Buchanan and the duo won the USTA/ITA Midwest Regional 
Doubles Championship (Oct. 13-17) … overall concluded the season 36-5 in dou-
bles play … Academic All-Big Ten and Ohio State Scholar-Athlete honoree.
2010-11 (redshirt Freshman season) –  Participated in first-career national 
collegiate tournament at 2010 D'Novo All-American Championships in Tulsa, Okla. 
(Oct. 10); compiled impressive 4-1 record in singles ... competed in first Wilson/
ITA Midwest Regional Championship in Notre Dame, Ind. (Oct. 25);  partnered with 
Matt Allare; duo went 6-0, including 9-8 victory vs. No. 21 Abe Souza and Den-
nis Nevolo of Illinois en route to claiming the doubles championship … won five 




Hometown: New Albany, Ohio
Previous School: New Albany
Major: Consumer and 
Family Financial Services
2 0 1 3 - 1 4  m e n ’ s  t e n n i s M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
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Previous School: Worthington 
Kilbourne
Major: Engineering
Ohio state Career honors – 2012 ITA Scholar-Athlete … 2012 and 2013
Academic All-Big Ten … three-time Ohio State Scholar-Athlete (2011, 2012 and 
2013).
2012-13 (redshirt sophomore season) – Played mostly doubles for Buckeyes 
… paired with Blaz Rola at third position and posted a 21-0 record … individually 
went 30-2 overall, including 25-0 at No. 3 doubles  … in singles play, advanced to 
Round of 16 at USTA/ITA Midwest Regional before dropping a 6-1, 6-3 decision to 
Evan King of Michigan in East Lansing, Mich. (Oct. 19) … Second at the Midwest 
Section U.S. Open Playoffs ... Academic All-Big Ten ... Ohio State Scholar-Athlete.
 
2011-12 (redshirt Freshman season) – Saw limited action in singles, but post-
ed 6-1 overall record in doubles play, including 4-0 record in dual action … paired 
with senior Chase Buchanan vs. Iowa’s Tom Mroziewicz and Jonas Dierckx and 
won 8-6 at No. 3 doubles … also played in spring season openers vs. Butler and 
Xavier (Jan. 18) and posted victories alongside senior Steven Williams and Devin 
McCarthy, respectively; vs. the Bulldogs’ Zach Ervin and Sam O’Neill (8-5) and 
Musketeers’ Richard Canelas and Marc Pretorius (8-4) … played in dual matches 
vs. Toledo (Jan. 29) and University of Northwest Ohio (March 11), downing the 
Rockets’ Grant Adams and Garrett Cona, 8-0 … the match vs. the Racers’ Cassio 
Sirimarco and Gustavo Rueda went unfinished  … in singles, was 2-1 overall … 
2012 ITA Scholar-Athlete ... 2012 Academic All-Big Ten … 2011 and 2012 Ohio 
State Scholar-Athlete.
2010-11 (Freshman season) – Did not see action for the Buckeyes … Ohio 
State Scholar-Athlete. 
Prior to Ohio state – Four year starter at Worthington Kilbourne High School ... 
went 16-3 as a senior on way to OHSAA Division I state singles championship … 
state doubles champion junior season … ranked No. 75 nationally for high school 
seniors … MVP and captain of high school team during senior season … also 
played golf in high school.
Personal – Son of Ken and Tonia … father played soccer at Ohio State  … has 
one sister, Claire and a brother Matt.
Kevin metKA CAreer reCOrds
singles
year tournament dual big ten  Overall
2012-13 4-2 0-0 0-0  4-2
2011-12 1-1 1-0 0-0  2-1
totals  6-3 1-0 0-0  6-3
doubles 
year tournament dual big ten  Overall
2012-13 3-1 27-1 9-0  30-2
2011-12 2-1 4-0 1-0  6-1
totals  5-2 31-1 10-0  36-3
Prior to Ohio state – US junior ranking: Reist is No. 1 in Ohio, No. 7 in the Mid-
west and had the highest national ranking of his career in 2013 at No. 46.
Personal – Son of Marty and Annie Reist ... father had a successful tennis career 
at Ball State ... would like to go into sports broadcasting after graduation ... favor-
ite hobby includes watching and playing basketball ... has three siblings, Parker 




Hometown: Hamilton, Ohio 
Previous School: Hamilton 
Major: Communication 
2 0 1 3 - 1 4  m e n ’ s  t e n n i s M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
1 2
2 0 1 3 - 1 4  O h i O  s t A t e  b u C K e y e s
Prior to Ohio state – Reached semifinals of ITF event in Umag, Croatia (ITF grade 
1) … won doubles in ITA event held in Berlin, Germany (ITF grade 1) … won 
doubles at ITA event in Pancevo, Serbia (ITF grade 2)  …career high ATP singles 
ranking of 1106 and ATP doubles ranking of 998 … five-year starter for TC Blau 
Weiss Dresden Blasewitz.
Personal – Son of Ralf and Silva … has four sisters: Kathrin, Cynthia, Lydia and 
Kristin … Lydia played on WTA Tour with career high singles ranking of 260 and 
doubles ranking of 170 … dad was captain of German national water polo team 





Previous School: Sport Gymnasium 
Halle
Major: Psychology
Prior to Ohio state – Ranked No. 16 in the junior world rankings as well as No. 
733 on the professional ATP circuit ... has competed at prestigious tournaments 
all over the world, including Wimbledon, French Open, Australian Open and junior 
US Open and boasts a career-high ATP ranking of 722 ... claimed 82 wins in singles 
and 54 victories in doubles as a junior playing.
Personal – Son of Antti and Anne Pollanen ... has a brother, Aaro ... would like 
to play professional tennis after graduation ... favortie pastimes include music, 




Hometown: Helsinki, Finland 
Previous School: Pohjois-Haagan
Major: Communication
2 0 1 3 - 1 4  m e n ’ s  t e n n i s M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
1 3
r e C O r d s  b O O K
CAreer sinGles Wins
 Player ......................... year .................... Wins
1. Justin Kronauge .......... 2007-10 ...................147
2 Steven Moneke ........... 2006-09 ...................146
3. Vince Ng ...................... 1999-03 ...................132
4. Bryan Koniecko............ 2006-09 ...................129
5.  Balazs Novak ............... 2008-11 ...................127
6.   Roger Smith................. 1983-86 ...................126
7. Devin Mullings ............ 2003-07 ...................116
      Matt Allare .................. 2008-11 ...................116
9.   Mike Massie ............... 1983-86 ...................113
10. Blaz Rola...................... 2011-13 ...................110
10.  Ernie Fernandez ........... 1979-82 ...................109
11. Jeremy Wurtzman ....... 2001-04 ...................108
 Chase Buchanan.......... 2009-12 ...................108
13.  Chris Porter.................. 1997-01 ...................106
14. Devin McCarthy........... 2011-13 ...................104
15.  Phil Metz ..................... 1999-03 .....................93
16. Peter Kobelt .............. 2011-pres ................92
17.  Kevin Dibelius ............. 1987-90 .....................91
18.  Ross Wilson ................ 2003-06 .....................90
19.  Chris Gatt .................... 1986-89 .....................89
 Chris Klingemann ........ 2003-07 .....................89
21.  Doug Bloom ................. 1993-96 .....................87
22.  Dennis Mertens........... 2003-06 .....................86
23.  Stephen Miguel........... 1987-90 .....................84
24.  Richard Berry ............... 1984-87 .....................82
25.  Sam Sebastion\ ........... 1991-93 .....................78
26.  Gabor Koves ................ 1990-93 .....................77
27.  Lior Rusinek ................. 1980-83 .....................76
 Devin McCarthy........... 2010-13. ....................76
29.  Drew Eberly ................. 2005-08 .....................75
30.  Shuhei Uzawa ............. 2008-11 .....................71
31.  Marc Wurtzman .......... 1994-97 .....................68
32.  Jason Homorody ......... 1993-96 .....................67
33.  Andrew Carlson........... 1996-01 .....................66
34.  Jeff Sparr .................... 1982-85 .....................65
 Ted Glavas ................... 1986-89 .....................65
 Ben Basil ..................... 1996-99 .....................65
CAreer dOubles Wins
 Player ......................... year .................... Wins
1. Justin Kronauge .......... 2007-10 ...................133
2. Bryan Koniecko............ 2006-09 ...................125
3. Ross Wilson ................ 2003-06 ...................118
 Drew Eberly ................. 2005-08 ...................118
5. Scott Green ................. 2003-06 ...................117
6. Chase Buchanan.......... 2009-2012 ...............112
7. Balazs Novak ............... 2008-11 ...................106
8. Matt Allare .................. 2008-11 ...................105
 Blaz Rola...................... 2011-13. ..................105
10. Steven Moneke ........... 2006-09 ...................101
11. Peter Kobelt .............. 2011-pres. ...............98
12. Shuhei Uzawa ............. 2008-11 .....................97
13. Stephen Miguel........... 1987-90 .....................85
14. Kevin Dibelius ............. 1987-90 .....................81
15. Roger Smith................. 1983-86 .....................78
 Derek DeFalco ............. 1997-01 .....................78
 Brenton Contini ........... 2000-04 .....................78
18. Jeremy Wurtzman ....... 2001-04 .....................74
19. Richard Berry ............... 1984-87 .....................73 
 Chris Porter.................. 1997-01 .....................73
21. Devin McCarthy........... 2010-13 .....................70
22. Ernie Fernandez ........... 1979-82 .....................66
 Ulf Harwig ................... 1986-89 .....................66
24. Reino Jokinen.............. 1978-81 .....................64
 Doug Bloom ................. 1993-96 .....................64
26. Bob Wellstein .............. 1997-01 .....................63
27. Chris Klingemann ........ 2003-07 .....................61
28. Lior Rusinek ................. 1980-83 .....................59
 Gabor Koves ................ 1990-93 .....................59
30. Mike Massie ............... 1983-86 .....................57
31. Ben Basil ..................... 1996-99 .....................55
32. Andrew Carlson........... 1996-01 .....................54
33. Mark Redding .............. 1982-85 .....................52
34. Conor Casey ................ 2000-03 .....................51
35. Phil Metz ..................... 1999-03 .....................50
seAsOn sinGles Wins
 Player ......................... year .................... Wins 
1. Roger Smith................. 1986 ..........................45
 Steven Moneke ........... 2009  .........................45
3. Jeremy Wurtzman ....... 2004  .........................42
 Steven Moneke ........... 2007 ..........................42
5. Vince Ng ...................... 2003 ..........................41
 Justin Kronauge .......... 2008 ..........................41
 Justin Kronauge .......... 2009 ..........................41
 Blaz Rola...................... 2011 ..........................41
9. Vince Ng ...................... 2002 ..........................40
10. Mike Massie ............... 1986 ..........................39
 Balazs Novak ............... 2011 ..........................39
12. Steven Moneke ........... 2008 ..........................38
13. Phil Metz ..................... 2001 ..........................37
 Bryan Koniecko............ 2009 ..........................37
 Balazs Novak ............... 2010 ..........................37
 Blaz Rola...................... 2012 ..........................37
17. Peter Kobelt .............. 2013 ..........................36
 Connor Smith............... 2013 ..........................36
 Chris Porter.................. 2000 ..........................36
 Balazs Novak ............... 2009 ..........................36
 Justin Kronauge .......... 2010  .........................36
 Matt Allare .................. 2011 ..........................36
23. Devin Mullings ............ 2007 ..........................35
24. Gabor Koves ................ 1991 ..........................34
 Jeremy Wurtzman ....... 2003  .........................34
 Chris Klingemann ........ 2007 ..........................34
 Bryan Koniecko............ 2008  .........................34
 Chase Buchanan.......... 2011  .........................34
29.  Vince Ng ...................... 2001 ..........................33
30.  Blaz Rola...................... 2013 ..........................32
 Chris diaz .................. 2013 ..........................32
 Ernie Fernandez ........... 1982 ..........................32
 Jeremy Wurtzman ....... 2002 ..........................32
 Dennis Mertens........... 2004 ..........................32
 Joey Atas .................... 2005 ..........................32
 Chase Buchanan.......... 2012 ..........................32
37.  Roger Smith................. 1985 ..........................31
 Chris Gatt .................... 1988 ..........................31
 Chris Porter.................. 2001 ..........................31
 Matt Allare .................. 2009 ..........................31
 Chase Buchanan.......... 2010  .........................31
42.  Ernie Fernandez ........... 1980 ..........................30
 Ernie Fernandez ........... 1981 ..........................30
 Kevin Dibelius ............. 1990 ..........................30
 Dennis Mertens........... 2006  .........................30
 Devin McCarthy........... 2011 ..........................30
seAsOn dOubles Wins
 Player ......................... year .................... Wins
1. Chase Buchanan.......... 2012 ..........................44
2. blaz rola ................... 2012 ..........................43
3. Ross Wilson ................ 2005 ..........................38
4. Balazs Novak ............... 2010 ..........................37
5. Bryan Koniecko............ 2008  .........................36 
 Justin Kronauge .......... 2008  .........................36
 Steven Moneke ........... 2008  .........................36
 Peter Kobelt .............. 2012 ..........................36 
9. Scott Green ................. 2005 ..........................35 
 Justin Kronauge .......... 2010  .........................35
 Ille Van Engelen .......... 2012 ..........................35 
12. Bryan Koniecko............ 2009  .........................34
 Dino Marcan................ 2010 ..........................34
 blaz rola ................... 2011 ..........................34
 Balazs Nova................. 2011 ..........................34
 Devin McCarthy........... 2012 ..........................34
17.  Connor Smith............... 2013 ..........................33
 Drew Eberly ................. 2005 ..........................33
 Drew Eberly ................. 2008 ..........................33
  Matt Allare ................. 2011 ..........................33
20. Steven Moneke ........... 2009  .........................32
  Chase Buchanan.......... 2011 ..........................32
 Connor Smith............... 2012 ..........................32
23. Joey Atas .................... 2004 ..........................31
 Justin Kronauge .......... 2007 ..........................31
 Justin Kronauge .......... 2009 ..........................31  
26.  Richard Berry ............... 1996 ..........................30
 Derek DeFalco ............. 2000 ..........................30 
 Derek DeFalco ............. 2001 ..........................30 
 Jeremy Wurtzman ....... 2004 ..........................30
 Bryan Koniecko............ 2007 ..........................30
 Steven Moneke ........... 2007 ..........................30
 Matt Allare .................. 2009 ..........................30
 Chase Buchanan.......... 2010 ......................... 30
 Peter Kobelt .............. 2011 ..........................30 
35.  Joey Atas .................... 2005 ..........................29 
36. Chris Porter.................. 2000 ..........................28
  Bob Wellstein .............. 2001 ..........................28
 Ross Wilson ................ 2005 ..........................28 
39.  Kevin Dibelius ............. 1990 ..........................27 
40.  Stephen Miguel........... 1988 ..........................26
 Andrew Carlson........... 2000 ..........................26
 Bob Wellstein .............. 2000 ..........................26
 Scott Green ................. 2004 ..........................26
 Ross Wilson ................ 2004 ..........................26
 Drew Eberly ................. 2006 ..........................26
 Drew Eberly ................. 2007 ..........................26
 Shuhei Uzawa ............. 2009 ..........................26
  Shuhei Uzawa ............. 2011 ..........................26 
49.  Bryan Koniecko............ 2006 ..........................25
 Balazs Novak ............... 2009 ..........................25
 Shuhei Uzawa ............. 2010 ..........................25 
52.  Roger Smith................. 1986 ..........................23
 Scott Weisman ............ 1988 ..........................23  
 Chris Porter.................. 2001 ..........................23 
 Brenton Contini ........... 2003 ..........................23
 Jeremy Wurtzman ....... 2003 ..........................23
 Matt Allare .................. 2010 ..........................23
2 0 1 3 - 1 4  m e n ’ s  t e n n i s M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
1 4
r e C O r d s  b O O K / h O n O r s  A n d  A W A r d s
COmbined CAreer Wins
Player ......................................... years ........... Wins 
1. Justin Kronauge (147,133) ...... 2007-10 ............280
2. Bryan Koniecko (129,125)........ 2006-09 ............254
3. Steven Moneke (146,101) ....... 2006-09 ............247
4. Balazs Novak (127, 106) .......... 2008-11 ............233
5. Matt Allare (116, 105) ............. 2008-11 ............221
6. Chase Buchanan (108, 112)..... 2009-12 ............220
7. Blaz Rola (110,105).................. 2011-pres .........215
8. Ross Wilson (90,118) .............. 2003-06 ............208
9. Roger Smith (126,78)............... 1983-86 ............204 
10. Drew Eberly (75,118) ............. 2005-08 ............193  
11. Peter Kobelt (92, 98)........... 2011-pres .......190  
12. Jeremy Wurtzman (108,74) ... 2001-04 ............182
13. Chris Porter (106,73).............. 1997-01 ............179
14. Ernie Fernandez (109,66) ....... 1979-82 ............175
15. Kevin Dibelius (91,81) ........... 1987-90 ............172
16.Mike Massie (113,57) ............ 1983-86 ............170
17.Stephen Miguel (84,85).......... 1987-90 ............169
18. Shuhei Uzawa (71, 91) .......... 2008-11 ............162
19. Richard Berry (82,73) ............. 1984-87 ............155 
20. Doug Bloom (87, 64) .............. 1993-1996 ........151
nCAA ChAmPiOns 
Chase Buchanan/blaz rola (doubles) ............2012
Blaz Rola (Singles)...............................................2013
itA All-AmeriCAn ChAmPiOns 
Scott Green/Ross Wilson (Doubles) ...................2004
Chase Buchanan/Blaz Rola (Doubles) .................2011
ustA/itA nAtiOnAl indOOr ChAmPiOns 
Jeremy Wurtzman (Singles) ................................2003 
Bryan Koniecko (Singles).....................................2008
Scott Green/Ross Wilson (Doubles) ...................2004
Scott Green/Ross Wilson (Doubles) ...................2005
Chase Buchanan/Blaz Rola (Doubles) .................2011 
ustA/itA midWest reGiOnAl ChAmPiOns 
Jeremy Wurtzman (Singles) ................................2003 
Steven Moneke (Singles) ....................................2006 
Justin Kronauge (Singles) ...................................2007 
Bryan Koniecko (Singles).....................................2008 
Blaz Rola (Singles).....................................2010, 2011 
Drew Eberly/Justin Kronauge (Doubles).............2007 
Matt Allare/Peter Kobelt (doubles) ...............2010 
Chase Buchanan/Peter Kobelt (doubles) .......2011
Peter Kobelt (singles) .....................................2013 
All-AmeriCAns
Francisco Gonzalez .......................................1975, ‘76
Ernie Fernandez ..............................................1980 (s)
Ty Tucker ............................................. 1990 (s), ‘91 (s)
Jeremy Wurtzman ..........................................2004 (s)
Scott Green ........................................2005 (d), ‘06 (d)
Ross Wilson .......................................2005 (d), ‘06 (d)
Bryan Koniecko.....................2007 (s), ‘08 (s/d),’09 (s)
Steven Moneke ....................2007 (s), ‘08 (s/d),’09 (s)
Drew Eberly ....................................................2008 (d)
Justin Kronauge ......................................... 2008 (s/d)
Dino Marcan...................................................2010 (d)
Chase Buchanan.............. 2010 (s/d), ‘11 (s), ‘12 (s/d)
Blaz Rola...........................2011 (s), ‘12 (s/d), 2013 (s)
Peter Kobelt .............................................2013 (s/d)
(s-singles; d-doubles)
WilsOn/itA nAtiOnAl COACh OF the yeAr 
Ty Tucker ..............................................................2009
itA/FArnsWOrth nAtiOnAl seniOr 
CO-PlAyer OF the yeAr
Jeremy Wurtzman ...............................................2004
itA reGiOn iv/midWest 




Matt Allare ..........................................................2011 
Chase Buchanan..................................................2012
itA reGiOn iv/midWest COACh OF the yeAr
Ty Tucker ......................................2004, 06, 08, 10, 13 
 
itA reGiOn iv/midWest AssistAnt  
COACh OF the yeAr
Chris Garner ........................................................2007 
David Schilling ....................................................2010
Justin Kronauge ..................................................2012
itA reGiOn iv/midWest 












nCAA All-tOurnAment teAm 
Steven Moneke (No. 2 singles) ...........................2009
Justin Kronauge (No. 3 singles) ..........................2009
Balazs Novak (No. 6 singles, No. 3 doubles) ......2011
Shuhei Uzawa (No. 2 doubles) ............................2011
Chase Buchanan (No. 2 doubles) ........................2011
Blaz Rola (No. 3 doubles) ....................................2011
Blaz Rola (No. 1 Singles) .....................................2013
 
biG ten reGulAr-seAsOn ChAmPiOnshiPs
year ... season............................................. record
1915.... 4-2-2...................................................... (.500)
1931.... 6-0-1.................................................... (1.000)
1943.... 5-1 ......................................................... (.833)
2006.... 28-2 ....................................................... (.933)
2007.... 30-2 ....................................................... (.937)
2008.... 35-2 ....................................................... (.946)
2009.... 36-2 ....................................................... (.947)
2010.... 35-2 ....................................................... (.946)
2011.... 35-2 ....................................................... (.946)
2012.... 29-2 ....................................................... (.935)
2013.... 35-3 ....................................................... (.921)
biG ten tOurnAment ChAmPiOnshiPs
year ... season............................................. record
1991.... 15-15 ..................................................... (.500)
2001.... 25-4 ....................................................... (.862)
2006.... 28-2 ....................................................... (.933)
2007.... 30-2 ....................................................... (.937)
2008 ... 35-2 ....................................................... (.946)
2009.... 36-2 ....................................................... (.947)
2010.... 35-2 ....................................................... (.946)
2011.... 35-2 ....................................................... (.946)
2013.... 35-3 ....................................................... (.921)
biG ten sinGles ChAmPiOns
Charles Carren.....................................................1915
Aris Franklin ........................................................1945
Francisco Gonzalez ........................................1975, 76




biG ten dOubles ChAmPiOns
Charles Samson/Robert Wasserman ..................1943
Alex Franklin/Thomas Mitchell ...........................1944
Aris Franklin/Alex Franklin ..................................1945
Ernie Fernandez/Reino Jokinen ..........................1981
All-biG ten seleCtiOns 
Francisco Gonzalez ........................................ 1974-76
Dave Patten ................................................... 1975-76




Ernie Fernandez ............................................. 1979-82





Ty Tucker ........................................................ 1989-91
Gabor Koves .................................................. 1991-92
Doug Bloom ................................................... 1993-96
Jason Homorody .................................................1995
Chris Porter.................................................... 2000-01
Phil Metz ....................................................... 2001-02
Vince Ng ..............................................................2003
Jeremy Wurtzman ......................................... 2002-04
Joey Atas ...................................................... 2004-05
Devin Mullings .............................................. 2005-07
Bryan Koniecko.............................................. 2006-09
Chris Klingemann .......................................... 2006-07
Steven Moneke ............................................. 2007-09






Ille Van Engelen ............................................ 2011-12
Peter Kobelt ................................................ 2012-13
Devin McCarthy............................................. 2012-13 
Connor Smith.......................................................2013
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biG ten COACh OF the yeAr
Ty Tucker................................2001, ‘06, ‘07, ‘08, ‘09,   
‘10, ‘11, ‘12, ‘13 












Joey Atas ......................................................2004, 05
Steven Moneke ...................................................2009
Mike O’Connell..............................................2008, 09




Kevin Dibelius ............................................... 1987-90
Theodoros Glavas.......................................... 1987-89
Ulf Hartwig .................................................... 1987-89
Konstantinos Glavas ..................................... 1988-91
Saumil Jhaveri .............................................. 1990-91
Gabor Koves .................................................. 1991-93
Sam Sebastian .............................................. 1991-93
John Leach .................................................... 1993-95
Doug Bloom ................................................... 1995-96
Jason Homorody .................................................1996
Scott Nickel .........................................................1996
Ajay Satyapriya ............................................. 1996-97
Scott Wiles.................................................... 1996-98
Ben Basil ....................................................... 1997-99
Pari Laxminarayan ......................................... 1997-98
David Bush .................................................... 1998-99
Andrew Carlson...................................................1998
John Johansen .............................................. 1998-99
Ben Richardson ............................................. 1998-99
Rod Sanchez ........................................................1998
Kevin Hawke .......................................................1999
Paul Mazak .................................................... 1999-00
Matt Wooster ......................................................2000
Bob Wellstein ................................................ 1999-01
Phil Metz ....................................................... 2001-03
Vince Ng ........................................................ 2001-03
Conor Casey .................................................. 2002-03
Ben Kirksey.................................................... 2002-04







Steven Moneke ............................................. 2007-09
Mike O’Connell.............................................. 2007-10
Justin Kronauge ............................................ 2008-10 
Matt Allare .................................................... 2009-11 
Balazs Novak ................................................. 2009-11 




hunter Callahan ......................................... 2012-13 
Chris diaz ..........................................................2013 






Stephen McClure .......................................... 1980-81
Jeffrey Kohls .......................................................1982
Mark Redding ................................................ 1982-85
Bo Tarpoff ............................................................1985
Bradley Rosen ............................................... 1986-87
Theodoros Glavas.......................................... 1986-89
Ulf Hartwig .................................................... 1986-89
Kevin Dibelius ............................................... 1987-90
Konstantinos Glavas ..................................... 1987-90
Kiran Tipireni .......................................................1988
Saumil Jhaveri .............................................. 1989-91
Gabor Koves .................................................. 1990-93
Sam Sebastian .............................................. 1991-93
John Leach .................................................... 1992-95
Jon Johnson ........................................................1993
Jason Monroe .....................................................1993





Ben Basil ....................................................... 1996-99
Pari Laxminarayan ......................................... 1996-98
David Bush .................................................... 1997-99
John Johansen .............................................. 1997-99
Ben Richardson ............................................. 1997-99
Rod Sanchez .................................................. 1997-98
Andrew Carlson...................................................1998
Bob Wellstein .................................................1999,01
Paul Mazak .................................................... 1999-00
Matt Wooster ......................................................2000
Phil Metz ....................................................... 2000-03
Vince Ng ........................................................ 2000-03




Scott Green ................................................... 2003-06
Dennis Mertens............................................. 2003-07
Joey Atas ...................................................... 2004-05
Chris Klingemann .......................................... 2004-05
Devin Mullings .............................................. 2004-05
Todd Wojtkowski ........................................... 2005-06
Steven Moneke ............................................. 2006-09
Mike O’Connell.............................................. 2006-10
Christian Christensen .................................... 2007-08
Justin Kronauge ............................................ 2007-10
Matt Allare .................................................... 2008-11
Shuhei Uzawa ............................................... 2008-11
Balazs Novak ................................................. 2008-11 
Steven Williams ............................................ 2009-12 
Devin McCarthy............................................. 2009-13
Chase Buchanan............................................ 2010-12
Peter Kobelt ................................................ 2010-13
Kevin metka................................................ 2011-13
Blaz Rola........................................................ 2011-13
Ille Van Engelen ..................................................2011
Nelson Vick ................................................... 2011-12
hunter Callahan ......................................... 2012-13
Chris diaz .................................................... 2012-13 
Connor Smith................................................. 2012-13 
Constantin Christ ................................................2013
Current student-athletes in bold
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1999-00 (1-1)
National Ranking: No. 39
Final Ranking: No. 35
at Boise State
1st  Round - def. Boise State, 4-3
2nd Round - lost to Texas, 4-1
2000-01 (1-1)
National Ranking: No. 22
Final Ranking: No. 22 
at Tennessee
1st Round - def. Virginia Commonwealth, 4-3
2nd Round - lost to Tennessee, 4-1
2001-02 (0-1)
National Ranking: No. 20
Final Ranking: No. 21 
at Kentucky
1st Round - lost to Vanderbilt, 4-3
2002-03 (2-1)
National Ranking: No. 22
Final Ranking: No. 17 
at Kentucky
1st Round - def. Arkansas, 4-0
2nd Round - def. Kentucky, 4-3
at Georgia
Round of 16 - lost to California, 4-0
2003-04 (3-1) 
National Ranking: No. 22
Final Ranking: No. 12
at North Carolina
1st Round - def. South Carolina, 4-0
2nd Round - def. No. 15 North Carolina, 4-3
at Tulsa
Round of 16  - def. No. 6 Virginia, 4-3
Quarterfinal - lost to No. 4 Baylor, 4-0
2004-05 (1-1)
National Ranking: No. 26 
Final Ranking: No. 24
at Texas A&M
1st Round - def. Brown, 4-0
2nd Round - lost to Tennessee, 4-2
2005-06 (3-1)
National Ranking: No. 6
Final Ranking: No. 5 
at Ohio State
1st Round - def. Butler, 4-0
2nd Round -  def. No. 25 Arkansas, 4-0
at Stanford
Round of 16 - def. No. 11 North Carolina, 4-0
Quarterfinal - lost to No. 3 Texas, 4-3
2006-07 (3-1) 
National Ranking: No. 2
Final Ranking: No. 3
at Ohio State
1st Round - def. Columbia, 4-0
2nd Round - def. Tennessee, 4-1
at Georgia
Round of 16 - def. No. 15 LSU, 4-0
Quarterfinal - lost to No. 11 Illinois, 4-2
 
2007-08 (3-1)
National Ranking: No. 2
Final Ranking: No. 3
at Ohio State
1st Round - def. Cleveland State, 4-0
2nd Round - def. No. 41 East Tennessee State, 4-0
at Tulsa
Round of 16 - def. No. 15 Illinois, 4-3
Quarterfinal - lost to No. 7 Texas, 4-2
 
2008-09 (5-1)
National Ranking: No. 3 
Final Ranking: 2
at Ohio State
1st Round - def. Xavier, 4-0
2nd Round - def. No. 35 Michigan, 4-1
at Texas A&M
Round of 16 - def. No. 25 Boise State, 4-0
Quarterfinal - def. No. 6 Baylor, 4-1
Semifinal - def. No. 7 UCLA, 4-3
Final - lost to No. 8 USC, 4-1
2009-10 (3-1)
National Ranking: No. 1
Final Ranking: No. 4
at Ohio State
1st Round - def. Western Michigan, 4-0
2nd Round - def. No.26 Michigan, 4-1
at Georgia
Round of 16 - def. No. 27 Wisconsin, 4-0
Quarterfinal - lost to No. 5 USC, 4-0
2010-11 (4-1)
National Ranking: No. 4
Final Ranking: No. 3
at Ohio State
1st Round - def. Ball State, 4-0
2nd Round - def. No.30 Notre Dame, 4-0
at Stanford
Round of 16 - def. No. 36 Tulsa, 4-0
Quarterfinal - def. No. 5 Baylor, 4-2
Semifinal - lost to No. 1 Virginia, 4-2
2011-12 (3-1)
National Ranking: No. 5
Final Ranking: No. 4
at Ohio State
1st Round - def. East Tennessee State, 4-0
2nd Round - def. No. 29 Notre Dame, 4-0
at Georgia
Round of 16 - def. No. 12 Florida, 4-1
Quarterfinal - lost to No. 4 UCLA, 4-2 


































teAm APPeArAnCes - 36-14 (.720)
2012-13 (4-1)
National Ranking: No. 5
Final Ranking: No. 4
at Ohio State
1st Round - def. Cleveland State, 4-0
2nd Round - def. Washington, 4-0
at Illinois
Round of 16 - def. No. 12 Texas A&M, 4-0
Quarterfinal - def. No. 4 USC, 4-3
Semifinal - lost to No. 1 UCLA, 4-3
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Francisco Gonzalez - 1974 
1st Round - def. John Byron, Arizona State, 7-5, 7-5
2nd Round - def. Steve Yellin, Penn, 3-6, 7-5, 6-1
3rd Round - lost to John Whitlinger, Stanford, 7-6, 
6-1
dave Patten - 1974 
1st Round - Danny Gladman, Georgia Southern, 7-5, 
7-6 
2nd Round - lost to John Lucas, Maryland, 6-3, 6-2
ivan botica - 1976 
1st Round - lost to Chris Delaney, Southern Meth-
odist, 6-7, 7-6, 6-1
Jim Flower - 1976 
1st Round - lost to Mike Newbury, USC, 6-3, 6-2
Francisco Gonzalez - 1976 
1st Round - def. Jackie Bushman, Alabama, 6-3, 7-5 
2nd Round - def. Stewart Kellar, Texas, 6-3, 3-6, 7-6 
3rd Round - def. Paul Lockwood, Oklahoma, 6-3, 7-6 
Quarterfinal - lost to Bruce Manson, USC, 7-6, 6-2
Pedro Gonzalez - 1976
1st Round - lost to Jeff Robinson, Alabama, 6-2, 6-4
ernie Fernandez - 1980
1st Round - def. Lloyd Bourne, Stanford, 7-6, 2-6, 7-5
2nd Round - def. Dave Dowler, Houston, 6-3, 7-6
3rd Round - def. Jay Lapidus, Princeton, 4-6, 6-2, 7-5
 Quarterfinal - def. Rodney Harmon, Tennessee, 1-6, 
7-6, 6-4
Semifinal - lost  to Peter Rennert, Stanford, 6-4, 6-4
ernie Fernandez - 1981
 1st Round - def. Mark Woodridge, California, 6-7, 
6-3, 6-3
2nd Round - lost to Howard Sands, Harvard, 6-2, 6-0
roger smith - 1985
1st Round - lost to Todd Witsken, USC, 6-1, 7-5
roger smith - 1986
1st Round - def. Kent Kinnear, Clemson, 6-1, 6-4
 2nd Round - lost to Christian Schulthes, Utah, 4-6, 6-4, 
6-4
ty tucker - 1990 
1st Round - def. David Wells-Roth, Pepperdine, 6-4, 
6-4 
2nd Round - def. Curtis Hollinger, Southwestern 
Louisiana, 5-7, 6-4, 4-1 (ret.) 
3rd Round - lost to Jonathan Stark, Stanford, 7-6, 
6-4
ty tucker - 1991
1st Round - def. Brice Karsh, Tennessee, 6-3, 4-1 
(ret.)
 2nd Round - def. Stephen Noteboom, Florida State, 
5-7, 6-3, 7-6
3rd Round - lost to David Kass, Michigan, 6-2, 6-4
Phil metz - 2001
1st Round - def. Chad Carlson, Georgia, 6-2, 3-1 (ret.)
2nd Round - lost to Ramsey Smith, Duke, 4-6, 7-5, 
6-2
Phil metz - 2002
1st Round - lost to Zoltan Papp, Baylor, 5-3 (ret.)
Jeremy Wurtzman - 2002
1st Round - lost to Maxim Belski, Alabama, 6-1, 6-3 
vince ng - 2003
1st Round - lost to Michael Kogan, Tulane, 7-5, 6-2
Jeremy Wurtzman - 2003
1st Round - lost to Jesse Witten, Kentucky, 6-3, 7-6
Jeremy Wurtzman - 2004
1st Round - def. Jacob Paulsen, Texas Tech, 6-4, 6-2
2nd Round - def. Jakub Praibis, Indiana, 6-4, 7-6
3rd Round - lost to Benjamin Becker, Baylor, 6-1, 7-5
devin mullings - 2005
1st Round - lost to Jerry Makowski, Texas A&M, 
6-3, 7-5
bryan Koniecko - 2006
1st Round - lost to Ken Skupski, LSU, 7-6, 7-6
bryan Koniecko - 2007
1st Round - def. Ryan Preston, Vanderbilt, 4-6, 7-5, 
6-3
2nd Round - def. Earling Tviet, Mississippi, 4-6, 6-3, 
6-4
3rd Round - lost to Luigi D’Agord, Miami (Fla.), 6-2, 
6-3
steven moneke - 2007
1st Round - def.  Robbert Lathouwers, Auburn, 6-3, 
4-6, 6-4
2nd Round - def. Ben Harknett, Rice, 7-6, 7-5
3rd Round - def. Daniel Vallverdu, Miami (Fla.), 7-5, 
6-3
Quarterfinal - lost to John Isner, Georgia, 6-3, 6-2
devin mullings - 2007
1st Round - def.  David North, Georgia Tech, 3-6, 
6-1, 6-4
2nd Round - lost to Arnau Bruges, Tulsa, 6-4, 4-6, 6-3
bryan Koniecko - 2008
1st Round - def. Robbye Poole, Mississippi, 4-6, 6-2, 
6-2
2nd Round - def. Jean-Yves Aubone, Florida State, 
1-6, 6-3, 6-4
3rd Round - lost to Alex Clayton, Stanford, 6-2, 7-6 
Justin Kronauge - 2008
1st Round - def. Dominic Inglot, Virginia, 6-1, 4-6, 
7-6
2nd Round - def. Jack Baker, South Alabama, 7-6, 
6-7, 6-4
3rd Round - def. Lars Poerschke, Baylor, 6-3, 7-6
Quarterfinal - lost to Andre Begemann, 4-6, 7-6, 6-4
steven moneke - 2008
1st Round - def. Bruno Agostinelli, Kentucky, 6-3, 6-4
2nd Round - def. Ivan Bjelica, Mississippi State, 6-4, 
6-3
3rd Round - def. Arnau Brugues, Tulsa, 7-5, 3-6, 6-4
Quarterfinal - lost to J.P. Smith, Tennessee, 6-2, 6-7, 
6-3
Justin Kronauge - 2009 
1st Round - lost to Dean Jackson, San Diego, 6-4, 
4-6, 6-4
 
bryan Koniecko - 2009
1st Round - def. Carlos Cueto, Florida, 6-3, 6-2
2nd Round - lost to Alex Clayton, Stanford, 6-3, 6-7, 
6-1
steven moneke - 2009
1st Round - def. Bradley Klahn, Stanford, 7-6, 7-6 
2nd Round - def. Enrique Oliveras, East Tennessee 
State, 6-3, 6-3 
3rd Round - def. Jay Weinacker, North Carolina 
State, 4-6, 6-1, 6-4
Quarterfinal - def. Bruno Agostinelli, Kentucky, 6-3, 
2-6, 6-2 
Semifinal - def. Sanam Singh, Virginia, 6-1, 4-6, 6-3 
Final - lost to Devin Britton, Mississippi, 3-6, 6-2, 6-3
Chase buchanan - 2010
1st Round - def. Jean-Yves Aubone, Florida State, 
6-4, 6-2
2nd Round - def. Ryan Lipman, Vanderbilt, 6-3, 1-6, 
6-4
3rd Round - lost to Michael Shabaz, Virginia, 6-2, 7-6
Justin Kronauge - 2010
1st Round - def. Vahid Mirzadeh, Florida State, 0-6, 
6-1, 7-5
2nd Round - lost to Oleksandr Nedovyesov, Okla-
homa State,  6-4, 7-6
matt Allare - 2011
1st Round - lost to Costin Paval, Oklahoma, 6-3, 7-5
Chase buchanan - 2011
1st Round - lost to Ray Sarmiento, USC, 3-6, 7-6, 6-3
blaz rola - 2011
1st Round - def. Ryan Thacher, Stanford, 5-7, 6-3, 6-3
2nd Round - def. Finn Kearney, Pepperdine, 7-5, 6-2
3rd Round - def. Evan King, Michigan, 6-3, 6-3
Quarterfinal - lost to Steve Johnson, USC, 6-3, 6-3
sinGles APPeArAnCes
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dOubles APPeArAnCes
Francisco Gonzalez/dave Patten - 1974 
1st Round - lost to Richardson/Geraghty, Appala-
chian State, 7-6, 6-4
John botica/John beck - 1976 
1st Round - lost to Hassley/Oberstein, North Caro-
lina, 6-4, 6-4
Francisco Gonzalez/Pedro Gonzalez -1976
1st Round - lost to Kellar/Nunez, Texas, 6-3, 7-6
ernie Fernandez/reino Jokinen - 1981
1st Round - lost to Doohan/Serret, Arkansas, 6-2, 
6-0
ernie Fernandez/Chris Cunin - 1982
1st Round - lost to Doohan/Serret, Arkansas, 6-4, 
7-5
roger smith/richard berry - 1986
 1st Round - lost to Cass/Bickham, New Mexico, 6-4, 
2-6, 7-5
Gabor Koves/Kevin dibelius - 1990
 1st Round - def. Jeffrey/Nastase, Mississippi State, 
7-5, 7-6 (5)
 2nd Round - lost to Ferreira/Stimpson, Alabama, 6-2, 
7-6 (6)
Joey Atas/Jeremy Wurtzman - 2004
1st Round - def. Chu/Vlaski, Washington, 6-2, 6-3
 2nd Round - lost to Jenkins/Thompson, Clemson, 
6-4, 7-6
scott Green/ross Wilson - 2005
1st Round - lost to Born/Siljestrom, Middle Tennes-
see, 4-6, 6-3, 6-2
scott Green/ross Wilson - 2006 
1st Round - lostto Stokke/Atas, Duke, 7-5, 3-6, 6-3
Chris Klingemann/devin mullings - 2007 
1st Round - lost to Levine/Ouelette, Florida, 6-4, 1-6, 
6-2
bryan Koniecko/steven moneke - 2008 
1st Round - def. Bruno Agostinelli/Brad Cox, Ken-
tucky, 6-3, 7-5 
2nd Round - lost to Steven Forman/Cory Parr, Wake 
Forest, 6-3, 1-6, 7-5
drew eberly/Justin Kronauge - 2008 
1st Round - def. Kaden Hensel/J.P. Smith, Tennes-
see, 1-6, 7-6 (6), 7-6 (5)  
2nd Round - def. Jean-Yves Aubone/Clint Bowles, 
Florida State, 6-4, 7-6 (3) 
Quarterfinal - lost to Austin Krajicek/Conor Pollack, 
Texas A&M, 4-6, 6-1, 6-3
Justin Kronauge/steven moneke - 2009 
1st Round - def. Damon Gooch/Philip Nemec, Elon, 
7-5, 6-4 
2nd Round - lost to Omar Altmann/Bassam Beidas, Pep-
perdine, 6-1, 6-2
dino marcan/Chase buchanan - 2010 
1st Round - def. Alexander Stamchev/Tim Puetz, 
Auburn, 7-5, 6-3 
2nd Round - lost to Lain Atkinson/Steven Forman, 
Wake Forest, 6-4, 5-7, 6-2
Chase buchanan/blaz rola - 2011 
1st Round - def. Ray Sarmiento/Steve Johnson, USC, 
6-2, 7-5 
2nd Round - lost Austen Childs/Viktor Maksimcuk, 
Louisville, 7-6, 6-1 
matt Allare/Peter Kobelt - 2011 
1st Round - lost to JP Smith/Boris Conkic, Tennes-
see, 7-6, 6-2
Chase buchanan/blaz rola - 2012 
1st Round - def. Joey Burkhardt/Jose Hernandez, 
UNC, 7-6, 7-6 
2nd Round - def. Dennis Nevolo/Roy Kalmanovich, 
Illinois, 6-7 (2), 6-2, 6-1   
Quarterfinal - def. No. 7 Panav Jha/Eric Quigley, 
Kentucky, 6-3, 6-4 
Semifinal - Costin Paval/Dane Webb, Oklahoma, 4-6, 
6-3, 6-4 
Final - Raony Carvalho/Gonzalo Escobar, Texas Tech, 
7-6(4), 6-3
Peter Kobelt/Connor smith - 2013 
First Round – lost to Henrique Cunha/Raphael Hem-
meler, 6-2, 3-6, 6-3 
Chase buchanan - 2012 
1st Round - def. Mikelis Libietis, Tennessee, 6-0, 6-1
2nd Round - def. Kevin King, Georgia, 6-2, 6-4
3rd Round - lost to Bradley Klahn, Stanford, 6-4, 5-7, 
6-2
blaz rola -2012 
1st Round - def. Olivier Borsos, LSU, 6-0, 6-0
2nd Round - def Emilio Gomez, USC, 7-6, 6-3
3rd Round - def. Dennis Nevolo, Illinois, 6-4, 6-3
Quarterfinal - def. Mitchell Frank, Virginia, 7-6, 6-1
Semifinal - lost to Eric Quigley, Kentucky, 2-6, 6-1, 
7-6
Peter Kobelt - 2013
1st Round - def. Fred Saba, Duke, 6-3, 6-2
2nd Round - def. Dennis Novikov, UCLA, 6-7(1), 
7-6(5), 6-1
3rd Round - lost to Sebastian Fanselow,     Pepper-
dine, 6-4, 6-2
 
blaz rola -2013 
First Round - def. Ben McLachlan, California, 6-2, 
7-6(4)
Second Round - def. Malte Stropp, Mississippi 
State, 6-1, 6-4
Round of 16 - def. Tsvetan Mihov, South Carolina, 
6-3, 6-2
Quarterfinals - def. Henrique Cunha, Duke, 4-6, 6-4, 
6-1
Semifinals - def. Japie De Klerk, Tulsa, 6-2, 6-3
Final - def. Jarmere Jenkins, Virginia, 7-6 (10-8), 6-4 
sinGles APPeArAnCes
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All-time COAChinG reCOrds
Coach  year(s)   Overall record   Pct.
Charles Farber 5 (1912; 1914-17) 22-14-3 .603
Dennis Winger 1 (1913) 5-5 .500
No Coach 1 (1918) 5-3 .625
H.C. Haddox 2 (1919-1920) 9-5-2 .625
Hilbert Connell 1 (1921) 5-2 .714
Raymond Grismer 3 (1922-24) 19-3-2 .833
Herman Wirthwein 31 (1925; 1928-1957) 163-132-2 .552
John Hendrix 13 (1958-70) 66-110-1 .376
Dave Robertson 1 (1971) 8-11 .421
John Daly 28 (1972-99) 431-328 .568
Ty Tucker 14 (1999-present) 395-61 .866
totals  *102 years  1,128-674-10  .623
*No records for 1926 and 1927
year W-l-t Pct. big ten record (Conf. Finish) Coach
1912 0-5-1 .000 0-1 Farber
1913 5-5 .500 0-3 Winger
1914 8-2 .800 2-1 Farber
1915 4-2-2 .625 2-2 (co-champions) Farber
1916 6-2 .750 No Record Farber
1917 4-3 .571 0-3 Farber
1918 5-3 .625 0-2 No Coach
1919 5-2 .714 2-2 Haddox
1920 4-3-2 .555 2-3-1 Haddox
1921 5-2 .714 2-1 Connell
1922 6-0 1.000 2-0 Grismer
1923 7-3 .700 No Record Grismer
1924 6-0-2 .875 2-0-2 Grismer
1925 8-2 .800 No Record Wirthwein
1926 No Record No Record No Record No Coach
1927 No Record No Record No Record No Coach
1928 8-2 .800 4-1 (Runner-up) Wirthwein
1929 4-5 .444 1-2 Wirthwein
1930 7-2 .777 2-2 Wirthwein
1931 6-0 1.000 4-0 (Champions) Wirthwein
1932 3-0 1.000 2-0 Wirthwein
1933 1-2-1 .375 0-1-1 Wirthwein
1934 2-4 .333 0-1 Wirthwein
1935 3-2 .600 0-2 Wirthwein
1936 5-2-1 .688 2-2-1 (T-5th) Wirthwein
1937 6-4 .600 4-1 (Runner-up) Wirthwein
1938 5-4 .555 %0-1 (4th) Wirthwein
1939 7-4 .636 2-2 (6th) Wirthwein
1940 9-1 .900 4-1  Wirthwein
1941 10-1 .909 4-1 (6th) Wirthwein
1942 5-5 .500 No Record (5th) Wirthwein
1943 6-1 .750 2-1 (Champions) Wirthwein
1944 6-2 .750 No Record (Runner-up) Wirthwein
1945 6-1 .857 3-1 (Runner-up) Wirthwein
1946 8-3 .727 2-2 (Runner-up) Wirthwein
1947 4-6 .400 0-3 (5th) Wirthwein
1948 4-6 .400 0-3 (6th) Wirthwein
1949 8-4 .667 1-3 (5th) Wirthwein
1950 8-5 .615 1-3 (9th) Wirthwein
1951 1-10 .090 0-5 (9th) Wirthwein
1952 3-9 .250 0-5 (9th) Wirthwein
1953 3-9 .250 0-6 (10th) Wirthwein
1954 6-8 .429 0-5 (10th) Wirthwein
1955 2-12 .143 0-5 (9th) Wirthwein
1956 1-10 .090 0-3 (8th) Wirthwein
1957 8-6 .571 1-6 (7th) Wirthwein
1958 %5-5 .500 %1-4 (9th) Hendrix
1959 13-6 .684 4-4 (7th) Hendrix
1960 %2-6 .250 %0-6 (8th) Hendrix
1961 %2-7 .222 %1-5 (9th) Hendrix
1962 6-5 .545 1-4 (10th) Hendrix
1963 5-11 .313 %2-6 (9th) Hendrix
1964 9-9 .500 4-6 (6th) Hendrix
1965 %5-11 .313 2-7 (9th) Hendrix
1966 9-11 .450 2-7 (8th) Hendrix
1967 3-12 .200 1-8 (9th) Hendrix
1968 2-11-1 .143 0-9 (9th) Hendrix
1969 %2-10 .167 0-9 (10th) Hendrix
1970 %3-6 .333 %0-4 (DNC) Hendrix
1971 %8-11 .421 1-8 (10th) Robertson
1972 7-13 .350 1-8 (9th) Daly
1973 7-16 .304 2-7 (8th) Daly
1974 13-9 .590 5-4 (4th) Daly
year W-l-t Pct. big ten record (Conf. Finish) Coach
1975 %16-6 .727 6-2 (4th) Daly
1976 18-4 .818 8-1(2nd) Daly
1977 18-6 .750 7-2 (3rd) Daly
1978 20-8 .714 7-2 (4th) Daly
1979 16-8 .667 7-2 (3rd) Daly
1980 18-8 .727 7-2 (5th) Daly
1981 18-8 .692 7-2 (3rd) Daly
1982 17-13 .567 4-6 (4th) Daly
1983 21-8 .724 7-2 (7th) Daly
1984 14-18 .438 2-7 (9th) Daly
1985 13-16 .433 3-6 (8th) Daly
1986 22-8 742 5-5 (5th) Daly
1987 22-12 .647 5-4 (4th) Daly
1988 27-10 .730 4-5 (7th) Daly
1989 20-10 .667 6-3 (4th) Daly
1990 18-9 .667 6-3 (4th) Daly
1991 15-15 .500 4-5 (*5th) Daly
1992 14-11 .560 7-3 (4th) Daly
1993 16-16 .500 5-6 (7th) Daly
1994 10-15 .400 4-6 (7th) Daly
1995 17-12 .586 6-5 (8th) Daly
1996 13-13 .500 4-6 (7th) Daly
1997 11-17 .375 2-8 (11th) Daly
1998 4-21 .160 0-10 (11th) Daly
1999 6-18 .250 0-10 (11th) Daly
2000 14-11 .560 6-4 (T-4th) Tucker
2001 25-4 .862 8-2 (*2nd) Tucker
2002 21-5 .808 9-1 (2nd) Tucker
2003 22-7 .759 9-1 (2nd) Tucker
2004 26-5 .839 9-1 (2nd) Tucker
2005 20-9 689 8-2 (2nd) Tucker
2006 28-2 .933 10-0 (*1st) Tucker
2007 30-2 .937 10-0 (*1st) Tucker
2008 35-2 .946 10-0 (*1st) Tucker 
2009 36-2 .947 10-0 (*1st) Tucker 
2010 35-2 .946 10-0 (*1st) Tucker
2011 34-3 .919 10-0 (*1st) Tucker
2012 34-4 .895 11-0 (1st) Tucker 
2013 35-3 .921 11-0(*1st) Tucker
% No record of complete season mark
* Indicates won Big Ten Tournament title
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Air Force ................................................................ 0-1
Akron ..................................................................... 7-0 
Alabama ................................................................ 5-2 
Antioch .................................................................. 1-0 
Arizona .................................................................. 0-1 
Arizona State......................................................... 0-1
Arkansas................................................................ 3-0
Arkansas State ...................................................... 1-0
Arkansas-Little Rock ............................................. 0-2
Auburn ................................................................... 1-2




Boise State ............................................................ 4-0
Bowling Green .................................................... 29-1
Brigham Young ...................................................... 3-0 
Brown...................................... .............................. 1-0





Carson-Newman ................................................... 1-0 
Chaminade ............................................................ 1-0




Cleveland State ..................................................... 9-0 













East Carolina ......................................................... 1-0
Eastern Kentucky................................................... 9-1




Florida Atlantic ...................................................... 0-1
Florida International .............................................. 2-2
Florida State .......................................................... 3-3
Foothill College ..................................................... 1-0
Furman................................................................... 1-1
George Washington .............................................. 3-1
Georgia .............................................................. 4-10
Georgia Tech ......................................................... 0-3
Hampton ................................................................ 1-0
Harvard   ................................................................ 0-2
Hawaii ................................................................... 2-0 
Hawaii-Pacific ....................................................... 1-0
Houston ................................................................. 1-0
Houston Baptist  ................................................... 1-0
illinois ...........................................................42-51-1
Illinois State ......................................................... 2- 0
indiana ............................................................. 44-41










Long Beach ............................................................ 0-1





McNeese State ..................................................... 0-2
Miami (Fla.) ........................................................... 4-7
Miami University ............................................... 28-14
michigan ......................................................30-67-3
michigan state............................................... 42-35
Middle Tennessee State ....................................... 0-1
minnesota ....................................................... 29-36
Mississippi ............................................................ 3-3
Mississippi State .................................................. 1-1




Nevada-Las Vegas ................................................ 1-0 
New Mexico .......................................................... 2-2
New Mexico State ................................................ 0-1
Nichols .................................................................. 0-1
northwestern ................................................. 40-47
north Carolina .................................................... 8-0
North Carolina State ............................................. 4-0
North Texas State ................................................. 1-0
Northern Illinois .................................................. 10-1
Notre Dame ....................................................... 27-27
Oberlin ................................................................ 8-6-1
Ohio University ................................................. 31-0-1
Ohio Wesleyan .................................................... 54-9 
Oklahoma ............................................................ 3-0 
Oklahoma State..................................................... 0-1 
Otterbein ............................................................... 6-0
Pan American ........................................................ 4-1
Pennsylvania ......................................................... 1-0
















South Florida ......................................................... 1-2
Southeastern Louisiana ........................................ 0-1
Southern California ............................................... 2-5
Southern Illinois .................................................. 11-3
Southern Methodist .............................................. 0-3
Southwest Missouri .............................................. 1-0
Southwestern Louisiana ....................................... 1-5
Stanford................................................................. 1-2
St. Albans Club...................................................... 1-0
St. Ambrose........................................................... 1-0 
Stetson .................................................................. 1-0
Tampa .................................................................... 1-0 
Tennessee ............................................................. 3-9
Texas ..................................................................... 2-5
texas A&m ......................................................... 4-4
Texas Christian ...................................................... 0-1
Texas-El Paso ........................................................ 1-1
Texas Tech ............................................................. 2-0 
The Citadel ............................................................ 1-0
toledo ................................................................ 29-3




UC Irvine ................................................................ 1-0
UCLA...................................................................... 3-3
University of Northwest Ohio ............................... 1-0




Virginia Tech .......................................................... 7-1 
Wake Forest .......................................................... 4-2 
Washington ........................................................... 3-2
Wayne State ......................................................... 5-4 
Weber State .......................................................... 1-0 
West Valley State ................................................. 1-0 
West Virginia ...................................................... 14-6 
Western Kentucky ................................................. 0-2 
Western Michigan ................................................ 6-0 
Western State Teachers ....................................... 0-1 
William and Mary ................................................. 2-0 
Williams College ................................................... 0-1 
Wisconsin ....................................................... 40-31
Wisconsin State .................................................... 1-0 
Wooster ................................................................. 1-0 
Wright Patterson ................................................... 0-1
Wright State.......................................................... 8-0
xavier ................................................................. 12-0 
Youngstown State ................................................. 3-0
2014 opponents are in bold
A l l - t i m e  s e r i e s  r e C O r d s
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1911-12
head Coach – Charles Farber
Overall record – 0-5-1
big ten record – 0-1
Ohio Wesleyan ................................................... L, 1-2
Michigan ............................................................ L, 2-4
Minnesota .......................................................... L, 0-3
Kenyon................................................................ L, 0-3
Ohio Wesleyan ................................................... L, 0-3
Kenyon................................................................ T, 1-1
1912-13
head Coach – dennis Winger
Overall record – 5-5
big ten record – 0-3
at Kenyon ......................................................... W, 2-1
OHIO WESLEYAN  ............................................ W, 2-1
at Northwestern  ................................................ L, 1-2
at Chicago .......................................................... L, 0-3
KENYON ........................................................... W, 2-1
at Ohio Wesleyan  .............................................. L, 2-3
CHICAGO ............................................................ L, 0-3
at Oberlin............................................................ L, 2-4
at Kenyon ......................................................... W, 3-0
at Miami (Ohio) ................................................ W, 2-1
1913-14
head Coach – Charles Farber
Overall record – 8-2
big ten record – 2-1
Otterbein .......................................................... W, 6-0
Ohio Wesleyan ................................................. W, 4-2
Northwestern ................................................... W, 3-0
Chicago............................................................... L, 0-3
Purdue .............................................................. W, 3-0
Ohio Wesleyan ................................................. W, 3-0
Oberlin .............................................................. W, 4-2
Kenyon.............................................................. W, 2-1
Denison .............................................................. L, 2-4
Kenyon.............................................................. W, 3-0
1914-15
head Coach – Charles Farber
Overall record – 4-2-2
big ten record – 2-2
OTTERBEIN ....................................................... W, 4-2
OHIO WESLEYAN  ............................................ W, 5-1
PURDUE ............................................................ W, 3-0
DENISON ............................................................ T, 3-3
at Oberlin............................................................ T, 3-3
at Northwestern  ................................................ L, 0-3
at Chicago .......................................................... L, 0-2
PURDUE ............................................................ W, 2-1
1915-16
head Coach – Charles Farber
Overall record – 6-2
big ten record – no record
1916-17
head Coach – Charles Farber
Overall record – 4-3
big ten record – 0-3
Ohio Wesleyan ................................................. W, 6-0
Otterbein .......................................................... W, 6-0




Oberlin .............................................................. W, 5-1
1917-18
head Coach – none
Overall record – 5-3
big ten record – 0-2
OTTERBEIN ....................................................... W, 6-0
OHIO WESLEYAN ............................................. W, 5-1
CAPITAL ............................................................ W, 5-1
at Michigan ........................................................L, 1-2
at Ohio Wesleyan ............................................. W, 6-0
CHICAGO ............................................................L, 0-2
OBERLIN .............................................................L, 0-2
KENYON ........................................................... W, 2-0
1918-19
head Coach – h.C. haddox
Overall record – 5-2
big ten record – 2-2
OHIO WESLEYAN  ............................................ W, 5-1
CAPITAL ............................................................ W, 4-0
KENYON ........................................................... W, 3-0
at Ohio Wesleyan  ............................................ W, 4-2
at Chicago ..........................................................L, 0-3
at Northwestern ............................................... W, 3-0
MICHIGAN..........................................................L, 0-3
PURDUE ............................................................ W, 2-1
1919-20
head Coach – h.C. haddox
Overall record – 4-3-2
big ten record – 2-3-1
Capital ................................................................ T, 3-3
Otterbein .......................................................... W, 5-1
Indiana................................................................L, 1-2
Purdue .............................................................. W, 3-0
Northwestern ................................................... W, 6-0





head Coach – t. hilbert Connell
Overall record – 5-2
big ten record – 2-1
OTTERBEIN ....................................................... W, 3-0
DENISON .......................................................... W, 6-0
PURDUE ............................................................ W, 3-0
CAPITAL ............................................................ W, 6-0
MICHIGAN.......................................................... L, 2-4
at Northwestern  .............................................. W, 6-0
STANFORD ......................................................... L, 0-2
1921-22
head Coach – r. l. Grismer
Overall record – 6-0
big ten record – 2-0 
CAPITAL ............................................................ W, 7-2
WOOSTER ........................................................ W, 5-1
at Indiana ......................................................... W, 3-0
at Purdue .......................................................... W, 2-1
at Denison ........................................................ W, 5-1
DENISON .......................................................... W, 6-0
1922-23
head Coach – r. l. Grismer
Overall record – 7-3
big ten record –  no record
1923-24
head Coach – r.l. Grismer
Overall record – 6-0-2
big ten record – 2-0-2
Denison ............................................................ W, 5-1
Ohio Wesleyan ................................................. W, 5-1
Kenyon.............................................................. W, 4-2
Purdue .............................................................. W, 4-0
Northwestern ................................................... W, 5-1
Dayton .............................................................. W, 6-0
Michigan ............................................................ T, 3-3
Chicago............................................................... T, 3-3
1924-25
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 8-2




head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 8-2
big ten record – 4-1 
OHIO WESLEYAN ............................................. W, 7-1
at Cincinnati ..................................................... W. 4-2
at Ohio Wesleyan ............................................. W, 5-0
at Purdue .......................................................... W, 5-1
at Indiana ......................................................... W, 4-3
ILLINOIS............................................................ W, 5-4
at Cornell ............................................................ L, 4-5
CHICAGO .......................................................... W, 4-2
WISCONSIN ....................................................... L, 2-5
at Notre Dame.................................................. W, 5-2
2 0 1 3 - 1 4  m e n ’ s  t e n n i s M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
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1928-29 
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 4-5
big ten record – 1-2 
CORNELL ............................................................ L, 0-9
OHIO WESLEYAN ............................................. W, 7-0
at Ohio Wesleyan ............................................. W, 7-0
CINCINNATI ........................................................ L, 1-6
at Chicago .......................................................... L, 0-7
PITTSBURGH ...................................................... L, 1-7
at Illinois............................................................. L, 1-8
INDIANA........................................................... W, 6-3
KENYON ........................................................... W, 5-1
1929-30 
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 7-2
big ten record – 2-2
at Ohio Wesleyan ............................................. W, 9-0
at Cincinnati ..................................................... W, 6-3
at City of Detroit............................................... W, 7-0
at Cornell .......................................................... W, 8-1
at Indiana ......................................................... W, 9-0
at Purdue .......................................................... W, 8-1
at Ohio Wesleyan  ............................................ W, 9-0
at Michigan ........................................................ L, 2-7
at Illinois............................................................. L, 1-8
1930-31 
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 6-0
big ten record – 4-0
OHIO WESLEYAN ........................................... W, 10-0
CORNELL .......................................................... W, 9-0
MICHIGAN........................................................ W, 5-4
CHICAGO .......................................................... W, 6-3
at Wisconsin .................................................... W, 7-2
at Illinois........................................................... W, 5-4
1931-32 
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 3-0 
big ten record – 2-0 
OHIO WESLEYAN  ............................................ W, 9-1
at Indiana ......................................................... W, 6-0
at Michigan ...................................................... W, 4-2
1932-33 
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 1-2-1
big ten record – 0-1-1 
at Kentucky....................................................... W, 5-2
at Michigan State .............................................. L, 0-5
at Michigan ........................................................ L, 2-4
MICHIGAN.......................................................... T, 3-3
1933-34 
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 2-4
big ten record – 0-1 
MICHIGAN STATE ............................................ L, 0-10
HELLCATS ......................................................... W, 4-3
MICHIGAN.......................................................... L, 2-4
CINCINNATI ...................................................... W, 6-3
at Western State ................................................ L, 1-5
vs. Michigan State ............................................. L, 1-5
1934-35 
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 3-2 
big ten record – 0-2 
vs. Northwestern................................................ L, 2-4
at Michigan ........................................................ L, 2-4
NOTRE DAME................................................... W, 8-0
at Cincinnati ..................................................... W, 8-1
MICHIGAN STATE  ........................................... W, 8-2
1935-36 
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 5-2-1
big ten record – 2-2-1
vs. Indiana ........................................................ W, 5-1
vs. Illinois ........................................................... L, 2-4
at Purdue .......................................................... W, 5-1
NORTHWESTERN............................................... L, 0-6
MICHIGAN.......................................................... T, 2-2
MICHIGAN STATE ............................................ W, 6-3
DETROIT ........................................................... W, 6-1
at Notre Dame.................................................. W, 8-1
1936-37 
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 6-4
big ten record – 4-1
at Michigan State .............................................. L, 3-7
at Detroit .......................................................... W, 9-0
CINCINNATI ...................................................... W, 9-0
TULANE .............................................................. L, 1-8
KENYON ............................................................. L, 1-6
ILLINOIS............................................................ W, 6-1





head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 5-4
*big ten record – 0-1 
KENTUCKY ......................................................... L, 1-8




DEPAUW .......................................................... W, 6-3
DETROIT ........................................................... W, 7-1
PITTSBURGH .................................................... W, 6-3
at Michigan ........................................................ L, 1-8
1938-39 
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 7-4
big ten record – 2-2
OHIO WESLEYAN  ............................................ W, 5-2
OHIO ................................................................. W, 8-1
MICHIGAN.......................................................... L, 3-6
at Pittsburgh ..................................................... W, 5-1
WAYNE (DETROIT)  ............................................ L, 4-5
at Illinois............................................................. L, 2-7
vs. Indiana ........................................................ W, 8-1
vs. Purdue ......................................................... W, 9-0
at Kalamazoo.................................................... W, 5-4
at Michigan State  ............................................. L, 4-5
at Cincinnati ..................................................... W, 5-4
1939-40 
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 9-1
big ten record – 4-1
vs. Kentucky ..................................................... W, 6-2
PITTSBURGH .................................................... W, 9-0
KALAMAZOO.................................................... W, 8-1
MICHIGAN STATE ............................................ W, 6-3
KENYON ........................................................... W, 7-2
vs. Michigan ..................................................... W, 5-4
at Northwestern ................................................. L, 0-8
vs. Wisconsin ................................................... W, 6-3
vs. Indiana ........................................................ W, 9-0
at Purdue .......................................................... W, 7-2
1940-41 
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 10-1
big ten record – 4-1
MIAMI (OHIO)................................................... W, 9-0
at Pittsburgh ..................................................... W, 6-3
at Kalamazoo.................................................... W, 6-3
at Michigan State ............................................ W, 5-4
ILLINOIS............................................................ W, 9-0
OHIO ................................................................. W, 9-0
vs. Northwestern.............................................. W, 5-4
at Michigan ........................................................ L, 2-7
CINCINNATI ...................................................... W, 6-3
PURDUE ............................................................ W, 7-2
INDIANA........................................................... W, 7-0
1941-42 
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 5-5
big ten record – no record
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1942-43
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 6-1
big ten record – 2-1
OBERLIN ........................................................... W, 9-0
ILLINOIS............................................................ W, 7-2
PITTSBURGH .................................................... W, 9-0
MICHIGAN.......................................................... L, 2-7
NORTHWESTERN ............................................ W, 5-4
MIAMI (OHIO)................................................... W, 8-1
at Oberlin.......................................................... W, 7-2 
1943-44
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 6-2
big ten record – no record
1944-45
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 6-1
big ten record – 3-1
OBERLIN ........................................................... W, 9-0
at Purdue .......................................................... W, 5-4
MIAMI (OHIO)................................................... W, 5-1
ILLINOIS............................................................ W, 7-2
at Oberlin.......................................................... W, 4-3
NORTHWESTERN ............................................ W, 7-2
MICHIGAN.................................................... L, 1.5-7.5
1945-46
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 8-3
big ten record – 2-2
KALAMAZOO...................................................... L, 4-5
MIAMI (OHIO)................................................... W, 5-1
WAYNE (DETROIT)  .......................................... W, 5-4
MICHIGAN STATE ............................................ W, 7-2
MIAMI (OHIO)................................................... W, 6-1
CINCINNATI ...................................................... W, 4-2
PURDUE ............................................................ W, 8-1
Illinois ................................................................. L, 4-5
vs. Michigan ....................................................... L, 4-5
at Northwestern ............................................... W, 6-3
at Oberlin.......................................................... W, 4-3
1946-47
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 4-6
big ten record – 0-3
OHIO WESLEYAN ............................................. W, 6-3
KENYON ........................................................... W, 7-2
WAYNE (DETROIT) ............................................. L, 4-5
at Kalamazoo...................................................... L, 0-9
at Purdue ............................................................ L, 4-5
at Ohio Wesleyan ............................................. W, 7-2
ILLINOIS.............................................................. L, 0-9
PITTSBURGH .................................................... W, 8-1
at Michigan State .............................................. L, 1-8
at Michigan ........................................................ L, 1-8
1947-48
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 4-6
big ten record – 0-3
OHIO WESLEYAN  ............................................ W, 6-3
KENYON ........................................................... W, 7-2
WAYNE (DETROIT) ............................................. L, 4-5
at Kalamazoo...................................................... L, 0-9
at Purdue ............................................................ L, 4-5
at Ohio Wesleyan  ............................................ W, 7-2
ILLINOIS.............................................................. L, 0-9
PITTSBURGH .................................................... W, 8-1
at Michigan State .............................................. L, 1-8
at Michigan ........................................................ L, 1-8
1947-48
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 4-7
big ten record – 1-4
OHIO WESLEYAN ............................................. W, 6-3
MICHIGAN STATE .............................................. L, 0-9
KALAMAZOO...................................................... L, 2-5
MIAMI (OHIO)................................................... W, 6-3
at Illinois............................................................. L, 1-8
CINCINNATI ........................................................ L, 3-6
PURDUE ............................................................ W, 7-2
at Wisconsin ...................................................... L, 3-6
at Northwestern  ................................................ L, 0-9
at Kenyon ......................................................... W, 5-3
MICHIGAN.......................................................... L, 0-9
1948-49
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 8-4
big ten record – 1-3
at Ohio Wesleyan ............................................. W, 8-1
PITTSBURGH .................................................... W, 7-2
WAYNE (DETROIT) ........................................... W, 8-1
at Miami (Ohio) ................................................ W, 7-2
at Ohio .............................................................. W, 8-1
at Oberlin................................................................... L
at Purdue .......................................................... W, 7-2
at Indiana ........................................................... L, 4-5
KENYON .................................................................. W
NORTHWESTERN............................................... L, 1-8
at Michigan State ............................................ W, 5-4
at Michigan ........................................................ L, 0-9
1949-50
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 8-5
big ten record – 1-3
OHIO WESLEYAN ............................................. W, 4-1 
WAYNE (DETROIT) ........................................... W, 5-1
MIAMI (OHIO)................................................... W, 7-2
OHIO ................................................................. W, 8-1
PURDUE ............................................................ W, 5-4
INDIANA............................................................. L, 1-8
at Oberlin............................................................ L, 4-5
at Illinois............................................................. L, 1-8
DAYTON ........................................................... W, 7-2
MICHIGAN STATE  ............................................. L, 0-9
MICHIGAN.......................................................... L, 0-9
PITTSBURGH .................................................... W, 6-3
KENYON ........................................................... W, 6-3
1950-51
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 1-10
big ten record – 0-5
OHIO WESLEYAN ............................................... L, 3-6
at Dayton ............................................................ L, 3-6
at Purdue ............................................................ L, 1-8
at Indiana ........................................................... L, 0-9
at Miami (Ohio) .................................................. L, 2-7
ILLINOIS.............................................................. L, 0-9
OBERLIN ............................................................. L, 2-7
NORTHWESTERN .............................................. L, 1-8
at Ohio  ............................................................. W, 5-4
at Michigan State  ............................................. L, 0-9
at Michigan ........................................................ L, 0-9
1951-52
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 3-9
big ten record – 0-5
at Ohio Wesleyan ............................................. W, 7-2
WAYNE (DETROIT) ........................................... W, 5-4
DAYTON ............................................................. L, 4-5
INDIANA............................................................. L, 0-9
PURDUE .............................................................. L, 3-6
at Illinois............................................................. L, 1-8
MIAMI (OHIO)..................................................... L, 4-5
at Oberlin............................................................ L, 4-5
Minnesota .......................................................... L, 3-6
OHIO ................................................................. W, 8-1
MICHIGAN STATE .............................................. L, 0-9
MICHIGAN.......................................................... L, 2-6
1952-53
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 3-9
big ten record – 0-6
at Purdue ............................................................ L, 1-8
at Indiana ........................................................... L, 0-9
ILLINOIS.............................................................. L, 4-5
OBERLIN ........................................................... W, 5-2
KENYON ............................................................. L, 4-5
MIAMI (OHIO)..................................................... L, 1-8
NORTHWESTERN............................................... L, 1-8
at Michigan State .............................................. L, 1-8
at Michigan ........................................................ L, 0-9
vs. Ohio Wesleyan ............................................. L, 4-5
vs. Ohio............................................................. W, 8-1
vs. Dayton......................................................... W, 6-3
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1953-54
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
*Overall record – 6-8
big ten record – 0-5
DENISON ............................................................ L, 3-6
at Ohio Wesleyan ............................................... L, 4-5
LOCKBOURNE................................................... W, 9-0
KENYON ........................................................... W, 6-3
PURDUE .............................................................. L, 3-6
INDIANA............................................................. L, 1-8
at Illinois............................................................. L, 1-8
OHIO ................................................................. W, 6-3
DAYTON ........................................................... W, 7-2
at Northwestern  ................................................ L, 2-7
WAYNE (DETROIT) ........................................... W, 5-4
at Michigan ........................................................ L, 1-8
*at Miami (Ohio) ........................................ No Record
WRIGHT PATTERSON  ........................................ L, 4-5
LOCKBOURNE................................................... W, 7-2
1954-55
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 2-12
big ten record – 0-5
at Florida State................................................... L, 0-9
at Florida ............................................................ L, 1-8
at Rollins ............................................................ L, 0-9
OHIO WESLEYAN ............................................... L, 3-6
KENYON ........................................................... W, 9-0
WISCONSIN ....................................................... L, 1-8
at Purdue ............................................................ L, 1-8
OHIO  ................................................................ W, 9-0
ILLINOIS.............................................................. L, 1-8
at Denison .......................................................... L, 4-5
NORTHWESTERN............................................... L, 0-9
at Wayne (Detroit) .............................................. L, 3-6
at Michigan ........................................................ L, 0-9
MIAMI (OHIO)..................................................... L, 0-5
1955-56
head Coach – herman Wirthwein
Overall record – 1-10
big ten record – 0-3
at Florida State................................................... L, 0-9
at Florida ............................................................ L, 0-9
vs. Georgia Tech  ................................................ L, 0-9
at Rollins ............................................................ L, 0-9
at Miami (Ohio) .................................................. L, 2-7
PURDUE ..............................................................L, 2-7 
OHIO ................................................................. W, 6-0
Indiana................................................................ L, 0-9
at Ohio Wesleyan  .............................................. L, 4-5
vs. Cincinnati ...................................................... L, 0-9
MICHIGAN.......................................................... L, 0-9
1956-57
head Coach – herman Wirthwein   
Overall record – 8-6
big ten record – 1-6
vs. Ohio Wesleyan ........................................... W, 5-4
vs. Miami (Ohio) ............................................... W, 7-2
MICHIGAN STATE .............................................. L, 1-8
DENISON .......................................................... W, 5-4 
Wisconsin........................................................... L, 1-8
ILLINOIS.............................................................. L, 1-8
at Ohio  ............................................................. W, 8-1
KENYON ........................................................... W, 8-1
BOWLING GREEN ............................................ W, 5-4
NORTHWESTERN............................................... L, 2-7
Cincinnati ......................................................... W, 5-4
Michigan  ........................................................... L, 2-7
at Purdue .......................................................... W, 6-3
at Indiana ........................................................... L, 2-7
1957-58
head Coach – John hendrix
*Overall record – 5-5
*big ten record – 1-4
BOWLING GREEN............................................. W, 6-3
WISCONSIN ....................................................... L, 2-5
at Ohio Wesleyan ............................................. W, 6-3
TOLEDO .............................................................. L, 4-5 
OHIO ................................................................. W, 9-0
at Illinois............................................................. L, 2-7
vs. Indiana .......................................................... L, 0-9
*vs. Minnesota........................................... No Record
MICHIGAN.......................................................... L, 0-9
DENISON .......................................................... W, 5-4
PURDUE ............................................................ W, 6-3
*at Michigan State .................................... No Record
*vs. Iowa .................................................... No Record
*vs. Minnesota – Quad singles, last of 4 .. No Record
1958-59
head Coach – John hendrix
Overall record – 13-6
big ten record – 4-4
at Duke ............................................................... L, 2-7
at N.C. State..................................................... W, 5-2
at Wake Forest ................................................. W, 6-3
CINCINNATI ...................................................... W, 7-2
KENYON ........................................................... W, 9-0
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS  ....................................... W, 7-2
NOTRE DAME..................................................... L, 2-7
DENISON .......................................................... W, 9-0
OHIO WESLEYAN  ............................................ W, 9-0
OHIO ................................................................. W, 9-0
ILLINOIS.............................................................. L, 0-9
MICHIGAN STATE .............................................. L, 4-5
vs. Minnesota..................................................... L, 4-5
at Michigan ........................................................ L, 0-9
vs. Toledo ......................................................... W, 9-0
NORTHWESTERN ............................................ W, 6-3
at Indiana ......................................................... W, 5-4
at Purdue .......................................................... W, 8-1
vs. Wisconsin ................................................... W, 7-2
1959-60
head Coach – John hendrix
*Overall record – 2-6
*big ten record – 0-6
*at Duke ..................................................... No Record
*at N.C. State.............................................No Record 
*at Wake Forest .........................................No Record 
*OHIO WESLEYAN ..................................... No Record
KENYON ........................................................... W, 8-1
*SOUTHERN ILLINOIS ................................ No Record
OHIO ................................................................. W, 8-0
*MICHIGAN................................................ No Record
*INDIANA................................................... No Record
*OHIO WESLEYAN ..................................... No Record
vs. Notre Dame .................................................. L, 2-7
vs. Northwestern................................................ L, 0-9
at Iowa ............................................................... L, 4-5
at Illinois............................................................. L, 2-7
vs. Wisconsin ..................................................... L, 3-6
vs. Indiana .......................................................... L, 2-7
*vs. Michigan State ................................... No Record
1960-61
head Coach – John hendrix
*Overall record – 2-7 
*big ten record – 1-5 
*at Duke ..................................................... No Record
*at N.C. State.............................................No Record 
*at Davidson .............................................. No Record
*at Cincinnati .............................................No Record 
KENYON ...........................................................W, 8-1 
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS .......................................... L, 1-8
OHIO WESLEYAN ....................................... No Record
MICHIGAN STATE  ............................................. L, 0-9
*at Illinois................................................... No Record
*vs. Minnesota........................................... No Record
*vs. Wisconsin ........................................... No Record
at Indiana ........................................................... L, 0-9
vs. Michigan ....................................................... L, 0-9
vs. Northwestern ............................................... L, 1-8
MICHIGAN.......................................................... L, 1-8
PURDUE ............................................................ W, 6-3
at Notre Dame.................................................... L, 0-9
*vs. Iowa .................................................... No Record
1961-62
head Coach – John hendrix
Overall record – 6-5
big ten record – 1-4 
OHIO WESLEYAN ............................................. W, 6-3
BOWLING GREEN............................................. W, 6-2
PURDUE ............................................................ W, 6-3
OHIO ................................................................. W, 9-0
BOWLING GREEN............................................. W, 7-2
INDIANA............................................................. L, 3-6
IOWA .................................................................. L, 1-8
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS  ....................................... W, 5-4
at Wisconsin ...................................................... L, 1-8
vs. Minnesota..................................................... L, 2-7
vs. Notre Dame .................................................. L, 3-6
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1962-63
head Coach – John hendrix
Overall record – 5-11
*big ten record – 2-6 




OHIO ................................................................. W, 9-0
vs. Northwestern................................................ L, 0-9
at Purdue ............................................................ L, 1-8
MICHIGAN.......................................................... L, 0-9
NOTRE DAME..................................................... L, 1-8
CINCINNATI ...................................................... W, 9-0
OHIO WESLEYAN ............................................. W, 6-3
vs. Indiana .......................................................... L, 0-9
at Illinois............................................................. L, 3-6
vs. Iowa ............................................................ W, 9-0
vs. Minnesota................................................... W, 6-3
at Michigan State  ............................................. L, 0-9
1963-64
head Coach – John hendrix
Overall record – 9-9
big ten record – 4-6
at Chattanooga................................................. W, 6-1
at Georgia........................................................... L, 1-8
at Furman ......................................................... W, 7-2
WESTERN MICHIGAN ..................................... W, 9-0
at Cincinnati ..................................................... W, 7-2
OHIO ................................................................. W, 9-0
PURDUE ............................................................ W, 7-2
MICHIGAN STATE  ............................................. L, 2-7
INDIANA............................................................. L, 0-9
WISCONSIN ..................................................... W, 5-4
vs. Northwestern ............................................... L, 0-9
at Indiana ........................................................... L, 1-8
vs. Illinois ......................................................... W, 5-4
at Ohio Wesleyan  .............................................. L, 4-5
vs. Minnesota................................................... W, 7-2
vs. Notre Dame .................................................. L, 3-6
at Northwestern  ................................................ L, 0-9
at Michigan ........................................................ L, 0-9
1964-65
head Coach – John hendrix
*Overall record – 5-11
big ten record – 2-7
Duke ................................................................... L, 1-8
Michigan State................................................... L, 0-6
N.C. State ......................................................... W, 6-1
N.C. State ......................................................... W, 5-3
CINCINNATI ........................................................ L, 3-6
NOTRE DAME..................................................... L, 0-9
at Wisconsin ...................................................... L, 2-7
OHIO ................................................................. W, 7-2
at Minnesota .................................................... W, 5-4
vs. Northwestern................................................ L, 1-8
TOLEDO .............................................................. L, 4-5
at Michigan State .............................................. L, 0-9
vs. Purdue ......................................................... W, 5-4





head Coach – John hendrix
Overall record – 9-11
big ten record – 2-7
vs. George Washington .................................... W, 5-4
vs. Dartmouth ................................................... W, 7-1
vs. N.C. State ................................................... W, 9-0
vs. St. Alban’s Club .......................................... W, 6-1
vs. Duke .............................................................. L, 3-6
vs. Williams........................................................ L, 1-5
vs. Kalamazoo .................................................... L, 3-6
TOLEDO .............................................................. L, 4-5
OHIO ................................................................. W, 9-0
OHIO WESLEYAN ............................................. W, 9-0
CINCINNATI ...................................................... W, 5-4
at Northwestern  ................................................ L, 3-6
vs. Purdue ......................................................... W, 6-3
at Iowa ............................................................... L, 2-6
vs. Minnesota................................................... W, 6-3
vs. Indiana .......................................................... L, 0-9
ILLINOIS.............................................................. L, 1-8
MICHIGAN STATE .............................................. L, 1-8
vs. Michigan ....................................................... L, 0-9
at Wisconsin ...................................................... L, 0-9
1966-67
head Coach – John hendrix
Overall record – 3-12
big ten record – 1-8
at Duke ............................................................... L, 2-7
vs. Maryland....................................................... L, 3-6
vs. Colgate.......................................................... L, 0-9
at George Washington ....................................... L, 3-6
NORTHERN ILLINOIS ....................................... W, 8-1
IOWA .................................................................. L, 4-5
MINNESOTA....................................................... L, 3-6
ILLINOIS.............................................................. L, 1-8
PURDUE ............................................................ W, 9-0
at Northwestern ................................................. L, 1-8
at Wisconsin ...................................................... L, 0-8
at Michigan State .............................................. L, 0-9
at Michigan ........................................................ L, 0-9
OHIO ................................................................. W, 5-4
at Indiana ........................................................... L, 0-9
1967-68
head Coach – John hendrix
Overall record – 2-11-1
big ten record – 0-9
OHIO ................................................................... T, 3-3
BOWLING GREEN .............................................. L, 3-6
NOTRE DAME..................................................... L, 4-5
WISCONSIN STATE  ......................................... W, 6-3
WISCONSIN ....................................................... L, 0-9
NORTHWESTERN............................................... L, 0-9
at Ohio Wesleyan  ............................................ W, 9-0
MICHIGAN.......................................................... L, 0-9
MICHIGAN STATE .............................................. L, 1-8
INDIANA............................................................. L, 0-9
at Illinois............................................................. L, 1-8
at Purdue ............................................................ L, 4-5
at Iowa ............................................................... L, 1-8
at Minnesota ...................................................... L, 0-9
1968-69
head Coach – John hendrix
*Overall record – 2-10
big ten record – 0-9
at Wake Forest ................................................... L, 1-8
at William and Mary ........................................ W, 7-2
OHIO WESLEYAN ............................................. W, 9-0
*at Ohio ...................................................... No Record
at Indiana ........................................................... L, 0-9
PURDUE .............................................................. L, 4-5
ILLINOIS.............................................................. L, 2-7
IOWA .................................................................. L, 2-7
MINNESOTA....................................................... L, 1-8
at Northwestern  ................................................ L, 0-9
at Wisconsin ...................................................... L, 0-9
at Michigan State  ............................................. L, 2-7
at Michigan ........................................................ L, 0-9
1969-70
head Coach – John hendrix
*Overall record – 3-6
*big ten record – 0-4
at Eastern Kentucky ........................................... L, 4-5
at Kentucky......................................................... L, 2-7
SLIPPERY ROCK ................................................ W, 9-0
BOWLING GREEN............................................. W, 6-3
KENYON ........................................................... W, 8-1
*KENT STATE ............................................. No Record
*MICHIGAN STATE .................................... No Record
*MICHIGAN................................................ No Record
*OHIO ......................................................... No Record
at Illinois............................................................. L, 1-8
at Purdue ............................................................ L, 1-8
at Iowa ............................................................... L, 1-8
*at Minnesota ............................................ No Record
*at Ohio Wesleyan ..................................... No Record
*WISCONSIN ............................................. No Record
NORTHWESTERN............................................... L, 2-7
*INDIANA................................................... No Record
*SOUTHERN ILLINOIS ................................ No Record
1970-71
head Coach – dave robertson
*Overall record – 8-11
big ten record – 1-8
at East Carolina ................................................ W, 9-0
at Wake Forest ................................................... L, 3-6
*at Presbyterian ......................................... No Record
*at Furman ................................................. No Record
*at Davidson ..............................................No Record 
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*vs. Kent State ...........................................No Record 
*at Pfeiffer .................................................No Record 
*at Emory & Henry .....................................No Record
KENTUCKY .........................................................L, 3-6
KENYON ........................................................... W, 8-1
at Bowling Green  ............................................ W, 5-4
OHIO WESLEYAN  ............................................ W, 7-2
vs. Indiana State  ...............................................L, 3-6
at Miami ........................................................... W, 5-4
ILLINOIS..............................................................L, 2-7
PURDUE ............................................................ W, 5-4
AKRON  ............................................................ W, 9-0
IOWA  .................................................................L, 1-8
MINNESOTA.......................................................L, 3-6
INDIANA.............................................................L, 1-8
at Northwestern  ................................................L, 3-6
at Wisconsin ......................................................L, 3-6
at Michigan State  .............................................L, 0-9
at Michigan ........................................................L, 0-9
MARSHALL....................................................... W, 9-0
1971-72
head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 7-13
big ten record – 1-8
at Navy ...............................................................L, 0-9
vs. George Washington .................................... W, 5-4
at Ohio Wesleyan  ............................................ W, 8-1
WISCONSIN .......................................................L, 1-8
NORTHWESTERN...............................................L, 3-6
OHIO  ................................................................ W, 9-0
at Illinois.............................................................L, 1-8
at Purdue .......................................................... W, 5-4
KENYON ........................................................... W, 7-2
MICHIGAN STATE ..............................................L, 1-5
MICHIGAN..........................................................L, 0-9
WESTERN MICHIGAN...................................... W, 8-1
MARSHALL....................................................... W, 9-0
at Iowa ...............................................................L, 1-8
at Minnesota ......................................................L, 1-8
MIAMI (OHIO)...............................................L, 2.5-6.5
vs. Indiana State ................................................L, 4-5
at Indiana ...........................................................L, 1-8
at Notre Dame....................................................L, 1-8
CINCINNATI ........................................................L, 2-7
1972-73
head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 7-16
big ten record – 2-7
at Vanderbilt .......................................................L, 3-6
at Western Kentucky  .........................................L, 1-8
vs. Murray State ................................................L, 1-8
vs. Arkansas State  .......................................... W, 7-2
vs. Middle Tennessee  .......................................L, 1-8
vs. Southwestern  ............................................ W, 9-0
OHIO WESLEYAN  ............................................ W, 6-3
at Southern Illinois  ............................................L, 4-5
vs. Iowa ..............................................................L, 0-9 
Northern Illinois  ................................................L, 4-5
TOLEDO ............................................................ W, 6-3
INDIANA.............................................................L, 1-8
NOTRE DAME.....................................................L, 1-8
at Michigan ........................................................L, 0-9
at Michigan State  .............................................L, 1-8
WESTERN MICHIGAN ..................................... W, 5-4
MINNESOTA..................................................... W, 7-2
at Miami (Ohio) ..................................................L, 1-8
at Northwestern  ................................................L, 1-8
at Wisconsin ......................................................L, 1-8
at Cincinnati .......................................................L, 2-7
ILLINOIS..............................................................L, 3-6
PURDUE ............................................................ W, 7-2
1973-74
head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 13-9
big ten record – 5-4
at Tulane .............................................................L, 4-5
at Nichols ...........................................................L, 3-6
at Southwest Louisiana ................................... W, 6-3
at LSU .................................................................L, 3-6
at South Alabama  ........................................... W, 7-0
vs. Alabama...................................................... W, 7-2
at Kentucky.........................................................L, 2-6
at Ohio Wesleyan  ............................................ W, 9-0
at Indiana ...........................................................L, 2-7
TOLEDO ............................................................ W, 9-0
NORTHWESTERN ............................................ W, 6-3
WISCONSIN ..................................................... W, 5-4
at Bowling Green ............................................. W, 8-1
at Illinois.............................................................L, 4-5
at Purdue .......................................................... W, 7-2
at Iowa ..............................................................  L, 2-7
at Minnesota .................................................... W, 6-3
MIAMI (OHIO)................................................... W, 7-2
OHIO ................................................................. W, 8-1




head Coach – John daly
*Overall record – 16-6
big ten record – 6-2
at Navy ............................................................. W, 8-1
KENTUCKY ....................................................... W, 4-5
at Florida International .................................... W, 7-2
at Miami (Fla.) ....................................................L, 0-9
at Southern Illinois  ............................................L, 3-6
at South Carolina  ..............................................L, 1-8
OHIO WESLEYAN  ............................................ W, 9-0
NOTRE DAME................................................... W, 5-4
at Wisconsin .................................................... W, 5-4
at Northwestern  .............................................. W, 7-2
at Miami (Ohio) ................................................ W, 7-2
PURDUE ............................................................ W, 9-0
ILLINOIS............................................................ W, 7-2
at Ohio .............................................................. W, 8-1
at Minnesota ......................................................L, 4-5
at Western Kentucky  .........................................L, 3-6
at Cincinnati ..................................................... W, 8-1
TOLEDO ............................................................ W, 9-0
*at ND Invitational ................................. 2nd place (8)
BOWLING GREEN ............................................ W, 6-3
at Michigan State  ........................................... W, 6-3
at Michigan ........................................................L, 0-9
INDIANA........................................................... W, 5-4
1975-76
head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 18-4
big ten record – 8-1
 
at Alabama .........................................................L, 2-7
vs. Georgia .........................................................L, 3-6
vs. Auburn ........................................................ W, 5-4
vs. Eastern Kentucky ........................................ W, 5-4
at LSU .................................................................L, 1-8
at Southwest Louisiana ................................... W, 5-4
MINNESOTA.......................................................L, 3-6
at Indiana ......................................................... W, 8-1
at Bowling Green ............................................. W, 9-0
WISCONSIN ..................................................... W, 6-3
NORTHWESTERN............................................. W, 8-1
MIAMI (OHIO)................................................... W, 9-0
at Illinois........................................................... W, 5-4
at Southern Illinois ........................................... W, 6-3
at Purdue .......................................................... W, 8-1
TOLEDO ............................................................ W, 5-4
at Notre Dame.................................................. W, 7-2
at Iowa ............................................................. W, 8-1
OHIO ................................................................. W, 8-1
CINCINNATI ...................................................... W, 8-1
MICHIGAN STATE  ........................................... W, 5-4
MICHIGAN........................................................ W, 7-2
1976-77
head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 18-6
big ten record – 7-2
at Vanderbilt .......................................................L, 4-5
at Furman ...........................................................L, 3-6
at South Carolina ...............................................L, 3-5
at Georgia...........................................................L, 0-9
OHIO WESLEYAN ............................................. W, 9-0
at Wisconsin ......................................................L, 1-8
NORTHWESTERN............................................. W, 8-1
KENT STATE ..................................................... W, 8-1
WEST VIRGINIA ............................................... W, 9-0
NOTRE DAME................................................... W, 7-2
MIAMI (OHIO)................................................... W, 7-2
at Illinois........................................................... W, 9-0
at Purdue .......................................................... W, 9-0
BOWLING GREEN............................................. W, 9-0
CINCINNATI ...................................................... W, 6-3
MINNESOTA..................................................... W, 5-4
IOWA ................................................................ W, 5-4
OHIO ................................................................. W, 7-2
EASTERN KENTUCKY ...................................... W, 7-2
TOLEDO ............................................................ W, 9-0
at Michigan State ............................................ W, 7-2
at Michigan ........................................................L, 3-6
Northern Illinois ............................................... W, 8-1
Indiana.............................................................. W, 5-4
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1977-78
head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 20-8
big ten record – 7-2
at Eastern Kentucky ......................................... W, 8-1
at Kentucky....................................................... W, 5-4
at Miami (Fla.) .................................................... L, 0-9 
at Tampa ........................................................... W, 9-0
at South Florida .................................................. L, 2-7
at Flagler ............................................................ L, 4-5
at Seminole ...................................................... W, 4-5
at Ohio Wesleyan ............................................. W, 9-0
WISCONSIN ....................................................... L, 3-6
NORTHWESTERN............................................. W, 6-3
INDIANA........................................................... W, 7-2
NOTRE DAME................................................... W, 7-2
MIAMI (OHIO)..................................................... L, 4-5
PURDUE ...........................................................  W, 6-3
ILLINOIS............................................................ W, 8-1
at Minnesota .................................................... W, 6-3
at Iowa ............................................................. W, 5-4
at Toledo ........................................................... W, 7-2
BOWLING GREEN............................................. W, 8-1
KENTUCKY ......................................................... L, 4-5
WEST VIRGINIA ............................................... W, 8-1
OHIO ................................................................. W, 7-2
MICHIGAN.......................................................... L, 3-6
MICHIGAN STATE ............................................ W, 7-2
CINCINNATI ...................................................... W, 5-2
BALL STATE ...................................................... W, 7-2
VANDERBILT ....................................................... L, 3-6
NORTHERN ILLINOIS........................................ W, 9-0
1978-79
head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 16-8
big ten record – 7-2
NOTRE DAME...................................................W, 8-1
at Cincinnati .....................................................W, 7-2
at Miami .............................................................L, 2-7
at USC ................................................................L, 0-9
at Pepperdine .....................................................L, 1-8
at Vanderbilt .......................................................L, 4-5
at Pan American .................................................L, 3-6
OHIO WESLEYAN .............................................W, 9-0
MINNESOTA.......................................................L, 4-5
IOWA ................................................................W, 6-3
at Miami (Ohio) ..................................................L, 3-6
at Wisconsin ....................................................W, 5-4








WEST VIRGINIA ...............................................W, 9-0
at Ohio ..............................................................W, 5-4
at Michigan State ............................................W, 6-3
at Michigan ........................................................L, 2-7
1979-80
head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 18-8
big ten record – 7-2
MIAMI (OHIO)...................................................W, 6-3
SOUTH CAROLINA .............................................L, 0-9
NOTRE DAME.....................................................L, 4-5
at Navy ...............................................................L, 4-5
at Southwestern Louisiana ................................L, 2-7
vs. South Alabama ...........................................W, 5-2
vs. Mississippi....................................................L, 3-6
at Pan American ...............................................W, 6-3
at Pan American ...............................................W, 6-3
at Wisconsin ....................................................W, 6-3
at Minnesota ......................................................L, 3-6








at Michigan State ............................................W, 9-0
at Michigan ........................................................L, 3-6
OHIO .................................................................W, 7-2





head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 18-8
big ten record – 7-2
MIAMI (OHIO)...................................................W, 6-3
SOUTH CAROLINA .............................................L, 0-9
NOTRE DAME.....................................................L, 4-5
at Navy ...............................................................L, 4-5
at Southwest Louisiana .....................................L, 2-7
vs. South Alabama ...........................................W, 5-2
vs. Mississippi....................................................L, 3-6
at Pan American ...............................................W, 6-3
at Pan American ...............................................W, 6-3
at Wisconsin ....................................................W, 6-3
at Minnesota ......................................................L, 3-6








at Michigan State ............................................W, 9-0
at Michigan ........................................................L, 3-6
OHIO .................................................................W, 7-2





head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 17-13
big ten record – 4-6
at Notre Dame..................................................W, 6-3
MIAMI (OHIO)...................................................W, 6-3
TOWSON STATE ...............................................W, 8-1
PURDUE ............................................................W, 9-0
at Tennesee ........................................................L, 0-9
vs. Long Beach ...................................................L, 2-7
vs. Irvine .............................................................L, 3-6
vs. Redlands .......................................................L, 4-5
vs. USC ...............................................................L, 0-9
vs. Foothill College ...........................................W, 6-3
vs. San Jose State .............................................L, 2-6
vs. West Valley.................................................W, 6-3
WISCONSIN .......................................................L, 3-6
MINNESOTA.......................................................L, 3-6
at Indiana .........................................................W, 5-4
at Purdue ............................................................L, 2-7
at Illinois.............................................................L, 3-6







at Michigan State ............................................W, 7-2
at Michigan ........................................................L, 1-8
CINCINNATI ......................................................W, 7-2




head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 21-8
big ten record – 7-2
at Eastern Kentucky .........................................W, 6-3
vs. Bellarmine...................................................W, 9-0




vs. Harvard .........................................................L, 3-6
ILLINOIS............................................................W, 6-3
at Miami (Fla.) ....................................................L, 1-8
at South Florida ................................................W, 5-4






BALL STATE ......................................................W, 6-3
OHIO WESLEYAN .............................................W, 8-1
AKRON .............................................................W, 9-0
at Wisconsin ......................................................L, 1-8
at Minnesota ....................................................W, 6-3
BOWLING GREEN.............................................W, 9-0
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KENYON ...........................................................W, 9-0
at Michigan State ............................................W, 6-3
at Michigan ........................................................L, 1-8
CINCINNATI ......................................................W, 9-0




head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 14-18
big ten record – 2-7
vs. Tennessee .....................................................L, 1-8
vs. Southwestern Louisiana ...............................L, 1-8
vs. Carson-Newman .........................................W, 8-1
vs. Austin-Peay.................................................W, 8-1
at Eastern Kentucky .........................................W, 6-3
WEST VIRGINIA ...............................................W, 9-0
MIAMI (OHIO)...................................................W, 7-2
at Princeton ........................................................L, 2-7
BALL STATE ........................................................L, 2-7
at Rice ..............................................................W, 5-4
at Trinity .............................................................L, 1-8
vs. Texas .............................................................L, 3-6
at Southern Methodist .......................................L, 0-9
vs. Southwestern Louisiana ...............................L, 3-6
at Louisiana State ..............................................L, 0-9
vs. McNeese State.............................................L, 4-5
at Iowa ...............................................................L, 2-7
at Northwestern .................................................L, 1-8
MINNESOTA.......................................................L, 1-8
WISCONSIN .......................................................L, 4-5
OHIO WESLEYAN .............................................W, 7-2
AKRON .............................................................W, 6-3
at Notre Dame..................................................W, 5-4
at Marquette ....................................................W, 9-0
at Indiana .........................................................W, 5-4
LOUISIANA STATE ..............................................L, 1-8
MICHIGAN..........................................................L, 3-6
MICHIGAN STATE ............................................W, 7-2
CINCINNATI ......................................................W, 8-1
at Illinois.............................................................L, 4-5
at Purdue ............................................................L, 3-6
KENYON ...........................................................W, 8-1
1984-85
head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 13-16





at Wisconsin ......................................................L, 2-7
at Minnesota ......................................................L, 1-8
KENTUCKY .........................................................L, 2-7
at Auburn............................................................L, 2-7
vs. Georgia .........................................................L, 0-9
vs. Southwestern Louisiana ...............................L, 3-6
vs. Cal Irvine .......................................................L, 0-6
vs. Kentucky .......................................................L, 4-5
EASTERN KENTUCKY.......................................W, 9-0
NOTRE DAME...................................................W, 8-1
OHIO WESLEYAN .............................................W, 8-1
AKRON .............................................................W, 9-0
vs. Penn State ..................................................W, 8-1
at West Virginia ...............................................W, 5-1
vs. James Madison ..........................................W, 7-0
at Michigan State ............................................W, 7-2
at Michigan ......................................................W, 7-2




vs. Iowa ............................................................W, 5-1
vs. Michgan ........................................................L, 1-5
vs. Northwestern................................................L, 1-5
vs. Wisconsin .....................................................L, 2-5
1985-86
head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 22-8
big ten record – 5-5
vs. Georgia Tech .................................................L, 4-5
vs. Indiana ........................................................W, 8-1
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS ........................................W, 8-1
WEST VIRGINIA ...............................................W, 6-3
ILLINOIS STATE ................................................W, 9-0
at Indiana ...........................................................L, 4-5
vs. Murray State...............................................W, 6-3
vs. Louisville .....................................................W, 5-3
BUTLER .............................................................W, 9-0




OHIO WESLEYAN .............................................W, 9-0
AKRON .............................................................W, 8-1
vs. Indiana State ..............................................W, 8-1
at Notre Dame..................................................W, 7-2
CLEVELAND STATE ...........................................W, 9-0
at Illinois...........................................................W, 6-3
at Purdue ..........................................................W, 6-3
KENYON ...........................................................W, 9-0
KENTUCKY .........................................................L, 4-5
at Iowa .............................................................W, 5-4
at Northwestern .................................................L, 3-6
MICHIGAN STATE ............................................W, 9-0
MICHIGAN..........................................................L, 3-6
vs. Michigan .......................................................L, 3-5
vs. Iowa ............................................................W, 5-1
vs. Wisconsin ...................................................W, 5-2
vs. Illinois .........................................................W, 5-3
1986-87
head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 22-12
big ten record – 5-4
at Eastern Tennessee State .............................W, 8-1





SOUTHERN ILLINOIS ........................................W, 7-2
INDIANA.............................................................L, 3-6
BALL STATE ........................................................L, 3-6
vs. Houston Baptist ..........................................W, 5-4
vs. Oklahoma ....................................................W, 5-4
vs. North Texas State .......................................W, 8-0
SOUTHERN METHODIST....................................L, 2-7
vs. Oklahoma State ............................................L, 3-6
vs. McNeese State.............................................L, 1-5
vs. Houston.......................................................W, 7-2
vs. Eastern Tennesee State ..............................W, 7-0
at West Virginia .................................................L, 4-5
EASTERN KENTUCKY.......................................W, 8-0




at Michigan ........................................................L, 0-9
at Michigan State ............................................W, 8-1
MURRAY STATE ...............................................W, 7-2
at Minnesota ......................................................L, 3-6




vs. Indiana ........................................................W, 5-4
vs. Minnesota.....................................................L, 4-5
vs. Illinois ...........................................................L, 2-5
1987-88
head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 27-10
big ten record – 4-5
VIRGINIA TECH.................................................W, 8-1
PENN STATE .....................................................W, 6-0
OHIO .................................................................W, 7-2
at Evansville .....................................................W, 9-0
at Southern Illinois ...........................................W, 9-0
at Northern Illinois ...........................................W, 6-3
MIAMI (OHIO)...................................................W, 7-2
NOTRE DAME...................................................W, 7-2
BALL STATE ......................................................W, 5-4
vs. Brigham Young............................................W, 5-1
vs. Hawaii.........................................................W, 5-1
vs. Skidmore .....................................................W, 7-0
at Utah State ....................................................W, 9-0
at Weber State .................................................W, 5-0
at Stanford .........................................................L, 0-9
at San Jose State.............................................W, 5-4
at Air Force .........................................................L, 2-6
at UNLV ............................................................W, 7-2
WEST VIRGINIA .................................................L, 3-6
IOWA ..................................................................L, 3-6
at Northwestern ...............................................W, 6-3
TOLEDO ............................................................W, 8-1
MURRAY STATE ...............................................W, 8-1
MICHIGAN STATE ............................................W, 7-2
MICHIGAN..........................................................L, 2-7
ILLINOIS STATE ................................................W, 9-0
OHIO WESLEYAN .............................................W, 9-0
2 0 1 3 - 1 4  m e n ’ s  t e n n i s M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
2 9
y e A r - b y - y e A r  r e s u l t s
at Wisconsin ......................................................L, 4-5
at Minnesota ......................................................L, 2-7
at Cincinnati .....................................................W, 9-0
at Illinois...........................................................W, 5-4
at Purdue ..........................................................W, 6-3
at Indiana ...........................................................L, 3-6
vs. Indiana ..........................................................L, 3-6
vs. Illinois .........................................................W, 5-2
vs. Northwestern................................................L, 4-5
vs. Michigan State ...........................................W, 5-2
1988-89
head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 20-10
big ten record – 6-3
NOTRE DAME.....................................................L, 4-5
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS ........................................W, 7-2
at Penn ...............................................................L, 4-5




at Colorado .......................................................W, 6-3
at Boise State...................................................W, 8-1
at New Mexico.................................................W, 7-2
at Texas Tech ....................................................W, 5-4
at Arizona State .................................................L, 3-6
at Arizona ...........................................................L, 0-6
WEST VIRGINIA .................................................L, 4-5
MURRAY STATE ...............................................W, 9-0
at Michigan State ............................................W, 7-2
at Michigan ........................................................L, 0-9
TOLEDO ............................................................W, 7-1
at Wisconsin ......................................................L, 4-5
at Minnesota ......................................................L, 2-7











head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 18-9
big ten record – 6-3
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS ........................................W, 9-0
PENNSYLVANIA ...............................................W, 7-2
Southwestern Louisiana ..................................W, 8-1
WAKE FOREST .................................................W, 8-1
WESTERN MICHIGAN......................................W, 8-1
BOWLING GREEN.............................................W, 8-1
vs. Florida ...........................................................L, 4-5
vs. Vanderbilt ...................................................W, 5-1
vs. UTEP..............................................................L, 3-6
BALL STATE ......................................................W, 6-3
MICHIGAN STATE ............................................W, 8-1
MURRAY STATE ...............................................W, 9-0
MINNESOTA.....................................................W, 5-3
WISCONSIN .....................................................W, 5-4
WEST VIRGINIA .................................................L, 3-5
at Illinois...........................................................W, 6-3
at Purdue ..........................................................W, 7-2
TOLEDO ............................................................W, 9-0
at Indiana ...........................................................L, 2-6
at Notre Dame....................................................L, 3-6
MICHIGAN........................................................W, 5-1
CINCINNATI ......................................................W, 5-3
at Iowa ...............................................................L, 3-5
at Northwestern .................................................L, 4-5
vs. Iowa ............................................................W, 5-0
vs. Indiana ..........................................................L, 2-5
vs. Wisconsin .....................................................L, 4-5
1990-91
head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 15-15
big ten record – 4-5
vs. Mississippi State ..........................................L, 2-7
vs. Virginia Commonwealth .............................W, 5-4
vs. Southern Methodist......................................L, 3-6
NORTHERN ILLINOIS........................................W, 9-0
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS ........................................W, 7-2
vs. West Virginia ................................................L, 4-5





vs. Trinity ..........................................................W, 5-2
vs. Rice ...............................................................L, 1-5
vs. Southeastern Louisiana ................................L, 1-5
vs. Miami (Fla.) ...................................................L, 3-6
vs. Florida State ...............................................W, 5-4
vs. Southwestern Louisiana ...............................L, 1-5
MINNESOTA.......................................................L, 4-5
IOWA ..................................................................L, 4-5
MURRAY STATE ...............................................W, 6-2
at Michigan State ............................................W, 7-2
at Michigan ........................................................L, 4-5
at Wisconsin ......................................................L, 3-5
at Northwestern ...............................................W, 6-0
BALL STATE ........................................................L, 4-5
ILLINOIS............................................................W, 6-3
PURDUE ............................................................W, 5-1




head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 14-11
big ten record – 7-3
WEST VIRGINIA ...............................................W, 6-3
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS ........................................W, 7-2
at Indiana ...........................................................L, 3-6
at Minnesota ......................................................L, 2-7
at Iowa .............................................................W, 5-4
NORTHERN ILLINOIS........................................W, 7-2
MIAMI (OHIO)...................................................W, 7-2
MURRAY STATE .................................................L, 4-5
BOWLING GREEN.............................................W, 6-3
at Notre Dame....................................................L, 2-7
SOUTH ALABAMA .............................................L, 4-5
at Miami (Fla.) ....................................................L, 0-5
at TCU.................................................................L, 0-6
at Ball State .....................................................W, 4-2
at Auburn............................................................L, 1-5




at Purdue ..........................................................W, 6-3
at Illinois...........................................................W, 7-2
PENN STATE .....................................................W, 5-4




head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 16-16
big ten record – 5-6
NOTRE DAME.....................................................L, 1-6
LOUISVILLE .......................................................W, 4-3
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS ........................................W, 6-1




at Virginia Commonwealth ................................L, 1-6
at West Virginia .................................................L, 1-6
BOWLING GREEN.............................................W, 4-3
CINCINNATI ......................................................W, 4-3
MURRAY STATE .................................................L, 3-4
vs. Brigham Young............................................W, 4-3
vs. Tennessee .....................................................L, 0-7
vs. Minnesota.....................................................L, 1-6
vs. Washington ..................................................L, 0-7
at Michigan State ..............................................L, 2-5
at Michigan ......................................................W, 4-3
at Wisconsin ....................................................W, 4-3






at Penn State......................................................L, 2-5
MINNESOTA.......................................................L, 1-6
SINCLAIR COMM. COLLEGE ............................W, 6-1
IOWA ..................................................................L, 2-5
vs. Northwestern................................................L, 1-4
vs. Michigan State .............................................L, 2-4
vs. Michigan .....................................................W, 4-2
2 0 1 3 - 1 4  m e n ’ s  t e n n i s M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
3 0
y e A r - b y - y e A r  r e s u l t s
1993-94
head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 10-15
big ten record – 4-6
LOUISVILLE .......................................................W, 7-0
at Miami (Ohio) ..................................................L, 1-6
at Texas ..............................................................L, 0-7
at Notre Dame....................................................L, 2-5
at Georgia Tech ..................................................L, 2-5
at Virginia Commonwealth ................................L, 1-6
CINCINNATI ......................................................W, 7-0
WEST VIRGINIA ...............................................W, 7-0
BOWLING GREEN.............................................W, 6-1
WISCONSIN .......................................................L, 3-4
at Miami (Fla.) ....................................................L, 2-5
at Florida International.......................................L, 1-6
NORTHWESTERN...............................................L, 1-6
at Illinois...........................................................W, 5-2
at Purdue ..........................................................W, 5-2
at Indiana ...........................................................L, 3-4
PENN STATE .....................................................W, 4-3
BALL STATE ......................................................W, 4-3
at Minnesota ......................................................L, 1-6
at Iowa ...............................................................L, 3-4
at Michigan ........................................................L, 3-4
MICHIGAN STATE ............................................W, 6-1
vs. Northwestern................................................L, 0-4
vs. Penn State ....................................................L, 0-4
vs. Iowa ............................................................W, 4-0
1994-95
head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 17-12
big ten record – 6-5
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL .................................L, 3-4
MURRAY STATE ...............................................W, 5-2
MIAMI (OHIO)...................................................W, 5-2
BOWLING GREEN.............................................W, 4-3
at Notre Dame....................................................L, 1-6
INDIANA...........................................................W, 4-3
at Tennessee ......................................................L, 3-4
at Alabama .......................................................W, 4-3
VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH ............................L, 1-6
BALL STATE ......................................................W, 5-2
at George Washington .....................................W, 6-1
at Penn State....................................................W, 6-1
LOUISVILLE .......................................................W, 6-1
vs. Brigham Young............................................W, 5-2
vs. Hawaii Pacific .............................................W, 7-0
vs. Hawaii-Hilo .................................................W, 6-1
at  Chaminade ..................................................W, 7-0





at Michigan ........................................................L, 3-4
at Michigan State ..............................................L, 2-5
at Wisconsin ....................................................W, 6-1
at Northwestern .................................................L, 1-6
vs. Northwestern................................................L, 3-4
vs. Indiana ..........................................................L, 0-4
vs. Illinois ...........................................................L, 2-4
1995-96
head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 13-13
big ten record – 4-6
MURRAY STATE ...............................................W, 7-0
NOTRE DAME.....................................................L, 0-7
BOWLING GREEN.............................................W, 6-1
at Oklahoma .....................................................W, 6-1
at Illinois.............................................................L, 1-6
MIAMI (OHIO).....................................................L, 3-4
ARKANSAS-LITTLE ROCK ..................................L, 2-5
at Virginia Commonwealth ................................L, 3-4
at Virginia .........................................................W, 5-2
PENN STATE .....................................................W, 5-2
at Purdue ............................................................L, 2-5
at Texas A&M ....................................................L, 1-6
at Florida International.....................................W, 5-2
at Miami (Fla.) ..................................................W, 5-2
at Indiana .........................................................W, 4-3
at Minnesota ......................................................L, 1-6
at Iowa .............................................................W, 5-2




vs. Iowa ............................................................W, 5-0
vs. Indiana ........................................................W, 4-0
vs. Michigan .......................................................L, 0-4
vs. Purdue ...........................................................L, 3-4
vs. Penn State ..................................................W, 4-2
1996-97
head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 11-17






at Southwest Missouri.....................................W, 5-2






VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH ............................L, 1-6
DEPAUL ............................................................W, 7-0
at Michigan State ..............................................L, 2-5
at New Mexico...................................................L, 1-6
at New Mexico State .........................................L, 3-4
at Texas-El Paso .................................................L, 2-4
at Michigan  .......................................................L, 0-7
at Wisconsin ....................................................W, 4-3
at Northwestern .................................................L, 1-6
ILLINOIS..............................................................L, 0-5
PURDUE ..............................................................L, 1-6
at Penn State......................................................L, 2-5
vs. Indiana ........................................................W, 4-0
vs. Michigan .......................................................L, 0-4
vs. Purdue ...........................................................L, 3-4
vs. Penn State ..................................................W, 4-2
1997-98
head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 4-21
big ten record – 0-10
vs. New Mexico .................................................L, 3-4
at Minnesota ......................................................L, 2-5
TOLEDO ............................................................W, 7-0
BOWLING GREEN.............................................W, 5-2
at Notre Dame....................................................L, 1-6
at Miami (Fla.) ....................................................L, 1-6




at Iowa ...............................................................L, 3-4
at Virginia Commonwealth ................................L, 1-6
TEXAS EL-PASO ...............................................W, 4-3
MICHIGAN STATE ..............................................L, 2-5
MICHIGAN..........................................................L, 0-7
vs. Harvard .........................................................L, 0-4
vs. Oregon ..........................................................L, 2-4
vs. Cal Poly .........................................................L, 2-4
WISCONSIN .......................................................L, 3-4
NORTHWESTERN...............................................L, 0-7
at Illinois ............................................................L, 0-7
at Purdue ............................................................L, 0-7
PENN STATE .......................................................L, 2-4
vs. Iowa ..............................................................L, 2-4
vs. Penn State ....................................................L, 0-4
1998-99
head Coach – John daly
Overall record – 6-18
big ten record – 0-10
TOLEDO ............................................................W, 7-0
MURRAY STATE ...............................................W, 7-0
BOWLING GREEN.............................................W, 7-0
at Minnesota ......................................................L, 1-6
KANSAS .............................................................L, 1-6
PENN STATE .......................................................L, 1-6
at Virginia Tech ..................................................L, 2-5





at South Alabama ..............................................L, 1-6
at Rice ................................................................L, 0-7
at Texas A&M ....................................................L, 0-7
INDIANA.............................................................L, 2-5
PURDUE ..............................................................L, 3-4
at Michigan ........................................................L, 1-6
at Michigan State ..............................................L, 3-4
NORTHWESTERN...............................................L, 3-4
ILLINOIS..............................................................L, 0-7
2 0 1 3 - 1 4  m e n ’ s  t e n n i s M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
3 1
y e A r - b y - y e A r  r e s u l t s
at Wisconsin ......................................................L, 1-6
at Iowa ...............................................................L, 3-4
vs. Michigan State .............................................L, 2-4
1999-00
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record – 14-11
big ten record  – 6-4
ROBERT MORRIS..............................................W, 7-0
SOUTH ALABAMA ...........................................W, 6-1
TOLEDO ............................................................W, 6-1
BOWLING GREEN.............................................W, 6-1
Notre Dame ........................................................L, 3-4
VIRGINIA TECH.................................................W, 7-0
MINNESOTA.......................................................L, 2-5
Penn State ........................................................W, 4-3
Virginia Commonwealth.....................................L, 1-6
Virginia ...............................................................L, 2-4










MICHIGAN STATE ............................................W, 7-0
@Penn State ....................................................W, 4-3
@Indiana ............................................................L, 2-4
#Boise State .....................................................W, 4-3
!Texas .................................................................L, 1-4
@  Big Ten Championship
# NCAA Tournament, 1st Rd.
! NCAA Tournament, 2nd Rd.
2000-01
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record – 25-4
big ten record – 8-2
BUTLER .............................................................W, 6-1
MURRAY STATE ...............................................W, 7-0
NOTRE DAME.....................................................L, 2-5




at Virginia Tech ................................................W, 5-2
PENN STATE .....................................................W, 6-1
at Minnesota ....................................................W, 4-3
BOWLING GREEN.............................................W, 7-0
at Indiana State................................................W, 4-3
at Coastal Carolina...........................................W, 7-0
at Clemson .......................................................W, 6-1




at Michigan State ............................................W, 7-0
at Michigan ........................................................L, 3-4
at Purdue ..........................................................W, 5-2
at Indiana .........................................................W, 4-3
ILLINOIS..............................................................L, 2-4
NORTHWESTERN.............................................W, 5-2
@at Wisconsin .................................................W, 4-2
@vs. Northwestern ..........................................W, 4-2
@vs. Illinois ......................................................W, 4-2
#vs. Virginia Commonwealth ...........................W, 4-3
!at Tennessee .....................................................L, 1-4
@  Big Ten Championship
# NCAA Tournament, 1st Rd.
! NCAA Tournament, 2nd Rd.
2001-02
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record – 21-5












INDIANA STATE ...............................................W, 5-2
at Penn State....................................................W, 7-0
at Coastal Carolina...........................................W, 7-0
NEBRASKA .......................................................W, 6-1
at Iowa .............................................................W, 4-3
at Louisville ......................................................W, 4-1








#vs. Vanderbilt ...................................................L, 3-4
!  Big Ten Championship
# NCAA Tournament, 1st Rd.
2002-03
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record – 22-7




WEST VIRGINIA ...............................................W, 6-1
DEPAUL ............................................................W, 7-0
at UCLA ..............................................................L, 2-5
at Alabama .........................................................L, 3-4
at Vanderbilt .......................................................L, 1-6
VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH ..........................W, 4-2
PENN STATE .....................................................W, 7-0
MARYLAND......................................................W, 5-2
CLEVELAND STATE ...........................................W, 7-0
INDIANA STATE ...............................................W, 7-0
at Mississippi .....................................................L, 1-6
at Michigan State ............................................W, 4-3
at Michigan ......................................................W, 7-0
at Coastal Carolina...........................................W, 6-1
at Indiana .........................................................W, 5-2
ILLINOIS..............................................................L, 2-5
PURDUE ............................................................W, 5-2
at Wisconsin ....................................................W, 5-2
at Northwestern ...............................................W, 6-1
MINNESOTA.....................................................W, 4-3
IOWA ................................................................W, 7-0
^vs. Wisconsin .................................................W, 4-0
^vs. Minnesota...................................................L, 1-4
#vs. Arkansas ...................................................W, 4-0
!vs. Kentucky ....................................................W, 4-3
@vs. California ...................................................L, 0-4
^ Big Ten Championship
# NCAA Tournament, 1st Rd.
! NCAA Tournament, 2nd Rd.
@ NCAA Tournament, Rd. of 16
2003-04
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record – 26-5
big ten record – 9-1
XAVIER .............................................................W, 7-0







at Virginia Commonwealth ................................L, 2-5
at Virginia Tech ................................................W, 7-0
at Notre Dame..................................................W, 4-3
at Penn State....................................................W, 6-1
at Coastal Carolina...........................................W, 7-0
MICHIGAN STATE ............................................W, 6-1
MICHIGAN........................................................W, 5-2
INDIANA...........................................................W, 6-1
at Purdue ..........................................................W, 7-0
at Illinois.............................................................L, 3-4
INDIANA STATE ...............................................W, 7-0
YOUNGSTOWN STATE .....................................W, 7-0
NORTHWESTERN.............................................W, 5-2
WISCONSIN .....................................................W, 7-0
at Iowa .............................................................W, 7-0
at Minnesota ....................................................W, 5-2
^vs. Wisconsin .................................................W, 4-0
^vs. Minnesota.................................................W, 4-0
^vs. Illinois .........................................................L, 1-4
#vs. South Carolina ..........................................W, 4-0
!vs. North Carolina ...........................................W, 4-3
@ vs. Virginia ...................................................W, 4-3
* vs. Baylor .........................................................L, 0-4
^  Big Ten Championship
# NCAA Tournament, 1st Rd.
! NCAA Tournament, 2nd Rd.
@ NCAA Tournament, Rd. of 16
* NCAA Tournament, Quarterfinal
2 0 1 3 - 1 4  m e n ’ s  t e n n i s M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
3 2
y e A r - b y - y e A r  r e s u l t s
2004-05
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record – 20-9
big ten record – 8-2
XAVIER .............................................................W, 7-0
BUTLER .............................................................W, 7-0
at Tulane .............................................................L, 3-4





at LSU .................................................................L, 1-4
VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH ..........................W, 7-0
at Alabama .......................................................W, 4-3
at Coastal Carolina...........................................W, 7-0
at Vanderbilt .....................................................W, 4-3
IOWA ................................................................W, 7-0
MINNESOTA.....................................................W, 4-3
at Purdue ..........................................................W, 6-1
at Illinois.............................................................L, 2-5
INDIANA...........................................................W, 6-1
PENN STATE .....................................................W, 4-3
NOTRE DAME...................................................W, 4-3
MICHIGAN........................................................W, 6-1
MICHIGAN STATE ............................................W, 7-0
at Wisconsin ....................................................W, 5-2
at Northwestern .................................................L, 2-5
!vs. Minnesota .................................................W, 4-0
!vs. Michigan ...................................................W, 4-0
!vs. Illinois ..........................................................L, 2-4
#vs. Brown........................................................W, 4-0
!vs. Tennessee ...................................................L, 2-4
!  Big Ten Championship
# NCAA Tournament, 1st Rd.
! NCAA Tournament, 2nd Rd.
2005-06
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record – 28-2






Virginia Tech .....................................................W, 6-1
LSU ...................................................................W, 6-1
BUTLER .............................................................W, 7-0
WRIGHT STATE ................................................W, 7-0
at Notre Dame....................................................L, 2-5
at Virginia Commonwealth ..............................W, 4-2
at Florida State.................................................W, 4-2
at Coastal Carolina...........................................W, 7-0
at Iowa .............................................................W, 7-0
at Minnesota ....................................................W, 5-2
Purdue .............................................................  W, 7-0
Illinois ...............................................................W, 5-2
at Indiana .........................................................W, 6-1
at Penn State....................................................W, 5-2
at Michigan State ............................................W, 6-1




!vs. Michigan ...................................................W, 4-0
!vs. Illinois ........................................................W, 4-2
#BUTLER ...........................................................W, 4-0
#ARKANSAS ....................................................W, 4-0
&vs. North Carolina..........................................W, 4-0
%vs. Texas .........................................................L, 3-4
!  Big Ten Championship
#NCAA Tournament Rds. 1-2, Columbus, Ohio
&NCAA Tournament Rd. of 16, Stanford, Calif.
%NCAA Tournament Quarterfinal, Stanford, Calif.
2006-07
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record – 30-2




FLORIDA STATE ................................................W, 7-0
TOLEDO ............................................................W, 7-0
at Tennessee ....................................................W, 4-0
KENTUCKY .......................................................W, 6-1
#vs. Stanford  ...................................................W, 4-0
#vs. Baylor ........................................................W, 4-2
#vs. UCLA .........................................................W, 4-2
#vs. Georgia .......................................................L, 0-4
at LSU ...............................................................W, 4-2
INDIANA...........................................................W, 6-1




MICHIGAN STATE ............................................W, 7-0
WRIGHT STATE ................................................W, 7-0
at Northwestern ...............................................W, 7-0
at Wisconsin ....................................................W, 6-1
PURDUE ............................................................W, 7-0
ILLINOIS............................................................W, 7-0
at Penn State....................................................W, 5-2
at Michigan ......................................................W, 6-1
!vs. Northwestern ............................................W, 4-0
!vs. Wisconsin..................................................W, 4-0
!vs. Illinois ........................................................W, 4-1
@vs. Columbia .................................................W, 4-0
@vs. Tennessee ...............................................W, 4-1
%vs. LSU ..........................................................W, 4-0
*vs. Illinois .........................................................L, 2-4
#National Team Indoors
!Big Ten Championship
@NCAA Tournament Rds. 1-2, Columbus, Ohio
%NCAA Tournament Rd. of 16, Athens, Ga.
*NCAA Tournament Quarterfinal, Athens, Ga. 
2007-08
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record – 35-2
big ten record – 10-0
BUTLER .............................................................W, 7-0
XAVIER .............................................................W, 7-0
at Mississippi .............. ....................................W, 4-2
MIAMI (Fla.)  ....................................................W, 5-2
PEPPERDINE .....................................................W, 5-2
WRIGHT STATE ................................................W, 4-0
WAKE FOREST .................................................W, 5-1
NORTH CAROLINA ...........................................W, 4-2
#vs. Boise State ...............................................W, 4-0
#vs. Southern California...................................W, 4-1
#vs. Georgia .....................................................W, 4-1
#vs. Virginia........................................................L, 1-4
at Baylor ...........................................................W, 4-2
at Iowa .............................................................W, 7-0
at Minnesota ....................................................W, 6-1
at Louisiana State ............................................W, 4-2
at Coastal Carolina...........................................W, 7-0
at The Citadel ...................................................W, 4-0
VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH ..........................W, 7-0
at Notre Dame..................................................W, 6-1
at Michigan State ............................................W, 6-1





at Purdue ..........................................................W, 7-0
WRIGHT STATE ................................................W, 7-0
PENN STATE .....................................................W, 6-1
MICHIGAN........................................................W, 7-0
!vs. Iowa...........................................................W, 4-0
!vs. Michigan ...................................................W, 4-1
!vs. Illinois ........................................................W, 4-3
@vs. Cleveland State .......................................W, 4-0
@vs. East Tennessee State..............................W, 4-0
%vs. Illinois ......................................................W, 4-3
*vs. Texas ...........................................................L, 2-4
#National Team Indoors
!Big Ten Championship
@NCAA Tournament Rds. 1-2, Columbus, Ohio
%NCAA Tournament Rd. of 16, Tulsa, Okla.
*NCAA Tournament Quarterfinal, Tulsa, Okla.
2008-09
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record – 36-2
big ten record – 10-0
BUTLER .............................................................W, 7-0
XAVIER .............................................................W, 7-0
at Washington ............. ....................................W, 6-1
^STETSON  .......................................................W, 7-0
^VIRGINIA TECH...............................................W, 5-2
at North Carolina..............................................W, 7-0
at Wake Forest .................................................W, 4-0
MISSISSIPPI ................................................Cancelled
#vs. Pepperdine ................................................W, 4-2
#vs. Tennessee ...................................................L, 3-4
2 0 1 3 - 1 4  m e n ’ s  t e n n i s M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
3 3
y e A r - b y - y e A r  r e s u l t s
#vs. UCLA .........................................................W, 4-0
NOTRE DAME...................................................W, 7-0
LSU ...................................................................W, 7-0
at Purdue ..........................................................W, 7-0
BAYLOR ............................................................W, 7-0
at Penn State....................................................W, 7-0
CLEVELAND STATE ...........................................W, 7-0
at Texas A&M ..................................................W, 4-3





at Michigan State ............................................W, 7-0
at Michigan ......................................................W, 6-1




WRIGHT STATE ................................................W, 4-0
!vs. Wisconsin..................................................W, 4-0
!vs. Michigan ...................................................W, 4-1
!vs. Illinois ........................................................W, 4-1
@vs. Xavier ......................................................W, 4-0
@vs. Michigan .................................................W, 4-1
%vs. Boise State ..............................................W, 4-0
*vs. Baylor ........................................................W, 4-1
+vs. UCLA .........................................................W, 4-3
&vs. Southern California ....................................L, 1-4
^National Team Indoors Qualifier
#National Team Indoors
!Big Ten Championship
@NCAA Tournament Rds. 1-2, Columbus, Ohio
%NCAA Tournament Rd. of 16, College Station, 
Texas
*NCAA Tournament Quarterfinal, College Station, 
Texas
+NCAA Tournament Semifinal, College Station, 
Texas
&NCAA Tournament Final, College Station, Texas
2009-10
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record - 35-2
big ten record - 10-0
BUTLER .............................................................W, 7-0
XAVIER .............................................................W, 7-0
^NEW MEXICO ................................................W, 7-0
^TULSA ............................................................W, 7-0
PEPPERDINE .....................................................W, 6-1
NORTH CAROLINA ...........................................W, 6-1
#vs. Louisville ...................................................W, 4-2
#vs. Florida .......................................................W, 4-3
#vs. Virginia........................................................L, 1-4
KENTUCKY .......................................................W, 5-2
WRIGHT STATE ................................................W, 7-0
LOUISVILLE .......................................................W, 5-2
TEXAS A&M .....................................................W, 4-3
PURDUE ............................................................W, 7-0
DETROIT MERCY ..............................................W, 7-0
at LSU ...............................................................W, 4-2
at Georgia.........................................................W, 4-2
PENN STATE .....................................................W, 7-0
CLEVELAND STATE ...........................................W, 4-0
at Iowa .............................................................W, 6-1
at Minnesota ....................................................W, 7-0
at Notre Dame..................................................W, 7-0
MICHIGAN STATE ............................................W, 7-0
TOLEDO ............................................................W, 5-0
MICHIGAN........................................................W, 6-1
at Mississippi ...................................................W, 4-2
INDIANA...........................................................W, 7-0
ILLINOIS............................................................W, 6-1
at Northwestern ...............................................W, 6-1
at Wisconsin ....................................................W, 4-3
!vs. Northwestern ............................................W, 4-0
!vs. Wisconsin..................................................W, 4-0
!vs. Illinois ........................................................W, 4-1
@vs. Western Michigan ..................................W, 4-0
@vs. Michigan .................................................W, 4-1
%vs. Wisconsin................................................W, 4-0
*vs. USC .............................................................L, 1-4
^National Team Indoors Qualifier
#National Team Indoors
!Big Ten Championship
@NCAA Tournament Rds. 1-2, Columbus, Ohio
%NCAA Tournament Rd. of 16, Athens, Georgia
*NCAA Tournament Quarterfinal, Athens, Georgia
2010-11
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record - 34-3
big ten record - 10-0
BUTLER .............................................................W, 7-0
XAVIER .............................................................W, 7-0
^WILLIAM & MARY..... ...................................  W, 7-0





at North Carolina..............................................W, 6-1
#vs. Texas Tech ................................................W, 4-1
#vs. Texas .........................................................W, 4-1
#vs. Virginia........................................................L, 1-4
CLEVELAND STATE ...........................................W, 7-0
WRIGHT STATE ................................................W, 6-1
LOUISVILLE .......................................................W, 6-1
at Penn State....................................................W, 7-0
at Texas A&M ....................................................L, 0-4
at Pepperdine ...................................................W, 6-1
at Iowa .............................................................W, 5-2
at Illinois...........................................................W, 7-0
at Northwestern  ..............................................W, 7-0
at Kentucky.......................................................W, 4-3
MICHIGAN STATE ............................................W, 7-0
MICHIGAN........................................................W, 6-1
NOTRE DAME...................................................W, 5-2
at Wisconsin ....................................................W, 7-0
at Minnesota ....................................................W, 7-0
INDIANA...........................................................W, 5-2
PURDUE ............................................................W, 7-0
!vs. Michigan State..........................................W, 4-0
!vs. Illinois ........................................................W, 4-0
!vs. Minnesota .................................................W, 4-0
@vs. Ball State ................................................W, 4-0
@vs. Notre Dame .............................................W, 4-0
%vs. Tulsa ........................................................W, 4-0
*vs. Baylor ........................................................W, 4-2
~vs. Virginia........................................................L, 2-4
^National Team Indoors Qualifier
#National Team Indoors
!Big Ten Championship
@NCAA Tournament Rds. 1-2, Columbus, Ohio
%NCAA Tournament Rd. of 16, Stanford, Calif.
*NCAA Tournament Quarterfinal, Stanford, Calif.
~NCAA Tournament Semifinal, Stanford, Calif.
2011-12
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record - 34-4
big ten record - 11-0
BUTLER .............................................................W, 7-0
XAVIER .............................................................W, 7-0
MISSISSIPPI STATE ..........................................W, 6-1
vs. Cornell(1).....................................................W, 5-1
vs. Indiana(1) ....................................................W, 4-0
TOLEDO ............................................................W, 4-0
PEPPERDINE .....................................................W, 4-1
at Louisville ......................................................W, 6-1
at Michigan State  ...........................................W, 7-0
vs. Texas(2) .......................................................W, 4-0
vs. Kentucky(2) .................................................W, 4-3
vs. Virginia(2)....................................................W, 4-1
vs. USC(2) ...........................................................L, 3-4
KENTUCKY .......................................................W, 4-0
NORTH CAROLINA ...........................................W, 6-1
at Notre Dame..................................................W, 5-2
TEXAS A&M .....................................................W, 6-1
PENN STATE  ....................................................W, 7-0
UNOH ...............................................................W, 4-0
at LSU ...............................................................W, 6-1
at Georgia...........................................................L, 3-4
at Indiana  ........................................................W, 6-1
NEBRASKA  ......................................................W, 6-1
IOWA  ...............................................................W, 7-0
YOUNGSTOWN STATE .....................................W, 6-0
Wisconsin.........................................................W, 7-0
Minnesota  .......................................................W, 6-1
ILLINOIS ...........................................................W, 7-0
NORTHWESTERN.............................................W, 5-2
at Purdue ..........................................................W, 7-0
MICHIGAN........................................................W, 6-1
vs. Nebraska(3).................................................W, 4-0
vs. Indiana(3) ....................................................W, 4-1
vs. Illinois(3) .......................................................L, 3-4
vs. ETSU(4) .......................................................W, 4-0
vs. Notre Dame(4) ................................................W, 4-0
vs. Florida(5) .........................................................W, 4-1
vs. UCLA(5) .............................................................L, 2-4 
 
(1)ITA Kick Off in Columbus, Ohio 
(2)ITA National Team Indoors in Charlottesville, Va. 
(3)Big Ten Championships; Evanston, Ill. 
(4)Columbus, Ohio (NCAA Champs) 
(5)Athens, Ga. (NCAA Champs) 
2 0 1 3 - 1 4  m e n ’ s  t e n n i s M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
3 4
y e A r - b y - y e A r  r e s u l t s
2012-13
head Coach  – ty tucker
Overall record - 35-3
big ten record - 11-0 
BUTLER .............................................................W, 7-0
XAVIER .............................................................W, 6-1 
YOUNGSTOWN STATE .....................................W, 7-0  
CLEVELAND STATE ...........................................W, 4-0 
ETSU(1) .............................................................W, 7-0 
MIAMI, FLA.(1) .................................................W, 7-0 
TOLEDO ............................................................W, 4-0 
GEORGIA ..........................................................W, 5-2 
at Texas A&M ....................................................L, 3-4
vs. California(2) ................................................W, 4-0 
vs. Pepperdine(2) ..............................................W, 4-0 
vs. Virginia(2)......................................................L, 3-4 
NOTRE DAME...................................................W, 7-0 
LSU ...................................................................W, 7-0 
at UNC ..............................................................W, 4-1 
at PENN STATE* ...............................................W, 7-0 
at Pepperdine ...................................................W, 4-1 
LOUSIVILLE .......................................................W, 6-1 
PURDUE* ..........................................................W, 7-0  
INDIANA*.........................................................W, 7-0 
NEBRASKA* .....................................................W, 6-1 
IOWA* ..............................................................W, 7-0
at Kentucky.......................................................W, 6-1 
WISCONSIN* ...................................................W, 7-0 
MINNESOTA*...................................................W, 7-0 
WRIGHT STATE ................................................W, 4-0 
at Illinois*.........................................................W, 4-3 
at Northwestern* .............................................W, 6-1
MICHIGAN STATE* ..........................................W, 6-1 
at Michigan* ....................................................W, 4-0 
PURDUE(3)* ......................................................W, 4-0 
ILLINOIS(3).......................................................  W, 4-0 
MICHIGAN(3)....................................................W, 4-0 
vs. Cleveland State(4) ......................................W, 4-0 
vs. Washington(4) ............................................W, 4-0
vs. Texas A&M(5) .............................................W, 4-0 
vs. USC(5) .........................................................W, 4-3
vs. UCLA(5) .........................................................L, 3-4
 
(1) ITA Kick Off in Columbus, Ohio 
(2) ITA National Team Indoors in Seattle, Wash. (3) 
Big Ten Championships; Columbus, Ohio 
(4) NCAA Championships; Columbus, Ohio
(5) NCAA Championships; Urbana, Ill.  
Home matches in ALL CAPS 
 
2 0 1 3 - 1 4  m e n ’ s  t e n n i s M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
3 5
O h i O  s t A t e  v s .  t O P  2 5
( 1 1 3 - 5 0 )  ( . 6 9 3 )  s i n c e  2 0 0 0
1999-00 (1-6)
date result Opponent score (ranking)
2/21 L Minnesota 2-5 (23)
3/5 L at Virginia Commonwealth 1-4 (10)
3/6 L at Virginia 2-4 (20)
3/23 L at Miami (Fla.) 0-7 (20)
4/10 L at Illinois 1-6 (6)
#5/13 W Boise State 4-3 (25) 
!5/15 L Texas 1-4 (15)
#NCAA Tournament, 1st Round, Boise, Idaho
!NCAA Tournament, 2nd Round, Boise, Idaho
2000-01 (1-2)
date result Opponent score (ranking
4/21 L Illinois 2 (25) – 4 (10)
@4/29 W Illinois 4-2 (9)
!5/13 L Tennessee 1 (22) - 4 (6)
@Big Ten Championship, Madison, Wis.
!NCAA Tournament, 2nd Round, Knoxville, Tenn.
2001-02 (3-4)
date result Opponent score (ranking
2/1 L at Notre Dame 1 (24) - 6 (7)
2/4 L at Georgia 2 (24) - 5 (1)
2/10 W Alabama 5 (24) - 2 (22)
3/2 W Minnesota 4 (17) - 3 (25)
3/8 W Indiana State 5 (17) - 2 (24)
4/21 L at Illinois 0 (20) - 7 (3)
!4/27 L Minnesota 3 (19) - 4 (25)
 !Big Ten Championship, Columbus, Ohio
2002-03 (4-6)
date result Opponent score (ranking
2/7 L at UCLA 2 - 5 (1)
2/14 L at Alabama 3 (24) - 4 (14)
2/22 W VCU 4 - 2 (14)
3/9 L at Mississippi 1 (22) - 6 (8)
3/30 W at Indiana 5  - 2 (23)
4/5 L Illinois 2 (25) - 5 (1)
4/19 W Minnesota 4 (23) - 3 (11) 
!4/26 L vs. Minnesota 1 (21) - 4 (17)
#5/11 W vs. Kentucky 4 (22) - 3 (13)
%5/17 L vs. California 0 (22) - 4 (7)
!Big Ten Championship, Evanston, Ill.
#NCAA Tournament, 2nd Round, Lexington, Ky. 
%NCAA Tournament, Round of 16, Athens, Ga.
2003-04 (5-5)
date result Opponent score (ranking 
2/1 L @Georgia 2 (15) - 5 (21)
2/7 W Clemson 6 (15) - 1 (24)
2/13 W Vanderbilt 4 (16) - 3 (8)
2/14 W Alabama 6 (16) - 1 (17)
2/20 L  at VCU 2 (16) - 5 (12)
4/11 L at Illinois 3 (19) - 4 (1)
!5/2 L vs. Illinois 1 (17) - 4 (1)
#5/16 W vs. North Carolina 4 (17) - 3 (15)
&5/22 W vs. Virginia 4 (17) - 3 (10)
^5/23 L vs. Baylor 0 (17) - 4 (2)
!Big Ten Championship, East Lansing, Mich. 
#NCAA Tournament, 2nd Round, Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina
&NCAA Tournament, Round of 16, Tulsa, Okla. 
^NCAA Tournament, Quarterfinal, Tulsa, Okla.
2004-05 (3-8)
date result Opponent score (ranking
+2/5 L vs. Tulane 3 (11) - 4 (17) 
+2/6 L vs. Washington 1 (11) - 4 (18)
2/11 W Arkansas 5 (11) - 2 (19) 
2/13 L at Georgia 1 (17) - 6 (4)
$2/18 L  Georgia 2 (15) - 4 (4)
$2/19 W vs. Kentucky 4 (15) - 1 (13)
$2/19 L vs. LSU 1 (15) - 4 (11)
2/25 W VCU 7 (12) - 0 (22)
4/3 L at Illinois 2 - 5 (2)
!5/1 L at Illinois 2 - 4 (5)
*5/15 L at Tennessee 2 - 4 (14)
+Washington Invite, Seattle, Wash.
$National Team Indoors, Chicago, Ill.
!Big Ten Championship, Champaign, Ill. 
2005-06 (8-1)
date result Opponent score (ranking
1/29 W Tennessee 5 (18) - 2 (17)
2/5 W at Kentucky 4 (15) - 3 (19)
2/12 W LSU 6 (15) - 1 (11)
2/26 W at VCU 4 (11) - 2 (21)
4/2 W Illinois 5 (6) - 2 (5)
!4/30 W vs. Illinois 4 (10) - 2 (6)
*5/14 W Arkansas 4 (6) - 0 (25)
#5/20 W vs. North Carolina 4 (6) - 0 (11)
%5/21 L vs. Texas 3 (6) - 4 (3)
!Big Ten Championship, Minneapolis, Minn.
*NCAA Tournament, 2nd Round, Columbus, Ohio
#NCAA Tournament, Round of 16, Stanford, Calif. 
%NCAA Tournament, Quarterfinal, Stanford, Calif. 
2006-07 (12-2)
date result Opponent score (ranking
1/28 W Washington 7 (3) - 0 (18)
2/4 W Florida State 7 (3) - 0 (13)
+2/17 W vs. Baylor 4 (2) - 2 (5)
+2/18 W vs. UCLA 4 (2) - 2 (6) 
+2/19 L vs. Georgia 3 (2) - 4 (1)
2/24 W at LSU 4 (2) - 2 (20)
3/25 W Minnesota 7 (2) - 0 (23)
3/30 W Notre Dame 7 (3) - 0 (5)
4/15 W Illinois 7 (3) - 0 (9)
4/22 W at Michigan 6 (3) - 1 (17)
!4/29 W vs. Illinois 4 (3) - 1 (9)
*5/12 W Tennessee 4 (2) - 1 (25)
%5/17 W vs. LSU 4 (2) - 0 (14)
^5/19 L vs. Illinois 2 (2) - 4 (10)
+National Team Indoors, Chicago, Ill.
!Big Ten Championship, West Lafayette, Ind.  
*NCAA Tournament, 2nd Round, Columbus, Ohio
%NCAA Tournament, Round of 16, Athens, Ga. 
^NCAA Tournament, Quarterfinal, Athens, Ga.
2007-08 (13-2)
date result Opponent score (ranking
1/26 W at Mississippi 4 (3) - 2 (5)
2/3 W Pepperdine 5 (3) - 2 (17)
2/8 W Wake Forest 5 (3) - 1 (11)
2/10 W North Carolina 4 (3) - 2 (15)
+2/16 W vs. USC 4 (3) - 1 (6)
+2/17 W vs. Georgia 4 (3) - 1 (2)
+2/18 L vs. Virginia 1 (3) - 4 (1)
2/27 W at Baylor 4 (2) - 2 (9)
3/23 W VCU 7 (2) - 0 (19)
4/12 W at Illinois 5 (2) - 2 (16)
4/20 W Michigan 7 (2) - 0 (15) 
!4/26 W vs. Michigan 4 (2) - 1 (17)
!4/27 W vs. Illinois 4 (2) - 3 (15) 
#5/16 W vs. Illinois 4 (2) - 3 (15)
^5/18 L vs. Texas 2 (2) - 4 (7)
+ITA National Team Indoor Championship, Seattle, 
Wash.
!Big Ten Championship, Iowa City, Iowa
#NCAA Tournament, Round of 16, Tulsa, Okla.
^NCAA Tournament, Quarterfinal, Tulsa, Okla. 
2008-09 (15-2)
date result Opponent score (ranking
2/6 W at North Carolina 7 (1) - 0 (22)
2/8 W at Wake Forest 4 (1) - 0 (21)
+2/13 W vs. Pepperdine 4 (1) - 2 (20)
+2/14 L vs. Tennessee 3 (1) - 4 (8)
+2/15 W vs. UCLA 4 (1) - 0 (4) 
2/21 W Notre Dame 7 (3) - 0 (25)
2/22 W LSU 7 (3) - 0 (14)
3/1 W Baylor 7 (3) - 0 (10)
3/13 W at Texas A&M 4 (5) - 3 (18) 
3/23 W at Pepperdine 6 (6) - 1 (17)
4/1 W at Kentucky 5 (5) - 2 (13)
4/12 W at lllinois 6 (3) - 1 (11)
!4/26 W vs. Illinois 4 (2) - 1 (14)
#5/14 W vs. Boise State 4 (3) - 0 (25)
%5/17 W vs. Baylor 4 (3) - 1 (6)
^5/18 W vs. UCLA 4 (3) - 3 (7)
&5/19 L vs. USC 1 (3) - 4 (8)
+ITA National Team Indoor Championship, Chicago, 
Ill.
!Big Ten Championship, Ann Arbor, Mich.
#NCAA Tournament, Round of 16, College Station, 
Texas
%NCAA Tournament, Quarterfinal, College Station, 
Texas
^NCAA Tournament, Semifinal, College Station, 
Texas
&NCAA Tournament, Final, College Station, Texas
2009-10 (11-2)
date result Opponent score (ranking
2/5 W Pepperdine 6 (3) - 1 (13)
2/7 W North Carolina 6 (3) - 1 (22)
+2/12 W vs. Louisville 4 (2) - 2 (16)
+2/13 W vs. Florida 4 (2) - 2 (12)
+2/14 L vs. Virginia 1 (2) - 4 (6)
2/21 W Kentucky 5 (3) - 2 (9)
3/13 W Louisville 5 (3) - 2 (13)
2 0 1 3 - 1 4  m e n ’ s  t e n n i s M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
3 6
O h i O  s t A t e  v s .  t O P  2 5
( 1 1 3 - 5 0 )  ( . 6 9 3 )  s i n c e  2 0 0 0
3/7 W Texas A&M 4 (3) - 3 (17)
3/25 W Georgia 4 (3) - 2 (7)
4/14 W at Mississippi 4 (5) - 2 (18)
4/18 W Illinois 6 (5) - 1 (17)
!5/2 W vs. Illinois 4 (4) - 1 (14)
#5/23 L vs. USC 0 (4) - 4 (5)
+ITA National Team Indoor Championship, Charlot-
tesville, Va.
!Big Ten Championship, Bloomington, Ind.
#NCAA Tournament, Quarterfinal, Athens, Ga.
2010-11 (15-3)
date result Opponent score(ranking)
2/4 W Mississippi 6 (4) - 1 (18)
2/6 W Georgia 6 (4) - 1 (11)
2/15 W at North Carolina 6 (4) -1 (24)
+2/18 W vs. Texas Tech 4 (4) - 1 (14)
+2/19 W vs. Texas 4 (4) - 1 (5)
+2/20 L vs. Virginia 1 (4) - 4 (1)
2/27 W Louisville 6 (3) - 1 (15)
3/10 L at Texas A&M 0 (5) - 4 (17)
3/21 W at Pepperdine 6 (4) - 1 (11)
3/27 W at Illinois 7 (3) - 0 (10)
4/6 W at Kentucky 4 (3) - 3 (12)
4/10 W Michigan 6 (3) - 1 (23)
4/17 W at Minnesota 7 (2) –0 (24)
4/22 W Indiana 5 (4) –2 (24)
!4/30 W vs. Illinois 4 (3) - 0 (18)
!5/2 W vs. Minnesota 4 (3) - 0 (19)
#5/21 W vs. Baylor 4 (4) - 2 (5)
%5/23 L vs. Virginia 2 (4)- 4 (1)
+ITA National Team Indoor Championship, Tulsa, 
Okla.
!Big Ten Championship, Madison, Wis.
#NCAA Tournament, Quarterfinal, Stanford, Calif.
%NCAA Tournament Semifinal, Stanford, Calif.
2011-12 (12-4)
date result Opponent score (ranking
1/22 W Mississippi 6 (3) - 1 (16)
2/3 W Pepperdine 4 (3) - 1 (12)
+2/17 W vs. Texas 4 (3) - 0 (14)
+2/18 W vs. Kentucky 4 (3) - 3 (6)
+2/19 W vs. Virginia 4 (3) - 1 (2)
+2/20 L vs. USC 3 (3) - 4 (1)
2/25 W Kentucky 4 (2) - 0 (7)
2/26 W North Carolina 6 (2) - 1 (17)
3/9 W Texas A&M 6 (2) - 1 (17)
3/21 L at Georgia 3 (2) - 4 (4)
3/25 W at Indiana 6 (2) - 1 (21)
4/13 W Illinois 7 (2) - 0  (23)
4/22 W Michigan 6 (3) - 1 (21)
!4/29 L vs. Illinois 3 (3) - 4 (24)
#5/18 W vs. Florida 4 (5) - 1 (12)
%5/20 L vs. UCLA 2 (5) - 4 (4)
+ITA National Team Indoor Championship, Charlot-
tesville, Va.
!Big Ten Championship, Evanston, Ill.
#NCAA Tournament, Round of 16, Athens, Ga.
%NCAA Tournament Quarterfinal, Athens, Ga. 
2012-13 (10-3)
2/3 W   GEORGIA 5 (4) - 2 (6) 
2/10 L   at Texas A&M 3 (4) - 4 (15)
2/15 W vs. California(2) 4 (4) - 0 (13) 
2/16 W vs. Pepperdine(2) 4 (4) - 0 (5) 
2/17 L vs. Virginia(2) 3 (4) - 4 (1) 
2/23 W NOTRE DAME 7 (4) - 0 (25) 
2/24 W LSU 7 (4) - 0 (24) 
3/12 W at Pepperdine 4 (9) - 1 (12) 
4/3 W at Kentucky 6 (7) - 1 (8) 
4/28 W MICHIGAN(3) 4 (4) - 0 (23)
5/16 W vs. Texas A&M(5) 4 (5) - 0 (11) 
5/18 W vs. USC(5) 4 (5) - 3 (4)
5/20 L vs. UCLA(5) 3 (5) - 4 (1)
(2) ITA National Team Indoors in Seattle, Wash. (3) 
Big Ten Championships; Columbus, Ohio 
(5) NCAA Championships; Urbana, Ill.  
Home matches in ALL CAPS
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2000-01 (9-3)
date result Opponent score (ranking)
3/18 W at Coastal Carolina 7 (23) - 0
3/20 W at Clemson 6 (23) - 1
3/24 W at Wisconsin 5 (24) - 2
3/28 W Louisville 4 (16) - 0
4/1 W Iowa 5 (16) - 2
4/1 W Dayton 6 (16) - 0
4/7 W at Michigan State 7 (24) - 0
4/8 L at Michigan 3 (24) - 4
4/21 L Illinois 2 (25) - 4 (10)
4/22 W Northwestern 5 (25) - 2
*5/12 W vs. Virginia Commonwealth 4 (21) - 3
*5/13 L vs. Tennessee  1 (22) - 4 (6)
*NCAA 1st and 2nd Rounds, Knoxville, Tenn. 
2001-02 (21-5)
date result Opponent score (ranking)
1/23 W Toledo 7 (24) - 0
1/23 W Butler 7 (24) - 0
1/30 W Bowling Green 7 (24) - 0
2/1 L at Notre Dame 1 (24) - 6 (10)
2/4 L at Georgia 2 (24) - 5 (1)
2/9 W Vanderbilt 4 (24) - 2
2/10 W Alabama 5 (24) - 2 (22)
2/23 W Virginia Tech 4 (19) - 3 
2/24 W Wisconsin 6 (19) - 1
3/2 W Minnesota 4 (17) - 3 (25)
3/2 W Xavier 6 (17) - 0 
3/7 W Indiana State 5 (17) - 2 (24)
3/17 W at Penn State 7 (15) - 0
3/25 W at Coastal Carolina 7 (12) - 0
3/29 W Nebraska 6 (14) - 1
3/31 W at Iowa 4 (14) - 3
4/3 W at Kentucky 4 (14) - 1
4/6 W Michigan State 7 (14) - 0
4/7 W Michigan 6 (14) - 1
4/13 W Indiana 6 (19) - 1
4/14 W Purdue 6 (19) - 1
4/20 W at Northwestern 6 (20) - 1
4/21 L at lllinois 0 (20) - 7 (3)
!4/26 W Wisconsin 4 (19) - 3
!4/27 L Minnesota 3 (19) - 4 (25)
*5/11 L vs. Vanderbilt 3 (20) - 4  
 !Big Ten Championship, Columbus, Ohio
*NCAA Tournament, 1st Round, Lexington, Ky. 
2002-03 (18-6)
date result Opponent score (ranking)
1/22 W Toledo 7 (24) - 0
1/22 W Butler 7 (24) - 0
1/26 W Notre Dame 6 (24) - 1
2/1 W Depaul 6 (24) - 1
2/1 W West Virginia 7 (24) - 0
2/14 L at Alabama 3 (24) - 4 (14)
2/16 L at Vanderbilt 1 (24) - 6
2/28 W Maryland 5 (20) - 2
2/28 W Cleveland State 7 (20) - 0
3/2 W Indiana State 7 (20) - 0
3/9 L at Mississippi 1 (22) - 6 (8) 
3/14 W at Michigan State 4 (22) - 3
3/15 W at Michigan 7 (22) - 0
4/5 L Illinois 2 (25) - 5 (1)
4/6 W Purdue 5 (25) - 2
4/11 W at Wisconsin 5 (24) - 2
4/13 W at Northwestern 6 (24) - 1
4/19 W Minnesota 4 (23) - 3 (11)
4/20 W Iowa 7 (23) - 0
!4/25 W vs. Wisconsin 4 (21) - 0 
!4/26 L vs. Minnesota 1 (21) - 4 (17)
*5/10 W vs. Arkansas 4 (22) - 0
#5/11 W vs. Kentucky 4 (22) - 3 (13)
%5/17 L vs. California 0 (22) - 4 (7)
!Big Ten Championship, Evanston, Ill.
*NCAA Tournament, 1st Round, Lexington, Ky. 
#NCAA Tournament, 2nd Round, Lexington, Ky.
%NCAA Tournament, Round of 16, Athens, Ga.
2003-04 (26-5)
date result Opponent score (ranking)
1/23 W Xavier 7 (17) - 0
1/23 W Cleveland State 7 (17) - 0
1/30 W Depaul 7 (15) - 0
1/30 W Toledo 7 (15) - 0
2/1 L at Georgia 2 (15) - 5 (21)
2/7 W Clemson 6 (15) - 1 (24)
2/13 W Vanderbilt 4 (16) - 3 (8)
2/14 W Alabama 6 (16) - 1 (17)
2/20 L  at VCU 2 (16) - 5 (12)
2/22 W at Virginia Tech 7 (16) - 0 
2/28 W at Notre Dame 4 (12) - 3 
3/14 W at Penn State 6 (12) - 1
3/21 W at Coastal Carolina 7 (11) - 0
3/27 W Michigan State 6 (18) - 1
3/28 W Michigan 5 (18) - 2
4/3 W Indiana 6 (16) - 1
4/10 W at Purdue 7 (19) - 0
4/11 L at Illinois 3 (19) - 4 (1)
4/14 W Indiana State 7 (19) - 0
4/14 W Youngstown State 7 (19) - 0
4/16 W Northwestern 5 (19) - 2
4/18 W Wisconsin 7 (19) - 0
4/23 W at Iowa 7 (20) - 0
4/25 W at Minnesota 7 (20) - 0
!4/30  W vs. Wisconsin 4 (17) - 0
!5/1 W vs. Minnesota 4 (17) - 0
!5/2 L vs. Illinois 1 (17) - 4 (1)
*5/15 W vs. South Carolina 4 (17) - 0 
#5/16 W vs. North Carolina 4 (17) - 3 (15)
&5/22 W vs. Virginia 4 (17) - 3 (10)
^5/23 L vs. Baylor 0 (17) - 4 (2) 
!Big Ten Championship, East Lansing, Mich.
*NCAA Tournament, 1st Round, Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina
#NCAA Tournament, 2nd Round, Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina
&NCAA Tournament, Round of 16, Tulsa, Okla. 
^NCAA Tournament, Quarterfinal, Tulsa, Okla. 
2004-05 (8-6)
date result Opponent score (ranking)
1/28 W Xavier 7 (11) - 0
1/28 W Butler 7 (11) - 0
+2/5 L vs. Tulane 3 (11) - 4 (17) 
+2/6 L vs. Washington 1 (11) - 4 (18)
2/11 W Arkansas 5 (11) - 2 (19)
2/13 L at Georgia 1 (17) - 6 (4)
$2/18 L  vs. Georgia 2 (15) - 4 (4)
$2/19 W vs. Kentucky 4 (15) - 1 (13)
$2/19 L vs. LSU 1 (15) - 4 (11)
2/25 W VCU 7 (12) - 0 (22)
2/27 W at Alabama 4 (12) - 3 
3/21 W at Coastal Carolina 7 (18) - 0
4/22 W at Wisconsin 5 (24) - 2
4/24 L at Northwestern 2 (24) - 5
+Washington Invite, Seattle, Wash. 
$National Team Indoors, Chicago, Ill.
*NCAA Tournament, 2nd Round, Knoxville, Tenn.
2005-06 (28-2)
date result Opponent score (ranking)
1/25 W Toledo 7 (18) - 0
1/25 W  Xavier 6 (18) - 0
1/27 W Oklahoma 6 (18) - 1 
1/29 W Tennessee 5 (18) - 2 (17)
2/5 W at Kentucky 4 (15) - 3 (19)
2/10 W Virginia Tech 6 (15) - 1
2/12 W LSU 6 (15) - 1 (11)
2/17 W Butler 7 (12) - 0
2/17 W Wright State 7 (12) - 0
2/24 L at Notre Dame 2 (11) - 4
2/26 W at VCU 4 (11) - 2 (21)
3/4 W at Florida State 4 (12) - 1
3/20 W at Coastal Carolina 7 (10) - 0
3/24 W at Iowa 7 (7) - 0
3/26 W at Minnesota 5 (7) - 2
4/1 W Purdue 7 (6) - 0
4/2 W Illinois 5 (6) - 2 (5) 
4/7 W at Indiana 6 (4) - 0
4/9 W at Penn State 5 (4) - 2
4/15 W at Michigan State 6 (8) - 1
4/16 W at Michigan 7 (8) - 0
4/22 W Northwestern 7 (7) - 0
4/23 W Wisconsin 6 (7) - 1
!4/28 W vs. Wisconsin 4 (10) - 0 
!4/29  W vs. Michigan 4 (10) - 0
!4/30 W vs. Illinois 4 (10) - 2 (6)
*5/13 W Butler 4 (6) - 0
*5/14 W Arkansas 4 (6) - 0 (25)
#5/20 W vs. North Carolina 4 (6) - 0 (11)
%5/21 L vs. Texas 3 (6) - 4 (3)
!Big Ten Championship, Minneapolis, Minn.
*NCAA Tournament, 1st and 2nd Rounds, Columbus, 
Ohio
#NCAA Tournament, Round of 16, Stanford, Calif. 
%NCAA Tournament, Quarterfinal, Stanford, Calif.
2006-07 (30-2)
date result Opponent score (ranking)
1/24 W Butler 7 (3) - 0
1/24 W Xavier 7 (3) - 0
1/28 W Washington 7 (3) - 0 (18)
2/4 W Florida State 7 (3) - 0 (13)
2/7 W Toledo 7 (2) - 0 
2/9 W at Tennessee 4 (2) - 0
2/12 W Kentucky 6 (2) - 1 
2 0 1 3 - 1 4  m e n ’ s  t e n n i s M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
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+2/16 W vs. Stanford 4 (2) - 0
+2/17 W vs. Baylor 4 (2) - 2 (5) 
+2/18 W vs. UCLA 4 (2) - 2 (6) 
+2/19 L vs. Georgia 0(2) - 4 (1)
2/24 W at LSU 4 (2) - 2 (20)
3/3 W Indiana 6 (2) - 1
3/10 W at Miami (Fla.) 5 (2) - 2 
3/24 W Iowa 7 (2) - 0
3/25 W Minnesota 7 (2) - 0 (23)
3/30 W Notre Dame 7 (3) - 0 (5)
4/1 W Michigan State 7 (3) - 0 
4/2 W Wright State 7 (3) - 0
4/6 W at Northwestern 7 (2) - 0
4/8 W at Wisconsin 6 (2) - 1
4/14 W Purdue 7 (3) - 0
4/15 W Illinois 7 (3) - 0 (9)
4/20 W at Penn State 5 (3) - 2
4/22 W at Michigan 6 (3) - 1 (17)
!4/27 W vs. Northwestern 4 (3) - 0
!4/28 W vs. Wisconsin 4 (3) - 0
!4/29 W vs. Illinois 4 (3) - 1 (9)
*5/11 W Columbia 4 (2) - 0
*5/12 W Tennessee 4 (2) - 1 (25)
#5/17 W vs. LSU 4 (2) - 0 (14)
%5/19 L vs. Illinois 2 (2) - 4 (10)
+National Team Indoors, Chicago, Ill.
!Big Ten Championship, West Lafayette, Ind.  
*NCAA Tournament, 1st and 2nd Rounds, Columbus, 
Ohio
#NCAA Tournament, Round of 16, Athens, Ga. 
%NCAA Tournament, Quarterfinal, Athens, Ga. 
2007-08 (35-2)
date result Opponent score (ranking)
1/23 W Butler 7 (3) - 0
1/23 W Xavier 7 (3) - 0
1/26 W at Mississippi 4 (3) - 2 (5)
2/1 W Miami (Fla.) 5 (3) - 2
2/3 W Pepperdine 5 (3) - 2 (17)
2/3 W Wright State 4 (3) - 0
2/8 W Wake Forest 5 (3) - 1 (11)
2/10 W North Carolina 4 (3) - 2 (15)
+2/15 W vs. Boise State 4 (3) - 0
+2/16 W vs. USC 4 (3) - 1 (6)
+2/17 W vs. Georgia 4 (3) - 1 (2)
+2/18 L vs. Virginia 1 (3) - 4 (1)
2/27 W at Baylor 4 (2) - 2 (9)
3/7 W at Iowa 7 (2) - 0
3/9 W at Minnesota 6 (2) - 1
3/16 W at LSU 4 (2) - 2
3/19 W at The Citadel 4 (2) - 0
3/19 W at Coastal Carolina 7 (2) - 0
3/23 W VCU 7 (2) - 0 (19)
3/28 W at Notre Dame 6 (2) - 1
3/30 W at Michigan State 6 (2) - 1
4/2 W at Indiana 6 (2) - 1
4/4 W Northwestern 7 (2) - 0
4/4 W Toledo 4 (2) - 0
4/6 W Wisconsin 6 (2) - 1
4/12 W at Illinois 5 (2) - 2 (16)
4/13 W at Purdue 7 (2) - 0
4/17 W Wright State 7 (2) - 0
4/19 W Penn State 6 (2) - 1
4/20 W Michigan 7 (2) - 0 (15) 
!4/25 W at Iowa 4 (2) - 0
!4/26 W vs. Michigan 4 (2) - 1 (17)
!4/27 W vs. Illinois 4 (2) - 3 (15)
*5/10 W Cleveland State 4 (2) - 0
*5/11 W East Tennessee State 4 (2) - 0
#5/16 W vs. Illinois 4 (2) - 3 (15)
^5/18 L vs. Texas 2 (2) - 4 (7)
+ITA National Team Indoor Championship, Seattle, 
Wash.
!Big Ten Championship, Iowa City, Iowa
*NCAA Tournament, 1st and 2nd Rounds, Columbus, 
Ohio
#NCAA Tournament, Round of 16, Tulsa, Okla.
^NCAA Tournament, Quarterfinal, Tulsa, Okla.
 
2008-09 (36-2)
date result Opponent score (ranking)
1/21 W Butler 7 (1) - 0
1/21 W Xavier 7 (1) - 0
1/25 W at Washington 6 (1) - 0
~1/31 W Stetson 7 (1) - 0
~2/1 W Virginia Tech 5 (1) - 2
2/6 W at North Carolina 7 (1) - 0 (22)
2/8 W at Wake Forest 4 (1) - 0 (21) 
+2/13 W vs. Pepperdine 4 (1) - 2 (20)
+2/14 L vs. Tennessee 3 (1) - 4 (8)
+2/15 W vs. UCLA 4 (1) - 0 (4)
2/21 W Notre Dame 7 (3) - 0 (25)
2/22 W LSU 7 (3) - 0 (14)
2/26 W at Purdue 7 (3) - 0
3/1 W Baylor 7 (3) - 0 (10)
3/5 W at Penn State 7 (3) - 0
3/10 W Cleveland State 7 (5) - 0
3/13 W at Texas A&M 4 (5) - 3 (18) 
3/23 W at Pepperdine 6 (6) - 1 (17)
3/27 W Iowa 7 (6) - 0
3/29 W Minnesota 7 (6) - 0
3/29 W Toledo 4 (6) - 0
4/1 W at Kentucky 5 (5) - 2 (13)
4/4 W at Michigan State 7 (5) - 0
4/5 W at Michigan 6 (5) - 1
4/10 W at Indiana 7 (3) - 0
4/12 W at Illinois 6 (3) - 1 (11) 
4/17 W Northwestern 7 (2) - 0
4/19 W Wisconsin 7 (2) - 0
4/19 W Wright State 4 (2) - 0
!4/24 W vs. Wisconsin 4 (2) - 0
!4/25 W at Michigan 4 (2) - 1
!4/26 W vs. Illinois 4 (2) - 1 (14)
*5/8 W Xavier 4 (3) - 0
*5/9 W Michigan 4 (3) - 1
#5/14 W vs. Boise State 4 (3) - 0 (25)
%5/17 W vs. Baylor 4 (3) - 1 (6)
^5/18 W vs. UCLA 4 (3) - 3 (7)
&5/19 L vs. USC 1 (3) - 4 (8)
~ITA National Team Indoor Championship (Qualifier), 
Columbus Ohio
+ITA National Team Indoor Championship, Chicago, 
Ill.
!Big Ten Championship, Ann Arbor, Mich.
*NCAA Tournament, 1st and 2nd Rounds, Columbus, 
Ohio
#NCAA Tournament, Round of 16, College Station, 
Texas
%NCAA Tournament, Quarterfinal, College Station, 
Texas
^NCAA Tournament, Semifinal, College Station, 
Texas
&NCAA Tournament, Final, College Station, Texas
2009-10 (35-2)
date result Opponent score (ranking)
1/20 W Butler 7 (3) - 0
1/20 W Xavier 7 (3) - 0
~1/30 W New Mexico 7 (3) - 0
~1/31 W Tulsa 7 (3) - 0
2/5 W Pepperdine 6 (3) - 1 (13)
2/7 W North Carolina 6 (3) - 1 (22)
+2/12 W vs. Louisville 4 (2) - 2 (16)
+2/13 W vs. Florida 4 (2) - 3 (12)
+2/14 L vs. Virginia 1 (2) - 4 (6) 
2/21 W Kentucky 5 (3) - 2 (9)
2/21 W Wright State 7 (3) - 0
3/3 W Louisville 5 (3) - 2 (13)
3/7 W Texas A&M 4 (3) - 3 (17)
3/12 W Purdue 7 (4) - 0 
3/18 W Detroit Mercy 7 (4) - 0
3/23 W LSU 4 (3) - 2
3/25 W Georgia 4 (3) - 2 (7)
3/28 W Penn State 7 (3) - 0
3/28 W Cleveland State 4 (3) - 0
4/2 W at Iowa 6 (2) - 1
4/4 W at Minnesota 7 (2) - 0
4/7 W at Notre Dame 7 (2) - 0
4/9 W Michigan State 7 (2) - 0
4/9 W Toledo 5 (2) - 0
4/11 W Michigan 6 (2) - 1
4/14 W at Mississippi 4 (5) - 2 (18)
4/16 W Indiana 7 (5) - 0
4/18 W Illinois 6 (5) - 1 (17)
4/23 W at Northwestern 6 (4) - 1 
4/25 W at Wisconsin 4 (4) - 3
!4/30 W vs. Northwestern 4 (4) - 0
!5/1 W vs. Wisconsin 4 (4) - 0
!5/2 W vs. Illinois 4 (4) - 1 (14)
*5/15 W Western Michigan 4 (4) - 0
*5/16 W Michigan 4 (4) - 1
#5/21 W vs. Wisconsin 4 (4) - 0 
%5/23 L vs. USC 0 (4) - 4 (5)
~ITA National Team Indoor Championship (Qualifier), 
Columbus Ohio
+ITA National Team Indoor Championship, Charlot-
tesville, Va.
!Big Ten Championship, Bloomington, Ind.
*NCAA Tournament, 1st and 2nd Rounds, Columbus, 
Ohio
#NCAA Tournament, Round of 16, Athens, Ga.
%NCAA Tournament, Quarterfinal, Athens, Ga.
O h i O  s t A t e  r e C O r d  A s  t O P  2 5  t e A m 
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2010-11(34-3)
date result Opponent score (ranking)
1/26 W Butler 7 (4) - 0
1/26 W Xavier 7 (4) - 0
~1/29 W William & Mary 7 (4) - 0 
~1/30 W UC Irvine 7 (4) - 0
1/30 W Toledo 6 (4) - 0
2/4 W Mississippi 6 (4) - 1 (18)
2/6 W Georgia 6 (4) - 1 (11)
2/12 W LSU 7 (4) - 0 
2/15 W North Carolina 6 (4) - 1 (24)
+2/18 W vs. Texas Tech 4 (4) - 1 (14)
+2/19 W vs. Texas 4 (4) - 1 (5)
+2/20 L vs. Virginia 1 (4) - 4 (1) 
2/24 W Cleveland State 7 (3) - 0
2/24 W Wright State 6 (3) - 1
2/27 W Louisville 6 (3) - 1 (15)
3/4 W at Penn State 7 (3) - 0
3/10 L at Texas A&M 1 (5) - 4 (17)
3/21 W at Pepperdine 6 (4) - 1 (11)
3/25 W at Iowa 5 (5) - 2
3/27 W at Illinois 7 (5) - 0 (10)
4/2 W at Northwestern 7 (3) - 0
4/6 W at Kentucky 4 (3) - 3 (12)
4/8 W Michigan State 7 (3) - 0
4/10 W Michigan 6 (3) - 1 (23)
4/13 W Notre Dame 5 (2) - 2
4/15 W at Wisconsin 7 (2) - 0
4/17 W at Minnesota 7 (2) - 0 (24)
4/22 W Indiana 5 (4) - 2 (24)
4/24 W Purdue 7 (4) - 0 (17)
!4/29 W vs. Michigan State 4 (3) - 0
!4/30 W vs. Illinois 4 (3) – 0 (18)
!4/31 W vs. Minnesota 4 (3) - 0 (19)
*5/13 W Ball State 4 (4) - 0
*5/14 W Notre Dame 4 (4) - 0
#5/19 W vs. Tulsa 4 (4) - 0 
%5/21 W vs. Baylor 4 (4) - 2 (5)
~5/23 L vs. Virginia 1 (4) – 4 (1)
~ITA National Team Indoor Championship (Qualifier), 
Columbus Ohio
+ITA National Team Indoor Championship, Tulsa, 
Okla.
!Big Ten Championship, Madison, Wis.
*NCAA Tournament, 1st and 2nd Rounds, Columbus, 
Ohio
#NCAA Tournament, Round of 16, Stanford, Calif.
%NCAA Tournament, Quarterfinal, Stanford, Calif. 
~NCAA Tournament, Semifinal, Stanford, Calif.
2011-12(34-4)
date result Opponent score (ranking)
1/18 W Butler  7 (3) - 0 
1/18 W Xavier 7 (3) - 0 
1/22 W Mississippi State 6 (3) - 1 (16) 
1/28 W vs. Cornell 5 (3) - 1 (44)
1/29 W vs. Indiana 4 (3) - 0 (29) 
1/29 W Toledo 4 (3) - 0 
2/3 W Pepperdine 4 (3) - 1 (12) 
2/9 W   at Louisville 6 (3) - 1 (35) 
2/12 W   at Michigan State 7 (3) - 0 (55)
2/17 W vs. Texas 4 (3) - 0 (14) 
2/18 W vs. Kentucky 4 (3) - 3 (6) 
2/19 W vs. Virginia 4 (3) - 1 (2) 
2/20 L vs. USC 3 (3) - 4 (1) 
2/25 W Kentucky 4 (2) - 0 (7) 
2/26 W North Carolina 6 (2) - 1 (17) 
3/ 3 W  at Notre Dame 5 (2) - 2 (26) 
3/9 W Texas A&M 6 (2) - 1 (17) 
3/11 W Penn State 7 (2) - 0 
3/11 W University of Northwest Ohio 4 (2) - 0 
3/19 W  at LSU 6 (2) - 1 (27) 
3/21 L  at Georgia 3 (2) - 4 (4) 
3/25 W  at Indiana 6 (2) - 1 (21) 
3/30 W Nebraska 6 (2) - 1 (70) 
4/1 W Iowa 7 (2) - 0 
4/1 W Youngstown State 6 (2) - 0 
4/6 W at Wisconsin 7 (2) - 0 
4/8 W  at Minnesota 7 (3) - 0 (47) 
4/13 W Illinois 7 (2) -0 (23)
4/15 W Northwestern  5 (2) -2 (46) 
4/18 W  at Purdue 7 (3) - 0 
4/22 W Michigan 6 (3) - 1 (21) 
4/27 W vs. Nebraska  4 (3) - 0 (74) 
4/28 W vs. Indiana 4 (3) - 1 (27)
4/29 L vs. Illinois 3 (3) - 4 (24)
5/12 W vs. ETSU 4 (5) - 0 (68) 
5/13 W vs. Notre Dame 4 (5) - 0 (29)
5/18 W vs. Florida 4 (5) - 1 (12) 
5/20 L vs. UCLA 2 (5) - 4 (4)
 
2012-13 (35-3)
date result Opponent score (ranking)
1/16 W Butler  7 (4) - 0 
1/16 W Xavier 6 (4) - 1 
1/24 W Youngstown State 7 (4) - 0  
1/24 W Cleveland State 4 (4) - 0 
1/26 W ETSU 7 (4) - 0 (72) 
1/27 W Miami, Fla. 7 (4) - 0 (64) 
1/27 W Toledo 4 (4) - 0 
2/3 W   Georgia 5 (4) - 2 (6) 
2/10 L   at Texas A&M 3 (4) - 4 (15)
2/15 W vs. California 4 (4) - 0 (13) 
2/16 W vs. Pepperdine 4 (4) - 0 (5) 
2/17 L vs. Virginia 3 (4) - 4 (1) 
2/23 W Notre Dame 7 (4) - 0 (25) 
2/24 W LSU 7 (4) - 0 (24) 
2/27 W at North Carolina 4 (7) - 1 (37) 
3/ 2 W  at Penn State 7 (7) - 0 
3/12 W at Pepperdine 4 (9) - 1 (12) 
3/19 W Louisville 6 (5) - 1 
3/22 W Purdue 7 (5) - 0 (63) 
3/24 W  Indiana 7 (5) - 0 
3/29 W  Nebraska 6 (7) - 1 (57) 
3/31 W  Iowa 7 (7) - 0 
4/3 W at Kentucky 6 (7) - 1 (8) 
4/5 W Wisconsin 7 (5) - 0 
4/7 W Minnesota 7 (5) - 0 
4/7 W Wright State 4 (5) - 0 
4/12 W  at Illinois 4 (5) - 3 (47) 
4/14 W at Northwestern 6 (5) - 1 (34)
4/19 W Michigan State 6 (5) - 1 (45) 
4/21 W  at Michigan 4 (5) - 0 (26) 
4/26 W Purdue 4 (4) - 0 (70) 
4/27 W Illinois  4 (4) - 0 (29) 
4/28 W Michigan 4 (4) - 0 (23)
5/8 W vs. Cleveland State 4 (5) - 0 
5/11 W vs. Washington 4 (5) - 0 (37)
5/16 W vs. Texas A&M 4 (5) - 0 (11) 
5/18 W vs. USC 4 (5) - 3 (4)
5/20 L vs. UCLA 3 (5) - 4 (1)
 
2 0 1 3 - 1 4  m e n ’ s  t e n n i s M e d i a  i N F O R M a T i O N
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Ohio state vs. an itA ranked team (since 2000)
rank W l total .Pct
1 0 12 12 .000
2 2 2 4 .333
3 0 2 2 .000
4 2 4 6 .333
5 7 2 9 .778
6 6 3 9 .667
7 3 3 6 .400
8 2 3 5 .400
9 5 0 5 1.000
10 3 3 6 .500
11 8 1 9 .889
12 5 1 6 .833
13 7 0 7 1.000
14 7 2 9 .778
15 6 2 8 .750
16 3 0 3 1.000
17 10 3 13 .727
18 5 1 6 .833
19 4 0 4 1.000
20 2 2 4 .500
21 4 1 5 .667
22 4 0 4 1.000
23 5 1 6 .833
24 6 1 7 .858
25 7 1 8 .875
total 113 50 163 .693
r e C O r d  v s .  r A n K e d  O P P O n e n t s
Ohio state vs. an itA ranked team (since 2001)
rank W l total .Pct
1 9 1 10 .900
2 68 5 73 .332
3 79 4 83 .952
4 45 5 50 .900
5 25 3 28 .893
6 9 1 10 .900
7 9 0 9 1.000
8 2 0 2 1.000
9 1 0 1 1.000
10 4 0 4 1.000
11 5 3 8 .625
12 8 0 8 1.000
13 0 0 0 0.000
14 5 0 5 1.000
15 8 3 11 .727
16 7 1 8 .875
17 10 3 13 .769
18 7 0 7 1.000
19 10 2 12 .833
20 6 2 8 .750
21 2 1 3 .667
22 4 3 7 .571
23 4 0 4 1.000
24 15 6 21 .714
25 2 2 4 .500
total 349 45 394 .886
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l e t t e r W i n n e r s
A
Adams, Leland D.  ...............................................1962
Allare, Matt ................................................... 2008-11
Archer, John H.  ...................................................1959
Atas, Joey ..................................................... 2004-05
b
Bailey, Franklin  ............................................. 1972-75
Baker, Wallace J.  ...............................................1919
Barnes, Charles T.  ..............................................1930
Basch, Richard L.   .....................................1957, 1960
Basil, Ben  ..................................................... 1996-99
Bassichis, Jack .............................................. 1927-28
Beck, John A. ................................................ 1976-78
Beck, Perry (manager) ................................... 1977-78
Bedell, Robert H. .................................................1938
Benjamin, Jack A. .....................................1934, 1936
Berg, Eric A.................................................... 1989-90
Berry, Richard ................................................ 1984-87
Biederman, Larry L. ...................................1957, 1959
Blair, Guy M.  .......................................................1949
Bloom, Doug .................................................. 1993-96
Bohane, Adrian.............................................. 2001-02
Bohmer, Howard ............................................ 1926-27
Bothwell, Robert O. .............................................1957
Botica, Ivan J................................................. 1975-77
Botsch, Richard ............................................. 1953-54
Bowen, Richard W......................................... 1970-71
Bowen, Robert B. ......................................1971, 1973
Bowen, Robert K. .......................................... 1944-46
Boyd, Robert E. ....................................................1925
Bracken, Drew J. .................................................1970
Bradley, William  .................................................1926
Braschi, Miguel E.  ........................................ 1974-75
Braun, Peter................................................... 1978-81
Brown, John Q. ...................................................1929
Brown, William S. ......................................... 1929-31
Brumbaugh, John  ......................................... 1991-93
Buchanan, Chase .......................................... 2009-12 
Bulen, Horace  .....................................................1926
Burke, Paul F. (manager) ......................................1922
Byrne, Millard B. ........................................... 1964-66
C
Callahan, hunter ........................................ 2012-13
Campbell, Colon (manager) .................................1924
Cantwell, Robert W. ..................................1942, 1944
Cantwell, Thomas R. ...........................................1945
Cape, Hays A. (manager).....................................1930
Carey, Charles C. .......................................1956, 1959
Carlson, Andrew.................................. 1997, 1999-01
Carran, Nelson H. .......................................... 1922-23
Casey, Conor........................................................2002
Chambers, William........................................ 1933-35
Chapman, Brent E......................................1968, 1970
Christ, Constantin................................................2013 
Christensen, Christian .........................................2008
Chu, Vo .......................................................... 1996-98
Cibula, Dan .................................................... 1992-94
Clymer, William L. .....................................1933, 1935
Cole, Richard T. ..........................................1941,1943
Contini, Brenton ............................................ 2001-04
Coriat, Jose ................................................... 1944-45
Cox, Ronald ................................................... 1950-51
Crichlow, Shaun ..................................................1997
Criswell, James O. ..............................................1964
Cummings, William C..........................................1957
Cunin, Chris ...............................................1979, 1982
d
Davis, Alan R. ......................................................1962
Davis, Harry E. ............................................... 1918-19
Davis, John H. .....................................................1930
DeCastro, Frank ....................................... 1990, 93-94
DeFalco, Derek .............................................. 1998-01
Dennison, Carl L. ........................................... 1931-32
DeSanto, Franklyn (manager) ..............................1946
DeVol, Russell (manager) ....................................1926
diaz, Chris .........................................................2013 
Dibelius, Kevin  ............................................. 1987-90
Dick, David E. ......................................................1974
Dickerson, Eugene...............................................1950
Dierdorff, H. B. ....................................................1929
Dierker, David ......................................................1980
Dillon, Whitney ......................................... 1949-1950
Dredge, Howard Z. ..............................................1938
Drooyan, Irving .............................................. 1938-39
DuBois, Merlin .............................................. 1927-28
e
Eberly, Drew .................................................. 2005-08
Emmerling, Walter (manager) .............................1928
English, Phillip H. .......................................... 1942-43
Enlow, Robert C. (manager).................................1925
F
Faro, Eric........................................................ 1991-94
Feder, Jay (manager) ...........................................1943
Fernandez, Ernie ............................................ 1979-82
Fillimon, Victor D. .......................................... 1939-41
Fisher, Jerome .....................................................1933
Fisher III, John W. ...............................................1965
Fite, Robert F. ......................................................1942
Florian, Jared S. ............................................ 1970-71
Flower, Jim .................................................... 1976-79
Forward, Richard .................................................1951
Fox, Leonard R. ....................................................1929
Frambes, Stark G. ................................................1918
Franklin, Alex W. ........................................... 1943-46
Franklin, Aris ................................................. 1943-46
Friedman, James .................................................1970
Friedman, Mortimer ............................................1919
Fry, Robin L. .........................................................1972
G
Gates, Robert L.............................................. 1953-55
Gatt, Chris ..................................................... 1986-89
Gavin, Thomas A. .......................................... 1966-68
Gianakopoulos, Aristides .............................. 1959-60
Gifford, Gordon E........................................... 1945-46
Gilmore, David S. (manager) ...............................1940
Glavas, Konstantinos .................................... 1987-90
Glavas, Ted  ................................................... 1986-89
Glenn, Arnold B. ..................................................1945
Goldberg, Renwick N. .........................................1969
Gonzalez, Francisco ....................................... 1974-76
Gonzalez, Pedro ............................................. 1975-78
Goodman, Norman L. ..........................................1944
Gordon, Thomas E. ..............................................1963
Green, David P. .............................................. 1965-66
Green, Scott .................................................. 2003-06
Greenberg, Samuel .............................................1930
Grieser, Richard C. ......................................... 1941-42
Griffith, Elbert G. .................................................1960
Grim, Russel A.....................................................1917
Gross, William A. (manager) ...............................1942
Gurian, Jon .................................................... 1978-79
h
Haberkost, Donald......................................... 1967-68
Hales, William H. ................................................1975
Hanlon, Keith................................................. 1952-55
Haring, Frederick N. ...................................... 1955-56
Harbit, Keith ........................................................1951
Harbrecht, Phil J............................................ 1938-40
Harbrecht, Robert L. ...................................... 1966-68
Harrison, Robert L. ........................................ 1966-68
Hartwig, Ulf D. .............................................. 1986-89
Hawke, Kevin ......................................................1999
Hendrix, Jim .................................................  1981-83
Hershey, Melvin P. ...............................................1938
Hersman, Marion F. .............................................1953
Hill, James D. (manager).....................................1938
Hinton, Douglas P. ...............................................1960
Hirsch, Howard I............................................ 1955-56
Hoffer, Joe R. ................................................ 1931-32
Hohlock, Fred J....................................................1931
Hoiles, Robert L. ........................................1934, 1937
Homorody, Jason........................................... 1994-96
Horton, Leonard (manager) .................................1927
Hoyer, William B. .......................................... 1936-37
Hunter, Vinson ............................................... 1923-25
i
Iams, Paul F. .................................................. 1935-37
Iwamoto, Ko .................................................. 1992-95
J
James, Willard G. ......................................... 1931-32
Janes, Charles Lee “Jerry”  .......................... 1947-49
Janes, John H. .............................................. 1939-41
Janes, William H........................................... 1936-37
Jansen, Ernest C. .......................................... 1942-43
Jansson, Otto (manager) .....................................1934
Jhaveri, Saumil ............................................. 1989-91
Johansen, John ............................................. 1998-99
Johnston, William W.  .................................. 1965-67
Jokinen, Reino............................................... 1978-81
Jones, Herbert J............................................ 1952-54




Kadar, Richard P. ..................................................1955
Kahn, Allen (manager).........................................1929
Kamenir, Bernard .................................................1951
Kamenir, Irvin M. .................................................1954
Katzer, Jason ................................................. 1990-93
Keeley, Robert W.................................................1953
Kemp, Thomas A. ................................................1954
Kennedy, Wallace (manager) ..............................1917
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Kessel, Stanley....................................................1945
Kirksey, Ben ................................................... 2001-04
Klee, Evan...................................................... 1993-95
Klingemann, Chris ......................................... 2004-07 
Kobelt, Peter  .............................................. 2011-13




Korb, Emanuel L. .................................................1932
Koves, Gabor ................................................. 1990-92
Kronauge, Justin ........................................... 2007-10
Kuenzli, David......................................................1944
Kuenzli, David E.........................................1945, 1949
Kumler, Hubbard H. .............................................1934
l
Lamon, David M. ........................................... 1964-66
Laxminaryan, Pari .......................................... 1996-98
Leach, John .........................................................1995
Learmonth, George..............................................1981
Lessam, Sam H.............................................. 1930-31
Levenson, Irvin (manager) ...................................1931
Levinstein, Arnold .....................................1946, 1949
Lewis, John H................................................ 1939-41
Lippert, Wyatt .....................................................2011 
Litwack, Jerry ......................................................1951 








McCarthy, Devin ............................................ 2010-13
McDaniel, Ron............................................... 1983-84
McFarlend, Richard ....................................... 1940-41
McLean, Kevin.....................................................2002
Mechir, George X. ......................................... 1938-39
Meeker, George N. ........................................ 1971-74
Meister, Robert H. ...............................................1973
Mertens, Dennis............................................ 2003-05
metka, Kevin............................................... 2012-13
Metz, Phil ...................................................... 2000-03
Metzmaier, Stephen ...................................... 1971-73
Meyer, Walter E. .................................................1937
Mielke, Craig M. .................................................1964
Miguel, Stephen............................................ 1987-90
Miller, Gilbert ................................................ 1952-53
Miller, James J. ............................................ 1954-55
Mindigo, Richard (manager)................................1941
Mitchell, Roger A. ...............................................1962
Mitchell, Thomas ......................................1944, 1946
Mock, Lawrence (manager).................................1939
Moneke, Steven ............................................ 2006-09
Moore, Donald N........................................... 1954-55
Moore, Michael...................................................1976
Moreland, James  ...............................................1961
Mullings, Devin ............................................. 2004-07
Munroe, Patrick “B.J.” .................................. 2000-01
n
Nabors, Dennis A., Jr. .........................................1959
Nelson, Thomas R. ..............................................1968
Nelson, William A. ..............................................1968
Ng, Vincent.................................................... 2000-03
Nickel, Scott ........................................................1996
Nihousen, Robert .......................................... 1935-37
Nist, Richard T. .............................................. 1935-37
Noble, Fred ..........................................................1950
Novak, Balazs ................................................ 2008-11
O
O’Connell, Mike............................................. 2007-10
Okerbloom, Charles ....................................... 1928-30
Olsen, Irvin O. (manager).....................................1932
Ozanne, Dominic ................................. 2005, 2007-08
P
Park, Kilong .........................................................1922
Parker, Dwight S. ........................................... 1922-24
Parrish, William M. .............................................1923
Patten, David L. ............................................. 1973-76
Patterson, Walter ..........................................1926, 28
Pemberton, Thomas E. ........................................1923
Peters, Fred W. (manager)...................................1936





Porter, Chris ................................................... 1998-01
q
Quinn, Lawrence ........................................... 1978-80
r
Ratner, Ben (manager) .........................................1918
Redding, Mark ............................................... 1982-85






Rosenthal, Jerry ............................................ 1939-41
Rusinek, Lior .................................................. 1980-83
Ryuse, Steven P. ............................................ 1975-78
s




Schaefer, Louis T. ................................................1922
Schaub, Ty ..................................................... 2006-09
Scherberg, Lee C. ................................................1955
Schiff, Darwin R. (manager)1936
Schiff, Jerome ............................................... 1950-52
Schiff, Leonard M.......................................... 1949-50
Schlosser, Jacob A. ...................................1957, 1959
Sebastian, Sam ............................................. 1991-93
Seigel, Saul .........................................................1950
Segal, Mike .........................................................1979
Senn, Lance P. ............................................... 1970-72
Seymour, Edward .......................................... 1924-26
l e t t e r W i n n e r s
Shapero, Milton I. ......................................... 1923-25
Sharnoff, David G. ...............................................1967
Slager, James R.  ................................................1952
Slager, Richard F. .......................................1949, 1952
Slessinger, Marvin H. ..........................................1943
Smith, Connor................................................ 2012-13
Smith, Roger.................................................. 1983-86
Sparr, Jeff ...................................................... 1982-85
Spies, Daniel A.............................................. 1965-67
Stahl, Harry E. ............................................... 1924-25
Seikel, Dan ..........................................................1994
Steinman, Charles F. ...........................................1937
Steinman, Charles J. ...........................................1939
Stevens, Paul E..........................................1938, 1940
Storm, Howard (manager) ...................................1935
Strausser, David N. .............................................1941
Stroheimer, Luis ............................................ 1985-86
t
Tartz, Ralph ..........................................................1951
Taylor, Volney ................................................ 1959-60
Thomas, John R.............................................1962, 64
Thomas, Joesph E. ..............................................1922
Thompson, Andy............................................ 1978-79
Tobkin, Irwin ........................................................1942
Tracy, Roger W. ............................................. 1925-26
Trapp, James M. .................................................1976
Tschantz, Robert E. ........................................ 1956-57
Tucker, Ty ....................................................... 1989-91
u
Uzawa, Shuhei .............................................. 2008-11
v 
Van Engelen, Ille  ...........................................2011-13
Van Riper, William......................................... 1950-51
Vick, Nelson .................................................. 2011-12
W
Wadsworth, Willard ...................................... 1956-57
Warkentin, Paul ...................................................2002
Wasserman, Robert ............................................1943
Weaver, James D. .....................................1960, 1962
Weisman, Scott ............................................. 1985-88
Weiss, Albert S. ..................................................1933
Wellstein, Bob ............................................... 1998-01
White, John D. ..........................................1960, 1962
White, William P. ......................................1962, 1964
Whittaker, George ......................................... 1952-53
Wiles, Scott................................................... 1995-98
Williams, Robert E. .............................................1956 
Williams, Steven ........................................... 2009-12
Wilson, Ross ................................................. 2003-06
Wirthwein, Carl J. ...............................................1923
Wirthwein, Walter G. .................................... 1918-19
Wooster, Matt .....................................................2000
Wurtzman, Jeremy ........................................ 2002-04
Wurtzman, Marc ........................................... 1994-97
Wynkoop, Dale ....................................................1986
z
Zaske, Kurt ..........................................................2009 
Ziegler, Harold ............................................... 1929-31
Ziskind, Matthew (manager) ...............................1933
Zuck, Alfred T. .....................................................1917
Current student-athletes in bold
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Ohio State Men's Tennis
Ohio State Season Statistics (Through games of May 30, 2013)
Overall record: 35-3  • Conference: 11-0  • Region: 0-0  • Home: 19-0  • Away: 9-1  • Neutral: 7-2
vs National ranked: 12-3  • vs Regional ranked: 0-0
vs ranked Last
SINGLES Overall Dual Tour Conf 1 2 3 4 5 6 Nat'l Reg'l Strk 10
Hunter Callahan 16-6 14-3 2-3 5-1 --- --- --- --- 6-0 8-3 2-0 0-0 W1 5-1
Constantin Christ 21-5 16-3 5-2 6-1 --- --- --- --- 0-1 16-2 0-0 0-0 L2 6-3
Chris Diaz 32-6 24-5 8-1 9-0 --- --- --- 5-2 17-3 2-0 1-3 0-0 L2 5-2
Ille Van Engelen 7-2 7-2 0-0 2-0 1-0 1-1 2-1 1-0 2-0 --- 0-1 0-0 W5 6-2
Peter Kobelt 36-9 20-5 16-4 8-1 7-1 13-4 --- --- --- --- 8-6 0-0 L1 5-2
Wyatt Lippert 1-1 0-0 1-1 0-0 --- --- --- --- --- --- 0-0 0-0 L1 1-1
Devin McCarthy 28-2 28-2 0-0 10-0 --- 5-0 15-2 8-0 --- --- 3-0 0-0 W22 6-0
Kevin Metka 4-2 0-0 4-2 0-0 --- --- --- --- --- --- 0-1 0-0 L1 4-2
Blaz Rola 32-1 26-1 6-0 9-1 18-1 8-0 --- --- --- --- 15-1 0-0 W13 8-0
Connor Smith 36-7 28-4 8-3 9-1 --- --- 11-1 12-2 5-1 --- 3-2 0-0 W1 6-1
Totals 213-41 163-25 50-16 58-5 26-2 27-5 28-4 26-4 30-5 26-5 32-14 0-0
Percentage .839 .867 .758 .921 .929 .844 .875 .867 .857 .839 .696 .000
vs ranked Last
DOUBLES TEAMS Overall Dual Tour Conf 1 2 3 Nat'l Reg'l Strk 10
Hunter Callahan/Chris Diaz 0-1 0-0 0-1 0-0 --- --- --- 0-0 0-0 L1 0-1
Peter Kobelt/Connor Smith 26-5 25-3 1-2 10-1 22-3 3-0 --- 9-4 0-0 L2 8-2
Peter Kobelt/Kevin Metka 6-1 3-0 3-1 0-0 --- 1-0 2-0 0-0 0-0 W3 6-1
Hunter Callahan/Connor Smith 3-1 0-0 3-1 0-0 --- --- --- 0-0 0-0 L1 3-1
Constantin Christ/Chris Diaz 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 --- --- --- 0-0 0-0 0-0
Ille Van Engelen/Devin McCarthy 27-4 27-4 0-0 9-1 6-0 20-4 1-0 6-3 0-0 L1 7-3
Hunter Callahan/Kevin Metka 3-0 3-0 0-0 0-0 --- 1-0 2-0 0-0 0-0 W3 3-0
Chris Diaz/Connor Smith 2-0 2-0 0-0 0-0 --- --- 2-0 0-0 0-0 W2 2-0
Blaz Rola/Connor Smith 2-0 2-0 0-0 0-0 1-0 1-0 --- 0-0 0-0 W2 2-0
Kevin Metka/Blaz Rola 21-0 21-0 0-0 9-0 --- --- 21-0 0-0 0-0 W21 10-0
Hunter Callahan/Blaz Rola 4-1 4-1 0-0 2-0 --- --- 4-1 0-0 0-0 L1 4-1
Kevin Metka/Connor Smith 0-1 0-1 0-0 0-0 0-1 --- --- 0-1 0-0 L1 0-1
Ille Van Engelen/Blaz Rola 1-0 1-0 0-0 0-0 --- 1-0 --- 0-0 0-0 W1 1-0
Hunter Callahan/Devin McCarthy 1-0 1-0 0-0 0-0 --- --- 1-0 0-0 0-0 W1 1-0
Totals 96-14 89-9 7-5 30-2 29-4 27-4 33-1 15-8 0-0
Percentage .873 .908 .583 .938 .879 .871 .971 .652 .000
Date Opponent Score Overall Conf Nation Region
Sept. 29, 2012 ITA All-American Championships All Day (Tulsa, Okla.)
Oct. 19, 2012 2012 USTA/ITA Midwest Regionals  (East Lansing, Mich.)
Nov. 8, 2012 USTA/ITA National Indoor Championsh 1 p.m. (Flushing, N.Y.)
Jan. 16, 2013 BUTLER W 7-0 1-0 0-0 #4
Jan. 16, 2013 XAVIER W 6-1 2-0 0-0 #4
Jan 24, 2013 YOUNGSTOWN STATE W 7-0 3-0 0-0 #4
Jan. 24, 2013 CLEVELAND STATE UNIVERSITY W 4-0 4-0 0-0 #4
Jan 26, 2013 #72 EAST TENNESSEE STATE UNIV W 7-0 5-0 0-0 #4
Jan 27, 2013 #64 MIAMI, FLA. W 7-0 6-0 0-0 #4
Jan 27, 2013 TOLEDO UNIVERSITY W 4-0 7-0 0-0
Feb 03, 2013 #6 GEORGIA W 5-2 8-0 0-0 #4
Feb. 10, 2013 at #15 Texas A&M L 3-4 8-1 0-0 #4
Feb. 15, 2013 vs #13 California W 4-0 9-1 0-0 #4
Feb. 16, 2013 vs #5 Pepperdine W 4-0 10-1 0-0 #4
Feb. 17, 2013 vs #1 Virginia L 3-4 10-2 0-0 #4
Feb 23, 2013 #25 NOTRE DAME W 7-0 11-2 0-0 #4
Feb 24, 2013 #24 LSU W 7-0 12-2 0-0 #4
Feb. 27, 2013 at #37 North Carolina W 4-1 13-2 0-0 #7
* Mar 02, 2013 at Penn State W 7-0 14-2 1-0 #7
Mar 12, 2013 at #12 Pepperdine W 4-1 15-2 1-0 #9
March 19, 2013 LOUISVILLE W 6-1 16-2 1-0 #5
* Mar 22, 2013 #63 PURDUE W 7-0 17-2 2-0 #5
* Mar 24, 2013 INDIANA W 7-0 18-2 3-0 #5
* March 29, 2013 at #57 Nebraska W 6-1 19-2 4-0 #7
* March 31, 2013 at Iowa W 7-0 20-2 5-0 #7
April 3, 2013 at #8 Kentucky W 6-1 21-2 5-0 #5
* Apr 05, 2013 WISCONSIN W 7-0 22-2 6-0 #5
* April 7, 2013 MINNESOTA W 7-0 23-2 7-0 #5
Apr 07, 2013 WRIGHT STATE W 4-0 24-2 7-0 #5
* Apr 12, 2013 at Illinois W 4-3 25-2 8-0 #5
* April 14, 2013 at #34 Northwestern W 6-1 26-2 9-0 #5
* April 19, 2013 #45 MICHIGAN STATE W 6-1 27-2 10-0 #5
* April 21, 2013 at #26 Michigan W 4-0 28-2 11-0 #5
April 26, 2013 vs #9 Purdue W 4-0 29-2 11-0 #1
Apr 27, 2013 vs #4 Illinois W 4-0 30-2 11-0 #1
Apr 28, 2013 vs #3 Michigan W 4-0 31-2 11-0 #1
May 08, 2013 CLEVELAND STATE W 4-0 32-2 11-0 #5
May 11 2013 #37 UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON W 4 0 33 2 11 0 #5
Ohio State Men's Tennis
Ohio State Season Statistics (Through games of May 30, 2013)
vs ranked
DOUBLES verall Dual Tour Conf 1 2 3 Nat'l Reg'l
Chris Diaz 2-1 2-0 0-1 0-0 --- --- 2-0 0-0 0-0
Constantin Christ 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 --- --- --- 0-0 0-0
Kevin Metka 30-2 27-1 3-1 9-0 0-1 2-0 25-0 0-0 0-0
Hunter Callahan 11-3 8-1 3-2 2-0 --- 1-0 7-1 0-0 0-0
Connor Smith 33-7 29-4 4-3 10-1 23-4 4-0 2-0 0-0 0-0
Peter Kobelt 32-6 28-3 4-3 10-1 22-3 4-0 2-0 0-0 0-0
Devin McCarthy 28-4 28-4 0-0 9-1 6-0 20-4 2-0 0-0 0-0
Ille Van Engelen 28-4 28-4 0-0 9-1 6-0 21-4 1-0 0-0 0-0
Blaz Rola 28-1 28-1 0-0 11-0 1-0 2-0 25-1 0-0 0-0
Totals 96-14 89-9 7-5 30-2 29-4 27-4 33-1 15-8 0-0
Percentage .873 .908 .583 .938 .879 .871 .971 .652 .000
All-Americans
Peter Kobelt (singles, doubles)
Blaz Rola (singles)
big ten Coa  of the year
Ty Tucker
First team All-big ten
Peter Kobelt
Devin McCa thy
2012-13 Individual Honors/Champio ships
Blaz Rola
Connor Smith
second team All-big ten
Chris Diaz
big ten Athletes of the Week
Bl z Rola - Feb. 20
Peter Kobelt - Feb. 27
Devin McCarthy - March 20
Blaz Rola - April 10 
Academic All-big ten
Hunter Callahan - Marketing
Chris Diaz - Neuroscience
Peter Kobelt - Family Resource 
Management
Devin McCarthy - History
Kevin Metka - Mechanical Engineering
nCAA singles Champion
Blaz Rola
midwest regional singles 
Champion
Peter Kobelt
